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0.3 Introduction 
This thesis is presented to develop the theory of backward stochastic dif-
ferential equations (BSDEs) and backward stochastic evolution equations 
(BSEEs) to infinite dimensions and to study some of their applications. 
BSDEs have been widely studied over the last decade. These equations 
are of the following form 
{ 
-dY(t) = 1(t, Y(t), Z(t)) dt - Z(t) dW(t) , 0::; t ::; T, (1) 
Y(T) = L 
where 1 : [0, T] x n x L 2(H; K) --+ K and ~ : n --+ K are given data such that 
1 is progressively measurable with respect to the a - algebra generated by the 
Brownian motion W, {Ft (W), 0::; t ::; T}, and ~ is an FT (W) - measurable 
square integrable random variable. Here Hand K are some finite dimensional 
vector spaces and L2(H; K) is the space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators from 
H to K. 
A solution of such an equation is a pair (Y, Z) of progressively measurable 
processes taking values in K x L2 (H; K) such that 
Y(t) = ~ + iT 1(s, Y(s), Z(s)) ds - iT Z(s) dW(s) , (2) 
for all t E [0, T]. 
This equation was first studied by [41] and a result of existence and 
uniqueness was achieved provided that the mapping f satisfies a global Lips-
chitz condition in the variable Y and Z. The idea of the proof of existence of 
solutions of (1) is based on using the usual martingale representation theorem 
in ]Rn ([52]) together with a fixed point theorem. 
We shall be aiming in this thesis to working with such equations under 
some weaker conditions than those in [41]. This is explained in detail in this 
introduction. 
Let us now just remind the reader at this stage that the history of linear 
BSDEs goes back to Bismut [6]. It was shown there that linear BSDEs 
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may arise from some stochastic control problem, as they can be actually 
regarded as the adjoint equation (the equation of the adjoint process) in 
such a problem; see also [2]. 
BSDEs, increasingly, have been shown to be very useful in a number of 
different field of mathematics, for example, in stochastic control, see e.g. [46], 
[49], [50] and references therein. See also the work of Oksendal in [37] in this 
respect. BSDEs are applicable to some financial problems, as seen from the 
work of EI Karoui et. al [18J and the work of Duffie and Epstein in [14] 
and references therein. In relation to PDEs, BSDEs have been proven to be 
important and useful, particularly, in giving a representation of the solution 
of certain PDEs. This representation generalises the so-called Feynman-Kac 
formula, see Section 1.4. See also [47], [1], [42], [40] and references therein 
for another treatment of several cases in this subject. 
In Chapter 1 of this thesis we will be concentrating on the infinite dimen-
sional version of equation (1). We shall let the spaces Hand K be separable 
Hilbert spaces and W be a Q- Wiener process in H or, more generally, a 
cylindrical Wiener process on H. 
To be able to deal with this new equation we provide a martingale rep-
resentation theorem for martingales M in K, which are adapted to the 
{Ft (W) , 0 ::; t ::; T}. This representation takes the form 
M(t) = M(O) + it R(s) dW(s) , 0 ::; t ::; T, 
for some unique R which is progressively measurable and is Hilbert-Schmidt. 
Moreover, on the other hand, to be able to determine the process R in some 
regular cases we give a Clark-Ocone formula in this setting. 
A similar result for the case W being a Q - Wiener process is proved; in 
which case R is determined such that R Ql/2 is Hilbert-Schmidt. These are 
the results of Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.4 in Section 1.2. 
Now by applying these two results, the reader may find it legitimate just 
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to follow the fixed point theorem argument to show the existence and unique-
ness of the solution to (1). Theorem 1.9 below deals with an equation that 
is more general than (1), namely when replacing the integral itT Z(s) dW(s) 
in (2) by itT g(s, Y(s), Z{s)) dW(s), for some given mapping g, properties of 
which will be given in details in Section 1.3 of this chapter. 
On the other hand, we want to know if it is possible to drop the global 
Lipschitz condition on I and still get a solution to (I). There are partial 
answers to this problem. We mention here the work of Mao in [33], where 
a Lipschitz condition of I on y is relaxed. In the case I taking values in 
JR there is a good progress made by Kobylanski [26], see also the work of 
Lepeltier and San Martin in [29] and [28]. We should note that their method 
depends heavily on the comparison theorem between the solutions of the 
BSDE, which does not seem to have a corresponding notion when moving 
to higher dimensions. The author does not know if their method can be 
generalised to investigate the higher dimensional case. 
However, we find it possible to relax the Lipschitz condition slightly in 
y to make it satisfy a kind of monotonicity condition ( see assumption (B3) 
in Section 1.3 ). Such a condition was used by Darling and Pardoux in [12] 
in finite dimensions, where they showed that can be able to approximate a 
mapping that satisfies this condition by a sequence of Lipschitz mappings. 
Their method of approximation was done by using taking a "convolution" 
with a sequence of smooth functions which approximate the Dirac measure 
at O. This method, according to our computations, fail to work obviously in 
infinite dimensions. We used instead Yosida's approximation for our purpose 
of approximating the mapping I; see Theorem 1.14 and Proposition 1.15. 
This is one of our main results in Chapter 1. 
Let us remind the reader here that the need to weakening the Lipschitz 
condition imposed on the mapping I comes from the need to study more 
applications. For example, to investigate the classical pricing problem in 
dimension one, which is linear but rarely has a bounded short rate of interest. 
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Some discussion on this issue can be found in [16], cf. also [18J. Another and 
important approach is to study BSDEs on manifolds, i.e. when the space K 
above is replaced, for example, by a Riemannian manifold. 
In Section 1.4 we give some applications to our results in Section 1.3. 
First we show the property of continuous dependence of the solution of a 
BSDE (1) on the terminal value. Precisely, we let ~ in (1) be of the form ~ = 
g(Xt,X(T)) for some nice continuous mapping 9 : H -+ K and {xt,X(s), s 2: 
t} is a diffusion in H starting at x at time s = t. Then we show that the 
corresponding solution yt,x depends continuously in L2 on x. 
Using this result we are able to study the following 
{ 
tt u(t, x) + Cu(t, x) + f(t, x, u(t, x), Du(t, x) a(t, x)) = 0, (3) 
u(T, x) = g(x) , 
where C is the following time dependent second-order differential operator 
acting on mappings 'l1 : [0, T] x H -+ K as follows 
C'l1(t, x) : H -+ K, 
< C'l1(t, x) ,e~ >K := L'l1 j , j = 1,2, ... , (4) 
where 'l1 j - < 'l1, ej > K , j = 1, 2, ... , and L is the infinitesimal generator of 
{xt,X(s), t:::; s :::; T}, the solution of the following S.D.E. on H 
{ 
dXt,X(s) = b(s,Xt,X(s))ds + a(s,Xt,X(s)) dW(s) , 
xt,X(t) = x. 
t S s:::; T, 
The PDE (4) is related to the BSDE (1) through taking ~ = g(Xt,X(T)). 
In this case we are able to represent the solution of this PDE as 
u(t, x) = yt,X(t) , (t, x) E [0, T] x H . 
On another point of view, we shall show also that the mapping u defined 
by u(t, x) := yt,X(t) , (t, x) E [0, TJ x H, is a viscosity solution of (4). We 
shall consider two individual cases. The first case is when the Wiener process 
W has a finite rank, while the other case is when the mapping f in (3) does 
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not depend on Du (7. These are the results of Theorem(s) (1.23 , 1.24) in 
Section 1.4. 
The subject of Chapter 2 is about backward stochastic evolution equa-
tions (BSEEs). An example of which is when the drift term f in equation (1) 
is unbounded. A particular case is having A y + f(t, y, z) instead of f(t, y, z) 
in (1), where A is an unbounded operator on K. Thus we have 
{ 
- dY(t) = A Y(t) dt + f(t, Y(t), Z(t)) dt - Z(t) dW(t) , 0:::; t :::; T, (5) 
Y(T) = ~. 
Here we let W be a cylindrical Wiener process. 
These equations are useful in studying, for example, stochastic Hamilton-
Jacobi-Bellman equations; cf. e.g. [48]. 
We shall prove in Theorem 2.1 the existence and uniqueness of mild so-
lutions of this equation. Our assumptions on the mapping f is the same as 
before except that the Lipschitz condition on y is replaced by the following 
one where f is progressively measurable mapping which satisfies the following 
condition: :3 k > 0 such that 'r;f y, y' E K and 'r;f z, z' E L2 (H; K) 
lJ(t, y, z) - f(t, y', z')1 2 :::; c(ly - y'1 2 ) + k Iz - z'1 2 , 
uniformly in (w, t) E n x [0, TJ, where c is a continuous and nondecreasing 
concave function from ll4 to ll4 such that c(O) = 0, c(x) > 0 for x > 0 and 
fa dx 
Jo+ c(x) = 00, 
for any sufficiently small a > O. 
Such an equation is also studied by Hu and Peng in [25] under stronger 
conditions than ours here. 
Furthermore, in Section 2.2 we prove some regularity properties of the 
solution of (5). 
Section 2.3 will be devoted to describing the types of solution (weak, weak 
mild, strong) which equation (5) may have. We shall show actually that: 
strong::::::} weak ¢:} mild ¢:} weak mild solution. 
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Moreover, a strong solution of (5) is proved, in Theorem(s) (2.18, 2.19), 
to exist in some cases. 
We close this chapter by studying quite an important generalisation of 
equation (5). The operator A is allowed to be measurably time dependent, 
i.e. t t--t A(t) y is Borel measurable, for all y E K. This new equation which 
we call BSEE (evolution case), with solutions called evolution solutions, is 
studied in Section 2.4. For this case, we shall discuss the types of solutions 
at the end of this section. 
We continue in Chapter 3 studying BSEEs, but now in more generality. 
The underlined filtration in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2, as introduced earlier, 
is the Wiener filtration. The solution (Y, Z) of BSDEs (resp. BSEEs) are 
adapted to this filtration. In Chapter 3 we are given an arbitrary right con-
tinuous and complete filtration, {Ft, 0 ~ t ~ T}. It is useful for applications, 
e.g. [7], to work with arbitrary filtrations. 
Chapter 3 is divide into three sections. In Section 3.1 we present a basic 
introduction on stochastic integration with respect to martingales in Hilbert 
spaces. Then we prove a kind of martingale representation theorem for F. -
martingales; see Theorem 3.3. 
This result together with a similar one in [38] (Theorem 3.2) will be 
applied in Section 3.2 to study the following two types of equations. 
{ 
- dY(t) = f(t, Y(t), Z(t)) dt - Z(t) dAI(t) - dN(t) , 0 ~ t ~ T, (6) 
Y(T) = ~ 
and 
{ 
- dY(t) = f(t, Y(t), Z(t)) dt - Z(t) dW(t) - dN(t) , 0 ~ t ~ T, (7) 
Y(T) = ~. 
A solution of (6) (resp. (7) ) is a triple (Y, Z, N) of predictable processes 
that are square integrable and satisfy the integral form (6) ( resp. (7) ), for 
each t E [0, T]. Here N is required to be very strongly orthogonal (V.S.O.) 
to M (resp. W). This notion of orthogonality is explained in Section 3.1. 
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The existence and uniqueness of the solutions of equations (6) and (7) 
are established in Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.6 respectively. Our results in 
Theorem 3.4 can be taken as a generalisation of a result in finite dimensions 
got by EI karoui et. al [16]. 
In Section 3.3 we will be dealing with equations of the type 
{ 
- dY(t) = (A(t) Y(t) + f(t, Y(t), Z(t)) + g(t, Y(t)) ) dt 
-Z(t) dW(t) - dN(t) , 0:::; t :::; T, 
Y(T) = ~ , 
(8) 
where W is a cylindrical Wiener process with respect to {Ft, 0 :::; t :::; T} on 
H. The operator A(t,w) is a predictable linear operator on H that belongs 
L(V; V'), where V is continuously and densely embedded in H and V'is the 
dual space of V. We assume also that A( t, w) satisfies the following coercivity 
condition: 
2 [A(t, w) Y ,y] - A IYI! :::; - a Iyl~ a.e. t E [0, T], a.s. V y E V , 
for some a, A > 0. An example of this operator is given in Example 3.10. 
The mapping 9 in this equation is a predictable V' - valued mapping de-
fined on [0, T] x n x H. The main result of Section 3.3 is to show that equation 
(8) has a unique solution (Y, Z, N) of predictable processes taking values in 
V x L2(H; H) x M 2,C(H) and that Y is continuous. The space M 2,C(H) 
here is the space of continuous martingales taking values in H. Here also we 
require N to be V.S.O. to W For this N to be continuous, we made a slight 
technical restriction on the filtration {Ft, 0 :::; t :::; T}, which guarantees 
that such a martingale has always a continuous version. 
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Chapter 1 
Introductory Results on 
Backward Stochastic 
Differential Equations 
Infinite Dimensions 
1.1 Preliminaries 
• In 
From now on, our Hilbert spaces are supposed to be separable. 
Definition 1.1 Let H be a separable Hilbert space. Consider a symmetric 
positive operator Q: H -+ H, with tr Q < +00. Let (0, F, JP) be a complete 
probability space. Let { W(t) : t 2: O} be an H - valued stochastic process. We 
say that W(·) is a Q- Wiener process if it satisfies the following: 
(i) W(O) = 0 a.s., 
(ii) W has continuous sample paths, 
(iii) W has independent increments, i. e. 
n 
= II JP [ W(ti+d - W(t i ) E r i ], 
i=l 
for all 0 ~ tl < t2 < ... < tn+l < 00 and n 2: 1, where r i E B(H) for all i, 
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and 
(iv) W(t) - W(s) zs a Gaussian random variable in H with mean 0 and 
variance (t - s) Q. 
By Gaussian here we mean that, for any arbitrary h E H the inner product 
< W (t) - W (s), h > H is a Gaussian random variable in IR. 
Let us consider the filtration {Ft h2:o of subsets oH2, as F t = a{W(s), 0 :::; 
s :::; t}, all t ~ 0, completed by the probability measure P. 
Note that (iii) above is equivalent to the following one: 
(iii)' W(t) - W(s) is independent of Fs, for all 0 :::; s < t < 00 . 
Thus (iii)' together with (i), (ii) and (iv) gives an equivalent definition of Q-
Wiener processes in H. In this case we call W a Q - Wiener processes with 
respect to {Fdt2:o . 
Note that this definition fits well with the definition of Brownian motions 
in finite dimensions, e.g. in lR; indeed since if W is a Q - \Viener process in 
H, then < W(·) , h >H is a constant times a I-dimensional Wiener process, 
for all h E H. This latter fact is one of the main ingredients needed to define 
stochastic integration with respect to Wiener processes in such a space H. 
Let us now try to find an expansion for W(t). There exists a complete 
orthonormal system {ej }~l in H and a bounded sequence of non-negative 
real numbers {Aj }~l such that 
Thus one can expand W(t) as the following: 
where 
00 
W(t) = L ~ Wj(t) ej , 
j==l 
1 
Wj(t) = I\. < W(t) ,ej >H' j = 1,2, ... , 
V Aj 
(1.1 ) 
(1.2) 
are independent real valued Brownian motions; this follows easily from (1.1). 
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If we define that ej = A ej, j = 1,2, ... , then 
00 
W(t) = L Wj(t) ej (1.3) 
j=1 
and 
1 
Wj(t) = ~ < W(t),ej >H . 
J 
This series (1.3), fortunately, converges in L2(O, F, JP') since 2:~1 Aj = 
tr Q < 00. 
Next, we would like to take Aj _ 1, all j = 1,2, .... I.e. Q = I, the identity 
map, in which case, the above series (1.3) becomes 2:;:1 Wj(t) ej which will 
not converge to a genuine process W(t) in H. We call l'V a (standard) 
cylindrical Wiener process with respect to H; see [11]. This W(·) can be well 
defined as a Q - Wiener process in a bigger Hilbert space U such that the 
inclusion mapping from H to U is Hilbert-Schmidt, cf. [10, Proposition 4.11, 
P. 96]. However, we will rarely work on this space U. 
Let us now define the (natural) filtration for such cylindrical Vv'iener pro-
cesses. We can make use of the formal expansion of IV in (1.3) to define an 
alternative filtration for W, to be a{ Wj(s), 0 ~ S ~ t, j = 1, ... ,oo}, t ::::: o. 
We will denote it by Ft , for t ::::: o. 
The following remarks on filtrations can be skipped with no harm at a 
first read. 
Recall that an equivalent definition of a cylindrical Wiener process can 
also be made when regarding W as a mapping [0, T] x H* x 0 ---t JR, (t, l, w) H 
loW (t, w) and such that loW (t) is a 1- dimensional Wiener process if III = 1. 
This enables us to define the following filtration Ft(W) = a{loW(s), 0 ~ s ~ 
t, l E H*}, t ::::: o. It can be seen easily after taking limits that Ft = Ft(W) 
agree for each t. 
On the other hand, if we denote by F! the a{wj(s), s ~ t}, then Ft ~ 
00 V F/. Also, since for each j, Wj(') = J~ < ej, dvV(s) >H' then we conclude 
j=1 
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00 00 
that V F/ ~ Ft , for each t. In particular, we have Ft = V F/. 
j=1 j=1 
Suppose for a moment that we are having an abstract Wiener space 
(A. W.S.), z : H ---+ E, i.e. H is a separable Hilbert space included in a 
Banach space E via z which is a continuous injective map with dense image 
and "(- radonifying, i.e. the push-forward measure z* ("(H) = "( is a genuine 
measure on E, called the Wiener measure on E, where "(H is the canonical 
(Gaussian) cylindrical set measure on H. As usual by identifying H with its 
dual, there is the adjoint of z, ) _ z* : E* ---+ H, such that )(E*) is dense 
in H with respect to L2(E, "(; JR). Moreover, if I E E* and h E H, then 
loz(h) = < h,)(l) >H· 
We should also point out here that if z : H ---+ E is an A.W.S. then 
Ft = Ft(W), where Ft(W) - O"{W(s), s ::; t}, where W _ z(W) which is a 
genuine Wiener process taking values in E . To see this, first note that ~Vt 
is F t measurable, for each t, as seen from the definition of W(t) as the sum 
W(t) = 2:;:1 Wj(t) z(ej) . On the other hand, to see the other inclusion, note 
that for arbitrary j; ej = limk~oo)(/~), where {/~h~1 is a sequence in E*. 
Consider < )(l~), W >H: [O,T] x n ---+ JR, (t,w) f-t < )(/0, W(t,w) >H = 
1~(z(W(t,w))) = l~(W(t,w)). This implies that for each k, < )(l~), W(t) >H 
is Ft(W) measurable, Vt; hence Wj(t) is Ft(W) measurable since Wj(t) = 
J; < ej , dW(s) >H= limk~ool~(W). Since j is arbitrary the conclusion 
follows. 
Denote by L2 (H; K) the space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators from H into 
K defined by L2(H; K) = {<1> E L(H; K) s.t. L:J=1 < <1> ej ,<I> ej > K 
< oo}. This is a Hilbert space endowed with the norm 1<1>IL2(H;K) 
(L:;:1 1<1> ej I~Jl/2 for any arbitrary o.n. base of H. For T < 00 and a 
separable Hilbert space iI let L}(O, T; iI) be the space of all {Fh ° ::; t ::; T} -
progressively measurable processes j with values in iI, (i.e. for all t E [0, T], 
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the process] I [0, t] x 0 ---t H is 8([0, t]) 0Ft - measurable,) such that 
E lT 1](s)11 ds < 00. 
Notice that L}(O, T; H) is a Hilbert space with norm 
Iii = E lT li(s)11 ds . 
We define a stochastic integral of processes W E L}(O, T; L2(H; K)) by ap-
proximation as follows 
iT N iT w(s)dW(s):= lim L (w(s) ej) dWj(s), o N~oo. 0 )=1 (1.4) 
where the integral in the right hand side now makes sense as a stochastic 
integral with respect to I-dimensional Brownian motions. The limit in (1.4) 
exists lP- a.s. since 
N TNT 
ElL 1 'l/J(s) ej dWj(s) I~ = LE 1 I w(s) ej I~ ds 
j=1 0 j=1 0 
00 rT 
---t L E io I W(s) ej I~ ds < 00, (1.5) j=1 0 
as N ---t 00. Thereby foT w(s) dW(s) is well-defined and belongs to 
L2(O,FT,JP;K). Furthermore, in fact, E SUPtE[O,Tj I E;=IJ;'l/J(S) ej dWj(s)-
f; w(s) dW(s) Ik ---t 0 as N ---t 00. Thus f~ w(s) dW(s) can also be con-
structed as a limit in the above respect and is a square integrable martingale 
with values in K. Other equivalences and extensions of this definitions can 
be found in the literature. 
On the other hand, note that almost the same definition can also be 
made to Q - Wiener processes; see [lOJ for clear treatment of this subject, 
see also Metivier [35J. The definition of martingales in separable Hilbert 
spaces is almost the same as in finite dimensional spaces but then we have 
to understand the expectations through Bochner integration. 
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1.2 Martingale Representation Theorems in 
Infinite Dimensions 
In this section we prove infinite dimensional versions of the usual finite di-
mensional martingale representation theorem. We will study the two cases 
when having a cylindrical and a genuine Wiener process in K. As a result of 
which we derive a Clarck-Ocone formula in such a setting. 
The main theorem of this section is the following. 
Theorem 1.2 Let {M(t), 0 ~ t ~ T} be a square integrable martingale in K 
with respect to {Fdt>o, i.e. sup IE: IM(t)li< < 00. Then there is a unique 
- 095:T 
stochastic process R E L}( 0, T; L2 (H; K)) such that, for all 0 ~ t ~ T, we 
have a.s. 
M(t) = M(O) + lot R(s) dW(s). (1.6) 
In particular, M has a continuous modification. 
Note that M(O) in (1.6) equals to IE: (M(t)), for all t. 
We should mention here that this theorem was stated in [43, Theorem 
1.1] without proof. 
Before introducing the proof let us present some notation which we will 
need. 
Note that since W is cylindrical it can be written formally, as in (1.3), 
as a infinite sum L:~l Wj(t) ej , where Wj, j = 1,2, ... , are i.i.d. 
Brownian motions in lR and {ej }~l is an orthonormal basis of H. Define 
W N = L:f=l Wj ej and let Ft(N) be the a - algebra of subsets of 0, generated 
by {Wj(s): 0 ~ S ~ t, j = 1,2, ... N}. Then one can easily deduce from 
N 
the definitions that Ft(N) = V F! = a{WN (s), S ~ t}, for all t. Hence 
j=l 
00 
F t = V Ft{N) , for all t. 
N=l 
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For n E N denote by 7rn : H -t Hn , the orthogonal projection from the 
space H onto the finite dimensional space Hn ==< e1, ... ,en> ~ JRn, which 
is generated by the first n elements of the basis {ej h~ 1 . 
Before giving the proof of Theorem 1.2 let us present now a simple lemma 
keeping in mind the above notation. 
Lemma 1.3 IfF E L2(0, F T , lP; JR), then there exists a sequence {FN }N=l of 
random variables such that every FN is FiN) - measurable and:IE IF - FN I~ -t 
° as N -t 00. 
Proof. Take FN == :IE [FI FiN)]. Then since sUPN IE IFNI2 < 00 , {FN, N = 
1,2, ... } is a uniformly integrable martingale. Thus FN converges to F a.s. 
and in L1 as N -t 00. Being {FN} N21 bounded in L2 implies that this 
convergence holds also in L2, as this can be seen from [52, Theorem 3.1, P. 
86] .• 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let us first consider the one dimensional case, 
i.e. when M takes values in lR. Let F = M(T). From Lemma 1.3 we can 
approximate F by FN E L2 (0, F,r) , lP; JR) such that :IE IF - pN I~ -t ° as 
N -t 00. 
From [52, Proposition 3.2, P. 199] ( or see [33, Lemma 2.4, P. 237] ) 
we see that, for all N 2 1, there exists a unique stochastic process RN E 
L}(N) (0, T; L2(HN ; JR)) such that 
FN = IE FN + lT RN (s) dwN (8). (1.7) 
By letting ilN ~ RN 0 7rN, which then belongs to L}(O, T; L2 (H; JR)) we can 
re-wri te 1. 7 as 
FN =:IE FN + lT ilN (s) dW(s). (1.8) 
We want to obtain such a representation for F. Note that from (1.8) we 
derive the following 
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lE IFm - FN -lE F m + lE FNli -----+ 0, 
as m,N ---+ 00. Therefore {RN}N'=l is a Cauchy sequence III 
L}(O, T; L2(H; IR)), whence it has a limit in this space. Call it R. Finally, 
by passing the L2 - limit through in (1.8) as N ---+ 00, we get 
F = lE F + loT R(s) dW(s). 
which is the required formula. Hence 
M(t) = lE [F I Fd = M(O) + lot R(s) dW(s). 
It remains to prove such a representation when M takes values in the 
space K. 
Assume for simplicity that lE M = O. If M(t) E K and {el}[~'l is an 
arbitrary orthonormal basis of K, then < M(t), el > K is square integrable 
martingale in IR for each l. Hence 
00 
1=1 
fit Re,(s) dW(s) el . 
1=1 0 
Since 
lEi: it IRe, (s)IL(H;JR) ds 
1=1 0 
+ 00 > lE IM(t)1 2 
i t 00 IE I L Re,( s) el IL(H;K) ds o 1=1 
lE lot IR(s) ILUl;K) ds, 
where we took R( s) D. L:~1 Re, (s) el. This completes the proof. _ 
This theorem applies also when having a Q - Wiener process instead of a 
cylindrical one. We record this in the following corollary. 
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Corollary 1.4 Suppose W is a Q - Wiener process evolving in H. Let 
{M (t), 0 ::; t ::; T} be a square integrable martingale in K with respect to 
natural filtration of W, {.rt h~o. Then there is a unique stochastic process 
R E L}(O, T; Lf(H; K) ) such that, for all 0 ::; t ::; T, we have IP - a.s. 
M(t) = M(O) + it R(s) dW(s). 
In particular, M has a continuous modification. 
Here G E Lf(H; K) {:} GQl/2 E L2(H; K). 
Proof. Note that W is cylindrical Wiener process on if 
equipped with the inner product 
< a b > - .= < Q-l/2a Q-l/2b> 
, H· , H' 
as this can be seen easily from expanding W as an infinite sum as we did 
earlier in Section 1. By using Theorem 1.2, the result then follows. • 
After we have shown that the martingale representation theorem holds in 
our infinite dimensional setting we may ask if a Clark-Ocone formula still 
holds in this setting. The answer is positive and we shall see below how 
we can find the process R appearing in (1.6) if the terminal value A1(T) 
is regular enough. Before going directly to that business let us present the 
following notions that we shall need. 
Suppose that 'I : H -t E is an A.W.S. with 'Y being the Wiener measure 
on E. Let £ = Co([O, Tj; E) and tl = L~,l([O, Tj; H). Then T : tl -t £ 
is an A.W.S., where I(h)(t) = 'l(h(t)) if h E 1-l; cf. [8]. Denote by r the 
corresponding Wiener measure on £. Let J denote 1* : £* -t tl. Assume 
that {W(t), 0 ::; t ::; T} is a cylindrical Wiener process on H. 
Since £* is dense in 1-l, if h E tl then there exists a sequence {lk} k>O in 
£* such that h = limk-tcXl J(lk) in tl. But IJ(lk)l1l = IlklL2(£,r;JR) , as it is 
well-known from the construction of abstract Wiener spaces. Thus {lk} k>O 
converges in L2(£, r; JR). Let W(h) := limk-HX) lk . Note that if h = J(l), some 
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1 E E* then W(J(/)) = 1 a.s. But 1(1(h)) = < j(l), h >1i for all h E 1i. Thus 
we obtain W(J(l))(1(h)) = < J(l), h >1i . In particular, W(h) generalises 
the inner product < h , . >1i on 1i. 
T . 
On the other hand, for any h E 1i, W(h) = fo < h(s), dW(s) >1i a.s., 
the Paley-Wiener integral, cf. e.g. [56, P.266]. Some of these remarks were 
discussed in [57], see also [36] and [55]. Other notation of W(h) appeared in 
the literature as t5h, < h, - -> 1i and I(h). For more information see [22]. 
Definition 1.5 Let 3 be a real separable Hilbert space. A function F : [2 -+ 
3, is called an 3 - valued cylindrical polynomial if it is of the form 
where p(;r) = :L7=1 pi (;r) ~, where pi, i ~ 1 are real-valued polynomials on 
lRn and {~h21 is an o. n. base of 3. It is therefore a linear combination of 
functions xm e ,m > 0, x E lR and e E 3. The totality of such polynomials 
will be denoted by P(3). 
It is well-known that P{K) is dense in LP([2, r; K) for all 1 ~ p < 00, 
where [2 - £'; cf. e.g. [58]. 
Define the 1i- gradient of such F by 
'\11/.F = t 8jp(W(hd,···, W(hn )) Ci91· hAs)ds. 
j=1 0 
The presence of this tensor ® is to regard '\11/. as a random variable [2 -+ 
K Ci91i. This is denoted also by '\1 F and is called the Gross-Sobolev derivative 
of F; see [56] and [55] for the properties. 
Define for h E 1i, 
n 
'\1 hF = L 8j p(W(ht}, . .. , W(hn )) < hj, h >1/. . 
j=1 
Thus, for fixed w, '\1. F (w) : 1i -+ K is a continuous linear operator for each 
w. 
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Remark 1.6 For F E P(K), define DF(w)(u) 
K), w, u E O. Then for h E 1{, 
DF{w)(z(h)) 
n 
t>.F(w + Au)I>.=o (E 
L 8j p(W(hd, ... , W(hn )) < hj ,h >1{ 
j=l 
In particular, 
This "inner product", [. , .]1{' is a bilinear map from (K ® 1-£) x 1-£ to K, 
defined by taking the inner product of the corresponding 1-£ - valued of the 
first entry with the second entry to obtain an element of K. One could look 
at it as the following 
for h, h, k E 1-£. This [. '.]1{ agrees with the inner product < . ,. >1{ in the 
case K = lR. 
Define 
d 
DtF(w) = (lK ® dt) {VJiF(w)t}. 
Hence DtF is a mapping from 0 -+ K ® Hand 
n 
DtF = l:8jp(W(h1), ••• , W{hn )) ® hj(t). 
j=l 
Observe that VJi : P{K) -+ P{K ® 1-£) and similarly vt : P(K) -+ 
P{K ® 1{®k) for k ~ 1. This operator VJi is closeable on all V{O, r; JR) 
spaces, 1 ::; P < 00; see [56, P. 265]. Thus we can define the spaces j[))p,k (K) 
to be the completion of the P(K) under the following norm, II . IIp,k , 
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where ®2 denotes the completed Hilbert-Schmidt tensor product. Thus 
'V1i : [J)p,dK) -+ [J)p,k-l (K®21i®(k-l)) is well-defined as a linear operator. 
In particular, F E [J)p,l (K) if and only if there exists a sequence of cylindri-
cal (smooth or polynomial) random variables {Fn : n E N} converging to 
F in LP(n, r; K) such that 'V1lFn is Cauchy in V(n, r; K021i); from which 
'V1iF = lim 'V1l Fn . n-too 
We conclude easily from the definition of Dt that it is also well-defined 
as linear map that takes every FE [J)p,k(K) to [J)p,k-l (K0 2 H®(k-l)). So 'V~ 
and Dt ... ,tk = Dtl Dt2 ... Dtk make sense on their relevant spaces. Notice 
that IIFII2,1 = IE IFlk + IEIoT IDtFI~®2H dt. 
The inner product [., .]1l' defined earlier, can easily be extended by lin-
earity to a continuous bilinear map: (K0 2 1i) x 1i -+ K. We will denote 
it also by [., ·]w This definition of [. '.]1l also can be made, similarly, with 
respect to any arbitrary separable Hilbert space, e.g. the space H. 
Let us try to make use of the above definitions in the following example 
when dealing with a classical Wiener space. 
Example 1.7 Let K and H be lR. Consider F = f(W(td, ... , W(tn)), f E 
coo(JRn) . For h E 1i, 
IE < 'V1iF, h >1l = IE 'VhF = IE [F .1T h(s) dW(s)]. 
by using the Cameron-Martin theorem. Here we have identified the elements 
of 1i02 lR with the corresponding ones in 1i. 
Note that W(ti) can be written as W(h i ), where hi = J~ l[o,td(s)ds. From 
the definitions above we then conclude immediately the following values 
n 
DtF = L 8d(W(td,···, W(tn)) . l[o,ti](t), 
j=l 
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n T 
'hF = L 8d(W(tr), ... , W(tn)) 1 < l[o,ti](S)' h(s) >IR ds. 
j=1 0 
Finally, DtW(s,w) = l[o,s](t). In particular, DtW(s,w) = 0 if t > s. 
Similar calculations can be found in [36} and [55}. 
We are now ready to state the Clark-Ocone theorem. 
Theorem 1.8 If F E ~,1 (K) then 
F = E F + IT[E{DtF'Ftl, dW(t)JH' (1.9) 
Proof. Since P(K) is dense in ~,1 (K), it is sufficient to prove the theorem 
for elements ofP(K). Suppose that FE P(K). Let 0 :s tj < t j +1 :s T and G.j 
be bounded H -valued and Ftj-measurable. Then k(t) := (tAtj+l-tAtj) G.j 
is a bounded, Ft - adapted process, with paths taking values in 1i. 
By Cameron-Martin theorem 
T 2 T 
E [F(w + TI(k(·)))· eXP(-Tl < k(s),dW(s) >H -~ llk(s)l~ds)J 
0 2 0 
= lE [FJ (1.10) 
Differentiating (1.10) for T at T = 0 yields the following 
E [VJiF, k)1t = lE [F ·I
T 
< k(s), dW(s) >H)' (1.11) 
By linearity (1.11) holds for any bounded elementary H -valued process, k , 
adapted to {Ft, 0 :s t ~ T}. 
Assume that E F = 0 for simplicity, or consider F - E F. 
Let 9 be a bounded elementary process with values in H, adapted to 
{Ft, t ~ a}. Take c E 1R and let 
G = c+ IT < g(s),dW(s) >H . 
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Thus G E L2(O, FT , r; lR)_ By Theorem 1.2 such G are dense III 
L2(O, FT , r; lR)_ We can observe immediately, as done for (1.11), that 
IE[F·Gl = IE[\l1l.F,1-g(s)dsl1t 
IE loT [DsF, g(s) lHds 
IE loT [IE{ Ds FIFs}, g(s) lH 
IE loT [IE{DsFIFs}, dW(s) lH ·IT [g(s), dW(s) lH 
IE [ IT[ IE{D .• FIFs}, dW(s) lH . G l. 
The proof is complete. _ 
1.3 Backward Stochastic Differential Equa-
tions 
In this section we shall demonstrate how we can apply Theorem 1.2 or in 
particular Corollary 1.4 to establish some results regarding existence and 
uniqueness of solutions to BSDEs of type (1.16) and (1.12) ( see below)' 
first when imposing a global Lipschitz condition on the coefficients 1 and 
g. Secondly, we set a monotonicity condition on the drift I, with respect 
to the first variable y. We shall explain below that this latter condition is 
weaker than 1 being Lipschitz in y. These parameters appear in the following 
backward stochastic differential equation, BSDE in short, as follows 
{ 
-dY(t) = I(t, Y(t), Z(t)) dt - g(t, Y(t), Z(t)) dW(t), 0::; t ::; T, (112) 
Y(T) = C . 
where W is a Q - Wiener process taking values in H. This equation is read 
usually in its integral form 
Y(t) = ~ + iT I(s, Y(s), Z(s)) ds - iT g(s, Y(s), Z(s)) dW(s), (1.13) 
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o ~ t ~ T. 
Considering the natural filtration for this W now, also denoted by 
{Ft, 0 ~ t ~ T}, we assume that f is a mapping from [0, T] x 0 x K x 
Lf(H; K) to H that is P®B(K)0B(Lf(H; K))/B(K) - measurable, where P 
is the (7 - algebra of F t - progressively measurable subsets of [0, T] x O. Also 
9 is a mapping from [0, T] x 0 x K x Lf(H; K) to K, and is assumed to be 
P®B(K)0B(Lf(H; K))/B(K) - measurable. 
Let us now put some conditions on these mappings f, 9 and ~. 
• (AI) The two mappings f(·, 0, 0), g(., 0, 0) E 
L}(O, T; K), L}(O, T; Lf(H; K)), respectively and ( E L2(0, FT , IP'; K) 
• (A2) :3 k > ° such that V y, y' E K and V z, z' E Lf(H; K) 
If(t, y, z) - f(t, y', z') I~ ~ k ( Iy - y'l~ + Iz - z'l~f(H;K) ) , 
and 
Ig(t, y, z) - g(t, y', z') Irf(H;K) ~ k ( Iy - y'l~ + Iz - z'lrf(H;K) ) , 
(t, w) dt x IP' a.e. 
• (A3) :3 (); > 0 such that 
Ig(t, y, z) - g(t, y, z')I~f(H;K) :::: (); Iz - z'l~f(H;K)' 
V z, z' E Lf(H; K) and V y E K, (t, w) a.e. 
• (A4) For each (t, w, y) the mapping z t-+ g(t, y, z) is surjective on 
Lf(H;K) . 
From (A3) and (A4) we see that the mapping z t-+ g(t, y, z) is bijection 
on L¥(H; K). Note that in finite dimensions, e.g. ]Rn, n :::: 1 a mapping 
satisfying (A2) and (A3) should be a bijective mapping; see an argument on 
this in [41]. However, this is not the case, in general, in infinite dimensions 
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since, for example, there exists a diffeomorphism between a separable Banach 
space E and E - ° of bounded support, cf. [15] and reference therein. 
A strong solution of (1.12) is a pair (Y, Z) in L}(O, T; K) x 
L}(O, T; L¥(H; K)), such that (1.13) holds. 
The following theorem is an infinite dimensional version of [41, Theo-
rem 4.1]. 
Theorem 1.9 Under (Al}-(A4) the BSDE {1.12} attains a unique strong 
solution y(.), Z(·) in L}(O, T; K), L}(O, T; L¥(H; K)), respectively. 
Remark 1.10 It is worth noting that Theorem 1.9 still holds also when re-
placing W by cylindrical Wiener process, in which case the solution (Y, Z) 
lies in LHO, T; K) x L}(O, T; L2(H; K)), where {Ft, ° ::; t ::; T} is the 
natural filtration of this cylindrical Wiener process. 
Before giving the proof let us recall an Ito's formula in Hilbert spaces, 
cf., e.g. [10, Theorem 4.17, P.105]. 
Proposition 1.11 Let {x(t), t E [0, Tn be an K -valued proce8s given by 
x(t) = x(O) + !at b(8)ds + !at a(s) dW(s), 
where b(·) E L}(O, T; K) and a(·) E L}(O, T; L2(H; K)). Supp08e that W E 
C2(K) . Then, for each t E [0, T], 
\II(x(t)) = \II(x(O)) + lt D\II(x(s))(b(s)) ds 
+ t D\II(x(s))(O'(s) dW(s)) + ~ t tr[D2\11(x(s))a(s)Q~(a(s)Q~)*1 d8, Jo 2 Jo 
where tr denotes trace. In particular, if \II - I . Ik' then we have a.s. 
Ix(t)lk Ix(O)lk + 21t < x(s), b(s) >K ds 
+ 21t < x(s),a(s) dW(s) >K + lt tr[a(s)Q~ (a(s)Q~)*]ds. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.9. Uniqueness: Suppose that (Y, Z) and (Y', Z') 
are two solutions of (1.12). From Ito's formula it follows that 
IY(t) - Y'(t)l~ = 
2 IT < Y(s) - Y'(s),j(s, Y(s), Z(8)) - 1(8, Y'(8), Z'(8)) >K ds 
-2 IT < Y(s) - Y'(s),(g(S,Y(8),Z(8)) -g(8,Y'(S),Z'(s))) d~V(s) >K 
-IT 1 g(s, Y(8), Z(s)) - g(s, Y'(s), Z'(8)) l~f(HjK) ds. (1.14) 
We shall suppress writing subscripts under the norms in the rest of this proof. 
Note that, from (A2) and (A3), we find that 
-Ig(s, Y(8), Z(s)) - g(s, Y'(s), Z'(8))12 ::; 
- Ig(8, Y(8), Z(s)) - g(8, Y(8), Z'(8))12 
+ 2Ig(s, Y(s), Z(s)) - g(8, Y(8), Z' (s)) 1 x 
Ig(8, Y(8), Z'(s)) - g(8, Y'(8), Z'(8))1 
- Ig(8, Y(s), Z'(8)) - g(8, Y'(8), Z'(8))1 2 
< -(¥ IZ(8) - Z'(8)1 2 + 2 k IZ(8) - Z'(8)IIY(8) - Y'(8)1 
- Ig(8, Y(s), Z'(8)) - g(8, Y'(8), Z'(s))1 2 
k 2 
< (-(¥ + (0) IZ(s) - Z'(8)12 + - IY(s) - Y'(s)12, 
(0 
for any (0 > O. Also, by using (A2), we get 
< Y(s) - Y'(8), 1(8, Y(s), Z(s)) - 1(8, Y'(8), Z'(8)) > 
::; (~+ (0 k) IY(s) - Y'(8)1 2 + (0 k IZ(s) - Z'(8)12, V (0 > O. 
f 
Hence, by installing these two latter inequalities in (1.14), we obtain 
1 k2 JT lE IY(t) - Y'(t)12 ::; (- + f k + -) lE IY(s) - Y'(s)1 2ds 
f t t 
+ (-(¥ + f + t k) lE jT IZ(s) - Z'(8)12ds, (1.15) 
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V E > 0. Therefore, by choosing E = 2 (lGH ) , we conclude from Gronwall's 
inequality that E IY(t) - Y'(t)12 = 0, for all t E [0, T] and so (1.15) implies 
that E foT IZ(s) - Z'(s)1 2ds = O. 
Existence: We shall divide the proof into two steps. 
Step 1 : We study the following simplified version of (1.13), 
Y(t) = ~ + IT f(s) ds - IT g(s, Z(s)) dW(s), 
where f does not depend on Y and Z, while 9 depends on Z but not on Y. 
In this case define, for each t, 
Y(t) := E [~+ IT f(s) ds I Ft ]. 
By making use of Corollary 1.4 there exists a unique 2 E L}(O, T; Lf(H; K)), 
such that 
E [~+ 1T f(s)ds I Fd = E [~+ 1T f(s) ds] + 1t 2(s) dlV(s), 
which implies that 
Y(t) = ~ + IT f(s)ds _ IT 2(s) dW(s). 
It remains to show that given 2 E L}(O, T; Lf(H; K)), there exists 
Z E L}(O, T; L~(H; K)) such that g(t, Z(t)) = Z(t). Since 9 is bijec-
tion in the Z -variable, for any (t,w, z) E [0, T] x 0 x L~(H; K), ac-
cording to (A4), there exists a unique </>(t, w, z) E L~(H; K), such that 
g(t,</>(t,w,z)) = z. Thus we have to show only that </> is P®B(K)® 
B(Lf(H; K))/B(L~(H; K)) measurable. We may assume, without loss of 
generality, that 0 == Co ([0, T]; H), FT == B(O), W(t)(w) = w(t), V t E [0, T]. 
From the properties of 9 we see that the mapping G(t, w, z) := 
(t, w, g(t, w, z)), defined from E _ [0, T] x 0 x L~(H; K) into itself is Borel 
measurable and bijection. Since E is a complete, separable metric space, 
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then it follows from Kuratowski's Theorem, see e.g. [44, Theorem 3.9 
and Corollary 3.3], that G-1 is B([O, T]) 0FT 0B(L2 (H; K)) measurable. 
It follows then that the restriction of G to each sub-interval [0, tj for 
any t E [a,T], is B([a,t])0Ft 0B(L¥(H;K)) measurable. Thereby, cp is 
P0B(K)0B(L~(H; K))/B(L~(H; K)) measurable. 
Step 2 : 1 and 9 satisfy (Al)-(A4). By making use of Step 1, this case 
follows directly in the same way the standard result of Pardoux and Peng 
[41], in the finite dimensional case, was proved. _ 
Let us now try to study the following BSDE under some weaker conditions 
than those mentioned above. 
{ 
- dY(t) = 1(t, Y(t), Z(t)) dt - Z(t) dW(t) , 0::; t ::; T, (1.16) 
Y(T) = C 
or, in particular, for a ::; t ::; T, 
Y(t) = ~ + iT 1(s, Y(s), Z(s)) ds -iT Z(s) dW(s) a.s. (1.17) 
Our new conditions are the following. 
• (Bl) The mappings f(·, 0, 0) E L}(O, T; K) and ~ E L2(0, FT , 1P'; K), 
• (B2) ( Monotonicity condition) :3 J.L E lR ( positive or negative) such 
that for all y, y' E K 
< f (t, y, z) - 1 ( t, y', z), y - y' > K ::; J.L I y - y'l ~ , 
v z E L¥(H; K), (t, w) a.e. Note that, for example, if 1 is Lipschitz in 
y this condition holds, 
• (B3) :3 k > ° such that V z, z' E L~(H; K) 
11(t, y, z) - f(t, y, z')I~ ::; k Iz - z'l~f(H;K) , 
V Y E K, (t,w) a.e., 
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• (B4) V (t, y, z), If(t, y, Z)IK ~ l/(t)1 +K (1 + lylK+ IzILf(H;K)) a.s., for 
some 114 -valued progressively measurable process {/(t) , ° ~ t ~ T}, 
such that IE: JOT I/(t) 12 < 00. 
• (B5) The mapping y H f(t, y, z) is continuous, 'lit, a.s. 
For a fixed Z E L}(O, T; L2(H; K)), denote h(t, y) ~ f(t, y, Z(t)), (t, y) E 
[0, T] x K, where f is the mapping mentioned above. Then h : [0, T] x n x K -7 
K satisfies the following conditions 
• (B1)' IE: JoT Ih(s, O)I~ < 00, 
• (B2)' < y - y', h(t, y) - h(t, y') > K ~ JL Iy - y'I~, 
• (B4)' V (t, y), Ih(t, y)IK ~ 1!(t)1 + K (1 + IYIK + IZ(t)ILfCH;K)) a.s., 
• (B5)' y H h(t, y) is continuous, 'lit, a.s. 
In what follows we demonstrate how we can construct a sequence, 
{hn}n~l' of mappings defined from [0, T] x n x K -7 K, which satisfy, for 
each n, (B1)' , (B2)' , (B4)' ( with ~ := K + 2 1111 replacing K ) and are 
Lipschitz in y uniformly in (t,w). Furthermore, hn(t,·) converges pointwisely 
to h(t,·). 
We shall do this by using the Yosida's approximation as follows. 
Let us first recall the following lemma, which we will need. 
Lemma 1.12 Let F : K -7 K be a continuous function satisfying 
For Q > 0, set 
where lQ{x) := (I - a F)-l(X) . Then 
(i) for any a > 0, we have 
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(ii) lim Ja(x) = X, V x E K, 
a-+O 
(iii) for any a > 0, we have 
(iv) lFa(xd - Fa(X2)IK ::; ~ IXI - x21K' V Xl, X2 E K, 
(v) IFa(x)IK ::; IF(x)IK, V X E K. 
The proof of this lemma can be found in [10]. See also [61]. 
Notice that from (ii) and the continuity of F it follows that 
lim Fa(x) = F(x) , V X E K. 
a-+O 
We now go back to our question of approximating the mapping h above. 
Let F : [0, T] x n x K -+ K be defined by 
F(t, y) := h(t, y) - J1 y, (t, y) E [0, T] x K. 
Then F is continuous in y, and satisfies, moreover, 
by using (B2)'. Thus by applying Lemma 1.12, we find that the mapping 
Fa, given by 
Fa(t, y) := F(Ja(t, y)), (t, y) E [0, T] x K, 
satisfies the properties (iii )-( v) above. 
Now define, for a > 0, ha: [O,T] x n x K -+ K by 
ha(t, y) := Fa(t, y) + P y, (t, y) E [0, T] x K. 
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Then it is easily seen that from the properties of Fa that ho. satisfies the 
following properties: 
2. Iho(t,yd - ho(t,Y2)IK ::; (~+ IILI) IYI - Y2IK, V YI,Y2 E K and 
V (t,w), 
3. Iho(t, Y)IK ::; Ih(t, Y)IK + 2IILlly1K, V Y E K, and 
4. lim ho(t, y) = h(t, y), V Y E K. 
0.--+0 
Therefore ho satisfies the required conditions of approximation; if neces-
sary let Q := * . In particular, we have proved the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.13 There exists a sequence sequence, {hn}n~I' of mappings, 
defined from [0, T] x n x K to K, which satisfy, for each n, (B1) , , (B2) , , 
(B4) , ( with K, := K, + 2 IILI replacing /'l, ) and are Lipschitz in Y uniformly in 
(t, w). 
Moreover, hn(t,·) converges pointwisely to h(t,·) . 
The rest of this section will be devoted to proving the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.14 Suppose that (B1)-(BS) hold. There exists a unique strong 
solution (Y, Z) to BSDE {1.16} in L}(O, T; K) x L}(O, T; L¥(H; K)). More-
over, the process Y has a continuous modification and satisfies 
lE sup I Y(t) I~ < 00. 
tE[O,T) 
(1.18) 
This theorem generalises a similar result in finite dimensions of Darling 
and Pardoux in [12, Theorem 1.2]; see also [43, Theorem 1.3]. We will give 
a detailed proof here, following the proof scheme of [12], for the sake of 
completeness. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.14. Uniqueness: Suppose that (Y, Z) and 
(Y', Z') are two solutions of (1.17). From Ito's formula it follows that 
IY(t) - Y'(t)l~ = 2iT < Y(s) - Y'(s), l(s, Y(s), Z(s)) - l(s, Y'(s), Z(s)) >K ds 
+ 2iT < Y(s) - Y'(s), l(s, Y'(s), Z(s)) - l(s, Y'(s), Z'(s)) >K ds 
- 2iT < Y(s) - Y'(s), (Z(s) - Z'(s)) dW(s) >K 
- iT IZ(s) - Z'(s)I~~(HjK) ds. (1.19) 
By using (B3), we get 
2 < Y ( s) - Y' (s ), 1 ( s, Y' ( s ), Z ( s )) - 1 ( s, Y' ( s ), Z' ( s )) > K 
::; 2Vk IY(s) - Y'(S)IK IZ(s) - Z'(S)IL~(HjK) 
::; 2k IY(s) - Y'(s)1 2 + ~IZ(s) - Z'(S)I~~(HjK). 
By substituting this inequality in (1.19), taking expectation and using 
(B2), we obtain 
lE IY(t) - Y'(t)l~ ~ 2 (J-l + k) lE iT IY(s) - Y'(s)l~ ds 
- ~ lE iT IZ(s) - Z'(s)I~~(HjK) ds. (1.20) 
The result then follows by using Gronwall's inequality as done in the proof 
of the preceding theorem. 
Existence: Note that (Y, Z) solves (1.17) if and only if {(Y(t), 2(t)) := 
(eAt Y(t), eAt Z(t)) , t E [0, T]} solves the following BSDE: 
Y(t) eAT f, + iT[ eAs 1(8, e-As Y(s) ,e-As 2(s)) - A Y(s) J ds 
_ iT 2(s) dW(s) , 0::; t ::; T, 
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By letting ,\ = - J-L, we find that 
satisfies assumption (B2) with J-L = 0, in addition to the rest of conditions 
(Bl) and (B3)-(B5). Hence we may and we will assume until the end of this 
proof that f satisfies condition (B2) with J-L = O. 
Proposition 1.15 Suppose that assumptions (Bl)-(B5) are imposed with 
J-L = O. Given an Li(H; K)- valued progressively measurable process 
{V(t), 0 ~ t ~ T} which satisfies JEJoT lV(s)lif(H;K)dt < 00, there exists 
a unique pair {(Y(t), Z(t)), 0 ~ t:::; T} of measurable processes with values 
in K x Li (H; K) satisfying 
JE sup IY(t)l~ + JE rT IZ(t)I~Q(H'K)dt < 00, (1.21) 
tE[O,T] J 0 2' 
and 
Y(t) = ~ + iT f(s, Y(s), V(s))ds -iT Z(s) dW(s), 0:::; t ~ T. (1.22) 
The proof of this proposition will be given below. 
With the help of Proposition 1.15 we can construct a mapping <I> from 
8 2 == L}(O, T; K) x L}(O, T; Li(H; K)) into itself as follows. For any 
(U, V) E 8 2, define <I>(U, V) t:, (Y, Z), where (Y, Z) is the unique solution 
of 
Y(t) = ~ + iT f(s, Y(s), V(s))ds -iT Z(s) dW(s), 0 s: t s: T. 
Let (U, V), (U
'
, V') E 8 2 , (Y, Z) = <I>(U, V) and (yl, Z') = <I>(U' , V'). Denote 
by (U, V) = (U - U
'
, V - V'), (Y, Z) = (Y - Y', Z - Z'). By using Ito's 
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formula together with (B2) ( with Jj = 0 ) , (B3) and (B5) we derive 
e'Yt E IY(t)l~ + 'Y E jT e'YslY(s)l~ds = 
2 E jT e'Ys < Y(s), l(s, Y(s), V(s)) - l(s, Y'(s), V(s)) >K ds 
+ 2 E jT e'Y8 < Y(s), l(s, Y'(s), V(s)) - l(s, Y'(s), V'(s)) > K ds 
- E iT e'YS IZ(s)l~f(H;K)ds 
< 2 k EfT e'Y8 IY(s)l~ds + ~ EfT e'YS IV(s)I~Q(H.K)ds 
t 2 t 2 ' 
- iT e'YsIZ(s)l~f(H;K)ds 
Therefore, by choosing 'Y ~ 2k + 1, we obtain 
e'Yt E IY(t)l~ + b - 2k) E jT e'Ys (IY(s)l~ + IZ(s)l~f(l{;K)) ds 
1 fT 'Y8 - 2 - 2 ~ 2 E t e (IU(s)ILf(H;K) + IV(s)ILf(H;K)) ds. 
This implies that q, is a strict contraction mapping on the space 8 2 , equipped 
with the norm 
where 'Yo := 2k + 1. Consequently, it has a unique fixed point, (Y, Z) say. It 
then easy to check that this fixed point (Y, Z) satisfies (1.17). 
Finally, we show (1.18). Note that, for each t E [0, TJ, Y(t) = E [ E. + 
itT l(s, Y(s), Z(s)) ds 1 F t ]. Thus we have IY(t)IK ~ M(t), a.s., for all 
t E [0, TJ, where M(t) := E [IE.IK + JOT 11(s, Y(s), Z(S))IK ds 1 Ft ]. Then, by 
using Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality ( or Doob's inequality), (B4) and 
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(B 1) we obtain 
lE sup IY(t)l~ < 
tE[O,T) 
lE sup (AI(t))2 
tE[O,T) 
< 4lE (I~I + IT 11(s, Y(s), Z(S))IK ds )2 
< 8lE (1~12 + T IT 11(s, Y(S), Z(s))I~ ds ) 
< 8lE 1~12 + 16 T lE iT 11(s, 0, O)I~ ds 
+ 16 ~ T lE IT IY(s)l~ ds + 16 ~2 T2 
< + 00. 
The proof of Theorem 1.14 finishes here. _ 
We now prove Proposition 1.15. 
Proof of Proposition 1.15. The proof of uniqueness is done as in 
Theorem 1.14 above. 
We now show the existence of a solution to (1.22). 
Let us define h(s, y) ~ 1(s, y, V(s)). Then h satisfies (B1)' ,(B2)' , (B4)' 
and (B5)', mentioned in Proposition 1.13, with V replacing Z. Consequently, 
by using Proposition 1.13, we observe that, for each n, there exists hn : 
[0, T] x n x K -+ K, which satisfies (Bl)' , (B2)' , (B4)' ( with Ii replacing 
~), is Lipschitz in y, uniformly in (t,w), and moreover, the following holds 
lim lE r
T 
Ihn(s, y(s)) - h(s, y(s))I~ ds -+ 0, 
n-+oo 10 (1.23) 
for each y E L}(O, T; K). 
For n ~ 1. Consider the following BSDE 
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By Theorem 1.9 there exists a unique solution (Yn, Zn) E L}(O, T; K) x 
L}(O, T; Lf(H; K)), to (1.24). Furthermore, the following holds by Ito's 
formula 
/Yn(t)/~ = /~/~ + 2fT < Yn(s), hn(s, Yn(s)) >K ds 
-2fT < Yn,Zn(s) dW(s) >K -iT /Zn(S)/iQ(H;K) ds. (1.25) 
t t 2 
Let us now find an estimate for E ( sup /Yn(t)/~ + rT /Zn(s) /~Q(H'K) ds). 
tE[O,Tj Jo 2' 
By using (B2)' and (B4)' ( for hn ), we conclude that 
(1.26) 
for any f > O. Therefore, by choosing f := ~ and taking expectation in (1.25), 
we obtain 
E /Yn(t)/~ + E iT /Zn(S)/i~(H;K) ds 
:::; lE /~/~ + 4lE iT //(s)/2 ds + ~ lE iT /Yn(S)/~ ds 
+8 ",2 (T - t) + 8 ",2 E iT /V(s)/i~(H;K) ds. (1.27) 
Hence, by Gronwall's inequality, for each t E [0, T], 
(1.28) 
where 
which together with (1.27) implies the following 
E loT /Zn(S)/i~(H;K) ds :::; C'e t . 
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Thus, in particular, 
sup E IYn(t)I~ < 00 (1.29) 
n~l 
and 
sup E r
T IZn(s)I~Q(H.K) ds < 00. n~l 10 2' (1.30) 
Moreover by using the same method used for proving (1.18), as (B4)' and 
(Bl)' hold here, together with (1.29) and (1.30) we deduce, in particular, 
that 
sup E (sup IYn(t)I~) < 00. (1.31) 
n~l tE[O,Tj 
For s E [0, T], define Un(s) := hn(s, Yn(s)). Then from (B4)' , (1.31) and 
(AI) we find that 
(1.32) 
Hence there exist subsequences {(Ynk , Znk' Unk ), k ~ I}, which converges 
weakly in L}(O, T; K) x L}(O, T; L¥(H; K)) x L}(O, T; K). Call their weak 
limits (Y, Z, U). 
Let 'T} be an arbitrary element of L2(r'l, :FT , IP; K). As a consequence of 
Corollary 1.4 we find that any such 'T} is written in the following way 
'T} = E 'T} + lT Z71(S) dW(s), 
for some Z1J E L}(O, T; L¥(H; K)). Hence 
E < 'T}, lT Znk(S) dW(s) >K = E foT < Z1J(s) ,Znk(S) >Lf(H;K) ds 
~ E foT < Z1J(s) ,Z(s) > Lf(Il;K) ds 
= E < 'T}, lT Z(s) dW(s) >K . (1.33) 
I.e. JOT Znk(S) dW(s) ~ JOT Z(s) dW(s) weakly in L2(r'l,:FT,IP;K), as k ~ 
00 . 
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Denote, with abuse of notation, "7(t) := lE [ "71 Ft }, ° ::; t ::; T. We then 
observe, similarly, that 
lim < "7(-) ,1' Znk(S) dW(s) >L2(OT'K) 
k-+oo 0 :F ' , 
= lim lE fT < "7(s) , 1s Znk (r) dW(r) > K ds 
k-+oo Jo 0 
= lim 1T( lE fT < X[O )(r)· Z77(r) , Znk(r) >LQ(H'K) dr) ds 
k-+oo 0 J 0 ,s 2 ' 
= lim 1T lE < "7(s) , 18 Z(r) dW(r) >K ds 
k-+oo 0 0 
= < "7(-) ,10' Z(s) dW(s) >L}(O,T;K) . (1.34) 
We have used here the dominated convergence theorem. By using a similar 
argument one can easily see that (1.34) also holds for arbitrary element "7 of 
L}(O, T; K), Thus, in particular, f~ Znk dW(s) -+ f~ Z(s) dW(s) weakly in 
L}(O, T; K), as k -+ 00. 
Similarly for itT Z(s) dW(s) = JoT Z(s) dW(s) - J; Z(s) dW(s) and so 
we conclude that IT Znk dW(s) -+ IT Z(s) dltV(s) weakly in L}(O, T; K), as 
k -+ 00. This can be seen easily from (l.34) and the following result. 
lE loT < "7(s) ,iT Znk{r) dW(r) >K ds-+ 
lE loT < "7{s) ,loT Z{r) dW{r) >K ds, 
as k -+ 00, by the dominated convergence theorem and the first case (1.33). 
Eventually, note that if we pass the weak limit as n -+ 00 into (1.24), we 
derive the following BSDE 
Y(t) = (, + iT U(s) ds -iT Z(s) dW(s), 0 ::; t ::; T. 
The proof then finishes once we prove that U(s) = h(s, Y(s)). 
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Although our setting here is infinite dimensional, we can still follow the 
same idea as in [12]. Let {X(t),O ::; t ::; T} be any element of L}(O, T; K). 
Then by (B2)' ( for hnk ), we obtain 
This together with (1.23) and (1.28) implies that 
limsupE (T < Ynk(s) - X(s), hnk(s, Ynk(s)) - h(s, X(s)) >K ds::; O. (1.35) 
k-too io 
Moreover, 
2lE loT < Ynk(s) ,hnk(s, }~k(S)) >K ds = 
IYnk(O)I~ - E I~I~ + lE loT IZnk(S)I~f(H;K) ds. 
Since Y,lk (0) is deterministic, as it is Fo - measurable, Ynk (0) --t Y(O) in K, 
as k --t 00. 
On the other hand, since the real-valued mapping 
Z t-t lE lT IZ(s)l~f(H;K) ds 
is convex and continuous on L}(O, T; Lf(H; K)) with respect to the strong 
topologies, it is lower semi-continuous with respect to the weak topologies, 
see [51, Theorem S.7, P. 356] . This implies that 
liminf 2lE (T < Ynk(s) ,hnk(s, Ynk(s)) >K ds ~ 
k-too io 
IY(O)I~ - lE I ~I~ + E loT IZ(s)l~f(H;K) ds 
= 2lE loT < Y(S) ,U(S) >K ds. (1.36) 
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Hence, from (1.35), (1.36) and from the weak convergence of Ynk and Unk , 
we get that 
o ~ liminf JE1T < Ynk(s) - X(s) ,hnk(s, Ynk(s)) - h(s,X(s)) >K ds 
k-+oo 0 
= liminf JE1T < Ynk(s) ,hnk(s, Ynk(s)) >k ds 
k-+oo 0 
- lim IE r T < Ynk ( s) , h ( s, X ( s )) > k ds 
k-+oo io 
- lim IE r
T 
< X(s) , hnk(s, Ynk(s)) >K ds 
k-+oo io 
+ IE lT < X(s) ,h(s, X(s)) >K ds 
~ IE lT < Y(s) ,U(s) >K ds - JE lT < Y(s) ,h(s, X(s)) >K ds 
- JE lT < X(s) ,U(s) >K ds + JE lT < X(s) ,h(s, X(s)) >K ds 
= IE loT < Y(s) - X(s) ,U(s) - h(s, X(s)) >K ds. (1.37) 
/';. 
Choose, for 0 ~ s ~ T, X(s) = Y(s) - € [U(s) - h(s, Y(s))), for some € > 0, 
in (1.37). Then divide by € and let € -+ 0 to obtain eventually the following 
result 
IE lT IU(s) - h(s, Y(s))I~ ds = 0, 
as required. _ 
Remark 1.16 (i) Unfortunately, we do not know if one could weaken as-
sumptions (A1)-(A4) for the BSDE (1.12) as we have done for the BSnE 
(1.16) and get the same result as in Theorem 1.14. The uniqueness proof 
goes well without problems, but the problem we face is with the existence 
proof. This is due to the weak convergence used in the preceding proof which 
fails to work in general when having a general 9 even when g depends linearly 
on z, z.e. of the type g(s, y) + z. 
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In Chapter 2 we give another type of non-global Lipschitz condition, see 
remark (ii) below, under which it is possible to achieve results similar to 
those obtained earlier for such a general equation, though we will not discuss 
that explicitly as we will concentrate on more general equations, the so-called, 
backward stochastic evolution equations, which makes the proof totally differ-
ent from the familiar one. 
(ii) Note that one can replace assumption (A2) by the following one 
If(t, y, z} - f(t, y', z'}I~ :::; c(ly - y'I~) + k Iz - Z'I~~(H;K) 
and 
Ig(t, y, z) - g(t, y', z'} I~~(H;K) :::; C(ly - y'I~) + k Iz - z'I~~(H;K) , 
where c is as in assumption (C2) in Chapter 2 below, to get exactly the same 
result as in Theorem 1.14 above. The proof works well, essentially, as in the 
finite dimensional case which was done by Mao in [33]. For this case, we 
will need to use Theorem 1. 9 above. 
(iii) Theorem 1.14 still holds when W is replaced by cylindrical Wiener pro-
cess on H. In this case Z E L}(O, T; L 2 (H; K)); cf. Remark 1.10 
1.4 Applications of Backward Stochastic Dif-
ferential Equations 
In the previous section we established the existence and uniqueness of the 
solution for BSDEs under non-global Libschitz conditions. In this section 
let the terminal value ~, appearing in the BSDE (1.16), be of the form 
g(xt,X(T)), where {xt,X(s), t :::; s :::; T} is a diffusion in H, starting from 
x at time s = t and 9 : H -+ K is a nice continuous map. We shall show 
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that the corresponding solution yt,X(s), t ::; s ::; T, to the following BSDE 
yt,X(s) = g(Xt,X(T)) + iT f(r, xt,X(r), yt,X(r), zt,X(r)) dr 
-iT zt,X(r) dW(r) , (1.38) 
depends continuously in L2 on x. 
For this sort of BSDEs we shall provide a comparison theorem between 
the solutions. 
On the other hand, we shall give a representation to the solutions of a 
system of semi-linear parabolic PDEs of type 
{ 
%t u (t, x) + [, u (t, x) + f (t, x, u ( t, x), Du ( t, x) a ( t, x)) = 0, 
u(T, x) = g(x), (1.39) 
by using the solution of the corresponding BSDE of the type (1.38). The 
operator [, is defined in (1.51) below. This establishes a uniqueness property 
of the solution of (1.39). Under weaker conditions than smoothness of the 
coefficients of both the BSDE (1.38) and (1.39), and in particular under 
conditions which guarantee that (1.38) has a unique solution in the usual 
sense, we prove that the mapping u(t,x) := yt,X(t) is a viscosity solution 
to the system of PDEs (1.39). Precisely, we deal first with case having a 
finite dimensional noise, e.g. when dim H < 00. In another case, without 
this restriction, we require that f does not depend on the derivative of u, 
hence not on the variable Z. In which case, we prove that u(t, x) := yt,X(t) 
is a viscosity solution to the system of PDEs (1.39) ( with f does depend on 
Du a ). The comparison theorem and the strict comparison theorem playa 
major role here. 
Let W be a Q - Wiener process in H. Let b : [0, T] x H --+ H, a : 
[0, T] x H -+ Lf(H; H) be two measurable mappings,which are globally 
Lipschitz with respect to the space variable, x, uniformly in t, and satisfy a 
linear growth condition in x, uniformly in t. 
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Consider the following SDE 
{ 
dxt,X(s) = b(s,xt,X(s))ds + a(s,Xt,X(s)) dW(s), t ~ s ~ T, (1.40) 
Xt,X(t) = x. 
It is known that (1.40) has a unique solution {xt,X(s) t ~ s ~ T}, adapted 
to.:F! = a{W(r) - W(t), t ~ r ~ s} V N, each s, where N is the collection 
of JP- null sets, and in V for alII ~ p < 00; see e.g [19]. 
Consider the following BSDE 
yt,X(s) = g(Xt,X(T)) + iT f(r, xt,X(r), yt,X(r), zt,X(r)) dr 
-iT zt,X(r) dW(r) , (1.41) 
where f : [0, T] x H x K x L~(H; K) -7 L~(H; K) and 9 : H -7 K, are 
continuous and satisfy 
• (B1)" Ig(x)l~ ~ k(l + IxIP)2 , all x E K, 
• (B2)" Vy, y' E K 
< f (t, x, y, z) - f (t, x, y', z), y - y' > K ~ {t I y - y' I ~ , 
v x E Hand Vz E Lf(H; K), (t, w) a.e. 
• (B3)" V z, z' E Lf(H; K) 
If(t, x, y, z) - f(t, x, y, z') I~ ~ k Iz - z'l~f(H;K) , 
Vy E K, Vx E H, (t,w) a.e. 
• (B4)" If(t, x, y, z)l~ ~ k(l + Ixl~ + IYIK + IzILf(H;K»)2 , 
for some positive constants k , p and {t. It follows from Theorem 1.14 that 
(1.41) has a unique solution (Y,Z) E L}t(t,T;K) x L}t{t,T;Lf(H;K)). 
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Define, respectively, Xt,X(s), yt,X(s) for any (t, s, x) E [0, TV x H by 
Xt,X(s V t), yt,X(s V t) and let zt,X(s) = ° if s < t. 
It is not hard to prove the following result: [0, TVxH 3 (t, s, x) I--t Xt,X(s) 
is continuous into L2 with respect to the three variables and moreover 
lE sup IXtl,X I (s) - xt,X(s)l~ :::; C (Ix' - xl~ + (1 + Ixl~)lt' - tl), (1.42) 
SE[O,T) 
for some constant C > 0, that depends only on b, a and T. See e.g. [10]. 
Let us now estimate the difference between the following two solution of 
the following two BSDEs 
Yiti,Xi(S) = 9i(Xti ,Xi(T)) + iT li(r, Xti,Xi(r), Yiti,Xi(r), Zfi,Xi(r)) dr 
-iT zfi,Xi(r) dTV(r) , 0:::; s :::; T, i = 1,2, (1.43) 
where Ii and 9i are continuous and satisfy (Bl)"- (B4)", for all i = 1,2. 
Under these conditions we claim the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.17 
lE (sup ly1t1,Xl(S) - Yi2,X2(S)I~ + iT IZ:l,Xl(r) - Z~2'X2(r)l~f(H;K) dr) 
O~s~T 0 
:::; C(lE 191(Xt1 ,Xl(T)) - 92(Xt2,X2(T))I~ +lE iT 162i(r)l~ dr), (1.44) 
where, for r E [0, TJ, 62f(r) ~ !t(r, Xt1,Xl (r), yi2,X2(r), Z;2,X2(r)) -
h(r, X t2 ,X2(r), yi2,X2(r), Z;2,X2(r)), and C > 0, some constant dependin9 only 
on j1, k and T. 
Proof. Apply Ito's formula to the difference y1t1,Xl(S) - Yi 2 ,X2(S), t:::; s:::; T, 
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as we did for (1.19), to get 
ly1t1 ,Xl(S) _ y;2'X2(S)I~ = Igl(X t1 ,Xl(T)) _ g2(Xt2'X2(T))I~ 
+ 2i
T 
< Ylt1 ,Xl(r) - y;t2,X2(r) ,l5f(r) >K dr 
- 2i
T 
< l';.iI,Xl(r) - Y;2,X2(r) ,(zt1,Xl(r) - Z~2,X2(r)) dW(r) >K 
-iT IZtl,Xl(r) - zt2,X2(r)12 dr 
1 2 Lf(H;K) 
s 
~ Igl(X t1 ,Xl(T)) - g2(Xt2,X2(T))I~ 
+ 2 (J-l + 1 + k) iT ll';.t1,Xl(r) - y;2,X2(r)l~ dr 
+ ~ iT Ibzf(r)l~dr - ~ iT IZ:l,Xl (r) - Z~2'X2(r)l~f(H;K) dr 
- 2i
T 
< Ylt1 ,Xl(r) - Y;2,X2(r) , (Z:I'Xl(r) - Z~2,X2(r)) dW(r) >K, (1.45) 
where 
bf(r) Do fl (r, Xt1,Xl (r), y1t1,xl (r), Z:I,Xl (r)) 
_ f2(r,Xt2,X2(r), Yi2,X2(r), Z~2,X2(r)). 
Moreover, by taking expectation in (1.45) and using Gronwall's inequality, 
we obtain 
lE IYlt1 ,Xl(S) - Yi2,X2(S)I~ ~ e2 (1l+1+k) (T-s) x 
(lE Igl(X t1 ,Xl(T)) - g2(Xt2,X2(T))I~ + ~ lEfT 1152f(r)l~ dr )(1.46) 
2 s 
and 
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v s E [t, T]. Going back to (1.45), suppressing the norms subscript, we con-
clude that 
lE ( sup ly1i1,Xl(S) - Yi2,X2(S)12 + !IT IZ~l,Xl(r) - Z;2,X2(r)1 2 dr) 
O~s~T 2 0 
~ lE Igl(Xi1,Xl(T)) - g2(Xi2 ,X2(T))12 
+ 2 (11 + 1 + k)lE iT 1Y1iJ,Xl (r) - Yi2,X2(r)12dr + !lE iT 182f(r)1 2dr 
0 2 0 
+2lE SUp[_{T< y1i1,Xl(r) - Yi2,X2(r), (Zfl,Xl(r) - Z;2,X2(r))dW(r) >].(1.48) 
s s 
Moreover, by using Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality, it follows that 
lE sup [-iT < yt,Xl(r) - y2t2 ,X2(r) , (Zfl,Xl(r) - Z;2,X2(r)) dW(r) >] 
O~s~T s 
= lE sup is < y1t1,Xl(r) - y2t2 ,X2(r) ,(Z~l,Xl(r) - Z;2,X2(r)) dW(r) > 
O~s~T 0 
~ 4V2lE (iT IY/1,Xl(r) - y;i2,X2(r)12 Izf1,Xl(r) _ Z;2,X2(r)1 2dr )1/2 
~ 4V2lE ( sup ly1i1,Xl(S) - Yi2,X2(s) 12 1T IZ~l,Xl(r) _ Z~2,X2(r)12dr)1/2 
O~s~T 0 
~ ! lE sup ly1t1,Xl(S) - Yi 2 ,X2(S)!2 
2 O~s~T 
+ 32lE loT IZf1,Xl(r) - Z;2,X2(r)!2dr. (1.49) 
Finally, by substituting (1.49), (1.46) and (1.47) into (1.48), we derive 
our claim (1.44). • 
We now proceed to prove one of the main important tools of the BSDEs, 
the so-called, comparison theorem, in the case K = lR. 
Theorem 1.18 Let fi and gi be as in Proposition 1.17 with the corre-
sponding solutions (~t,x (s), zf'x (s) ), (y2t,x (s), Z;,x (s ) ), 0 ~ s ~ T, to 
(1.43) ( with the same starting points of X, i.e. (ti' Xi) = (t, X), i = 
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1,2). Assume that gl(Xt,X(T)) ::; g2(Xt,X(T)) a.s. and fl(S, xt,X(s), y, z) ::; 
12(s, xt,X(s), y, z), dt x dIP a.e. , V (y, z) E JR x L~(H; JR) (~ JR x H). 
Then Ylt,X(S) ::; Yi'X(s), t::; s ::; T, a.s. 
Proof. By using It 0-Tanaka's formula ([52]) and taking expectation, we get 
lE I (Y;'x - Yi,X)+(s)12 = lE l(gl(Xt,X(T)) - g2(Xt,X(T)))+12 
+ 2lE IT < (Ylt,X(r) - Yi,X(r))+ , 
fl (r, xt,X(r), Ylt,X(r) , Zf,X(r)) - 12(r, Xt,X(r), y2t,X(r), Z~,X(r)) > dr 
-lE IT 1{y/,X(r»Yi,X(r)} IZf,X(r) - Z~,X(r)12 dr 
1 0 ° 
-2 E (L (T) - L (s)), 
where LO (s) is the local time of the semimartingale {(y1t,X - Yi'X)( s), s E 
[0, T]} at point 0, at time s, which is a continuous increasing process vanishing 
at s = t. 
Thus, by using the assumptions in the theorem, (B2)" and (B3)", it 
follows that 
lE I(Ylt,X(S) - Yi,X(s))+12 ::; 
2 (J.l + k) lE IT 1{y1t'''(r»Yi,X(r)} IYlt,X(S) - Y2t,X(S) 12 dr, 
which yields after using Gronwall's inequality that (Ylt,X(S) - Yi'X(s))+ = 
0, Vs E [t, T] a.s. _ 
Remark 1.19 In the case the space H has finite dimension, the comparison 
in Theorem 1.18 is strict, in the sense that if, in addition to the assumption 
in Theorem 1.18, either gl(Xt,X(T)) < g2(Xt,X(T)) or h(s,Xt,X(s),y,z) < 
12(s,Xt,X(s),y,z), (s,y,z) E [t,T]xJRxLf(H;JR) onasetofpositivedtxdIP 
measure, then Ylt,X(S) < Yi'X(s), t::; s ::; T a.s. 
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This result can be found in [40, Theorem 1.6j. The idea of the proof 
comes from trying to show that the difference (t5Y(s),t5Z(s)) := (Yi'X(s) -
Ylt,X(S), Z~'X(s) - Z~'X(s)), t ::; s ::; T, actually solves a linear BSDE, namely, 
t5Y(s) = iT[ l'(r) t5Y(r) + < (3(r) , t5Z(r) >L~(H;lR)] dr 
-iT t52f(r) dr -iT t5Z(r) dW(r), (1.50) 
with l' and (3 that are progressively measurable and bounded processes. Us-
ing this new formulation one can find out how the solution to (1.50) looks 
like. Then from the above positivity assumption it becomes clear to see that 
Yi'x (t) - Yit,x (t) is strictly positive. 
Unfortunately, this method does not work, in general, when H has infinite 
dimension since it is not obvious how one can find such a process (3, which 
we require to be bounded in order for the linear BSDE of type (1.50) to have 
a unique solution. 
This problem arises from being W, the driving Wiener process, having 
infinite rank in H. Thus the proof of the above result can be extended to 
our case when W is finite dimensional, independent of H having a finite 
dimension. 
Let C denotes the following time dependent second-order differential op-
erator acting on mappings W : [0, T] x H -+ K, as follows 
Cw(t, x) : H -+ K, 
< .cw(t,x) ,ej >K:= LWj, j = 1,2, ... , (1.51) 
where Wj - < W, ej >K, j = 1,2, ... , and L acts on mappings 'ljJ : H -+ 1R 
as follows 
L'ljJ(t, x) ~ tr H [D2'ljJ(t, x)(a(t, X)Ql/2) (O"(t, X)Ql/2)* ] 
+ < b(t,x) , \1'ljJ(t,x) >H' 
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is the infinitesimal generator of the Markov process {Xt,X (s), t ~ s ~ T}. 
Consider the following second-order semi linear parabolic PDE 
{ 
%t u(t, x) + .cu(t, x) + f( t, x, u(t, x), Du(t, x) a(t, x) ) = 0, (1.52) 
u(T, x) = g(x), 
where (t, x) E [0, T] x H. This PDE must be understood in the following 
sense: for all (t, x) E [0, T] x Hand j = 1,2, ... , 
{ 
%t Uj(t, x) + LUj(t, x) + iJ( t,x, u(t, x), Du(t, x) a(t, x)) = 0, (1.53) 
u(T, x) = g(x). 
Here Ui == < u ,ej > K and iJ == < f ,ej > K, j = 1, 2, ... 
Write (1.41) as the following system of BSDEs: 
1jt,X(s) = gj(Xt,X(T)) + iT fj(r, xt,X(r), yt,X(r), zt,X(r)) dr 
- iT Zy(r) dW(r) , (1.54) 
where Zj is defined such that Zj(v) - < Z(v), ej > K, j = 1,2, ... , v E H. 
Theorem 1.20 Assume that (i.41) has a unique solution, (yt,x, zt,X), and 
assume that (i.52) has a classical solution u E C 1,2([0, T] x H; K). Then 
u(t,x) = yt,X(t), (t,x) E [O,T] x H. 
Proof. Let y(s) := Uj(s, xt,X(s)). Then Ito's formula implies that 
y(s) = gj(Xt,X(T)) -IT(~; (r,Xt,X(r)) + LUj(r,Xt,X(r))) dr 
-iT DUj(r, Xt,X(r))(a(s, Xt,X(r)) dW(r)), 
iT iJ(r, Xt,X(r), yt,X(r), zt,X(r)) dr 
- iT DUj(r, Xt,X(r))(a(s, xt,X(r)) dW(r)) , (1.55) 
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t ::; s ::; T. Write z(s) := DUj(s, Xt,X(s)) a(s, Xt,X(s)). By using the 
uniqueness property of the solution of (1.54) we conclude that (Yj, Zj) 
(y, z) a.s. In particular, a.s. Yjt,X(s) = Uj(s, Xt,X(s)) and zy(s) 
DUj(s, Xt,X(s)) a(s, Xt,X(s)), for all j = 1,2, ... , and s E [0, T]. 
Since j is arbitrary, we have a.s. the following yt,X(s) = u(s, Xt,X(s)) and 
zt,X(s) = Du(s,Xt,X(s))a(s,Xt,X(s)), t::; s::; T. In particular, u(t,x) = 
yt,X(t) , since yt,X(t) is deterministic. _ 
Note that in this proof one can also use Ito's formula directly for 
u(s, Xt,X(s)), without going through its lh components, and work with equa-
tions (1.52) and (1.41) directly. 
This theorem generalises the well-known Feynman-Kac formula, e.g. 
when j = 0, u(t, x) = E yt,X(T) = E g(Xt,X(T)). 
Clearly, for such a mapping u(t, x) ~ yt,X(t), (t, x) E [0, T] x H to solve 
(1.52) we need to add some conditions on the mappings j, g and on the 
coefficients of £', which make them regular enough to guarantee its ability 
to be differentiable. However, the following lemma proves the continuity of 
the mapping [0, T] x H 3 (t, x) I-t yt,X(t) E K. 
Lemma 1.21 The mapping u defined by u(t, x) ~ yt,X(t), (t, x) E [0, TJ x H, 
is continuous. 
Proof. Let {(tn, xn), n ~ I} be an arbitrary sequence in [0, T] x H, such 
that (tn' xn) -+ (t, x) in [0, T] x H as n -+ 00. 
It is sufficient to prove that lu(tn,xn) - u(t,X)IK -+ 0, as n -+ 00. 
Since (t, x) I-t Xt,X(T) is continuous in L2(n, :FT , IP; H), then 
E I Xtn,Xn(T) - Xt,X(T) I~ -+ 0, as n -+ 00 . 
Thus there exists a subsequence {njh~l such that 
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Moreover, since 9 is continuous, then 
This together with the uniform integrability of {g(Xtnj , Xnj (T)) , j ~ I}, 
taking values in K, which comes from (Bl)" and the uniform integrability 1 
of {xtnj , Xnj (T), j ~ I}, implies that 
From this and Proposition 1.17 we get that 
E sup lytnj,Xnj (s) - yt,X(s)l~ 
O~s~T 
:::; C (E I g(Xtnj , Xnj (T)) - g(Xt,X(T)) I~ 
+ E lT I f(r,xtnj,Xnj(r), yt,X(r),zt,X(r))_ 
f(r, Xt,X(r), yt,X(r), zt,X(r)) I~ dr) 
-t 0, as j -t 00 . 
We have used for this result (B3)" and (B4)" and the uniform integrability 
of {f(xtnj,Xnj(r)) , j 2:: I} (same argument as above). 
But, by knowing that yt,X(t) is deterministic since it is :Ff - measurable, 
we find that 
lu(tnj , xnJ - u(t,X)IK < (E sup lyt,X(s) - ytnj,Xnj (s)l~ )1/2 
O~s~T 
-t 0 as j-too. 
This implies the continuity of u at (t, x). The result then follows .• 
In the same method, one can also prove that the mapping [0, Tj2 x H 3 
(t, s, x) H yt,X(s), taking value in K, is also continuous into L2 with respect 
1 E.g. when p = 1, one can use for this (1.42); otherwise it is just a simple matter of 
working out SUPj~l lE /xtn;' Xn; (T)/~. 
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to the three variable. Furthermore, if the above mappings f and g are Lip-
schitz with respect to x, an inequality similar to (1.42) can be proved as 
well. 
Denote respectively by Cb([O, T] x H) and C~,2([0, T] x H) the space 
of bounded continuous functions from [0, T] x H into JR, and the space of 
real-valued functions on [0, T] x H, which are Frechet differentiable, once in 
the first variable and twice in the second variable, and are continuous and 
bounded along with all their partial derivatives. 
Let us now introduce the definition of viscosity solutions of the system 
of PDEs (1.52), following [20] and Lions [31] (see also his related later work). 
Definition 1.22 (i) A mapping U E C([O, T] x H; K) is called a viscosity 
subsolution of (1.52) if uj(T, x) :::; gj(x), x E H, V j ~ 1, and for any 
j ~ 1, ¢ E C~,2([O, T] x H) the following holds for each local maximum point 
ofuj - ¢, (t,x) E [O,T) x H: 
a 
- - ¢(t, x) - L¢(t, x) - h(t, x, u(t, x), D¢(t, x) a(t, x)) :::; o. 
at 
(ii) A mapping U E C([O, T] x H; K) is called a viscosity supersolution of 
(1.52) if uj(T, x) ~ gj(x), x E H, V j ~ 1, and for any j ~ 1, ¢ E 
C~,2 ([0, T] x H) the following holds for each local minimum point of Uj -
¢, (t, x) E [0, T) x H : 
a 
- at ¢(t, x) - L¢(t, x) - h(t, x, u(t, x), D¢(t, x) a(t, x)) ~ 0. 
(iii) A mapping U E C([O, T] x H; K) is called a viscosity solution of (1. 52} 
if U is both a viscosity sub- and super solution of (1.52) . 
To make use of this definition for the above system of PDEs (1.52), we 
have to force fJ to depend only on Zj for each j ~ 1. 
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Theorem 1.23 Suppose that dim H < 00. Under (B1)"- (B4)" , u(t, x) ~ 
yt,X(t), (t, x) E [0, T] x H is a viscosity solution of (1. 52}. 
Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that W is a d - dimensional 
Brownian motion in ]Rd. 
We shall only prove that u is a viscosity subsolution of (1.52), as it can 
be seen in an analogous way that u is a viscosity supersolution of (1.52). We 
have already shown in Lemma 1.21 that such U is continuous. 
Take any j ~ 1. Let </> E Ci,2([0, T] x H) and let (t, x) E [0, T) x H be a 
local maximum point of Uj - </>. We assume without loss of generality that 
Uj(t,x) = </>(t, x). (1.56) 
Suppose that 
a 
- at </>(t, x) - L</>(t, x) - h(t, x, u(t, x), D</>(t, x) O'(t, x)) > o. (1.57) 
It follows then that there exists a E (0, T - t) such that Uj(s, y) ~ <I>(s, y) 
and (1.57) holds for every (8, Y) E [t, t + a] x Bo(X) , where Bo(x) := {x E 
H, Ix - YIH ~ a}. 
Define the stopping time 7 := inf{s > t : xt,X(s) ~ Bo(x)} 1\ (t + a). 
- - tx tx Then (Y(s), Z(s)) := (Yj' (s 1\ 7), l[t,T](S) Z/ (s)), t ~ s ~ t + a, solves the 
following BSDE 
Y(s) = Uj(7, Xt,X(7)) + (T h(r, Xt,X(r), u(r, xt,X(r)), Z(r)) dr 
iT/\S 
_ jt+o Z(r) dW(r). 
Note that ItO's formula implies that CY(s),2(s)) .- (</>(s 1\ 
7, xt,X(s)) , l[t,T](s) D</> (8, xt,X(s)) 0'(8, X t,X(8))), t ~ s ~ t + a, solves the 
following BSDE 
IT a Y(8) = </>(7, xt,X(7)) - [-a </>(r, xt,X(r)) + L</>(r, Xt'X(r))] dr T/\S r 
j t+o - S 2(r) dW(r). 
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Finally, from the comparison theorem, see also Remark 1.19, we conclude 
that Y(t) < Y(t), i.e. Uj(t, x) < 4;(t, x). But this contradicts (1.56) .• 
In the following theorem we let W be an infinite dimensional Wiener pro-
cess. We then make the following restriction on the PDE (1.52), consequently 
the same is made to (1.41) as well. We then have 
yt,X(s) = 9(Xt,X(T)) + iT f(r, xt,X(r), yt,X(r)) dr 
_ iT zt,X(r) dW(r) , (1.58) 
in which the mapping f drops its depending on Z. Similarly, f in the following 
system of Parabolic PDEs drops its dependence on the derivative of u, in 
particular, we are in charge of 
{ gt u(t, x) + Cu(t, x) + f(t, x, u(t, x)) = 0, u(T, x) = g{x). (1.59) 
Theorem 1.24 Under (Bi)" - (B4)" , u(t, x) ~ yt,X(t), (t, x) E [0, TJ x H, 
is a viscosity solution of (1. S9) , where yt,x (s), t ~ s ~ T, is the unique 
solution of {l.S8}. 
Proof. The continuity of u was proved in Lemma 1.21. 
Take any j ~ 1, 4; E C~,2([0, T] x H), and (t, x) E [0, T) x H such that 
Uj(t, x) = 4;(t, x) and Uj S 4; otherwise. Suppose for a contrary that the 
following is true: 
a 
-- 4;(t, x) - L4;(t, x) - f(t, x, u(t, x)) > 0. (1.60) 
at 
As in the previous proof, there exists a E (0, T - t) such that (1.60) holds, 
for every (s, y) E [t, t + a] x Ba(x). 
We use here the same definition as in the preceding proof for r and define 
(Y(s), Z(s)) := (Yjt,X(s 1\ r), 1[t,r)(s) ZJ'X(s)), t S s ~ t + a. It is the solution 
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of 
Y(s) Uj(T, Xt,X(T)) + r" fJ(r, Xt,X(r), u(r, Xt'X(r))) dr 
iTAS j t+o - s Z(r) dW(r). 
For t ~ s ~ t + Q, denote by (Y(s), Z(s)) .- (¢(s 1\ 
T, xt,X(s)) , l[t,r](s) D¢ (s, xt,X(s)) O"(s, xt,X(s))), which then solves the fol-
lowing BSDE 
Y(s) = i T a ¢(T, Xt,X(T)) - [ - ¢(r, xt,X(r)) + L¢(r, xt,X(r)) 1 dr TAs ar 
j t+o - s Z(r) dW(r). 
It is immediately seen from the comparison theorem ( Theorem 1.18 ) that 
Y(t) ~ Y(t), i.e. Uj(t, x) ~ ¢(t, x). We now show that Uj(t, x) < ¢(t, x) 
contradicting the earlier assumption Uj(t, x) = ¢(t, x). Note that 
Thus Y{t) < Y{t), which gives that Uj{t, x) < ¢(t, x). Therefore U is a 
viscosity subsolution of (1.59). 
The proof that U is a viscosity supersolution of (1.59) is done analogously. 
The proof is then complete. _ 
Theorem{s) (1.23 , 1.24) prove only existence of viscosity solutions to the 
system of parabolic semilinear PDEs, (1.52) and (1.59) respectively. The 
uniqueness case remains an interesting research problem. 
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Chapter 2 
Backward Stochastic Evolution 
Equations in Infinite 
Dimensions 
2.1 Backward Stochastic Evolution Equa-
tions 
Let A be a second order operator on K, possibly unbounded, which generates 
a Co-semigroup, {eAt, t ~ O}, on K. From here on we will assume that W is 
cylindrical Wiener process on H together with its Wiener filtration {Fth~o. 
Consider the following BSEE 
{ 
- dY(t) = A Y(t) dt + I(t, Y(t), Z(t)) dt - Z(t) dW(t) , 0 ~ t ~ T, (2 1) 
Y(T) = ~. . 
We say that the pair (Y, Z) E L}(O, T; K) X L}(O, T; L2 (H; K)) is a 
solution to (2.1) if it satisfies the following equality 
Y(t) = eA(T-t) ~ + jT eA(s-t) I(s, Y(s), Z(s)) ds 
_ jT eA(s-t) Z(s) dW(s), ° ~ t ~ T. (2.2) 
Thus our solutions here, in this sense, are all mild solutions. 
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Such equations are useful in studying stochastic Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman 
equations, as gleaned from the work in [48]. 
Let us now set some assumptions which guarantee the existence and 
uniqueness of such a solution . 
• (C1) f is a mapping from [0, T] x n x K x L2 (H; K) to H that is 
P®B(K)®B(L2(H; K))jB(K) - measurable. We assume that f satisfy 
the following integrability condition: 
f(·, 0, 0) E L}(O, T; K), 
• (C2) :3 k > 0 such that V y, y' E K and V z, z' E L2(H; K) 
lJ(t, y, z) - f(t, y', z')I~ ~ c(ly - y'I~) + k Iz - z'IL(H;K) , 
for a.e. (w, t) E n x [0, T] , where c is a concave nondecreasing continu-
ous function from ll4 to ll4 such that c(O) = 0, c(x) > 0 for any x > 0 
and fa dx _ 00 
10+ c(x) - , 
for any sufficiently small a > o. 
An example of such a function c is c(x) = a x, a > O. Thus our result 
generalises the result of [25]. The following examples were taken from [33]. 
Let 6 E (0,1) be sufficiently small and define 
{
X log(x-1) if 0 ~ x :::; 6, 
Cl(X) = 6 log(6- 1) + (\(6-) (x - 6) if x> 6; 
{
X log(x- 1) log log(x- 1 ) if 0 ~ x ~ 6, 
C2(X) = 6 log(6- 1) loglog(~) + c2(6-) (x - 6) if x> 6. 
Then C := Ci, i = 1,2, satisfies the above conditions in (C2) . Another 
example can be found in [9], where the above assumptions on C are clearly 
checked. 
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Let us record here that introducing such a condition in (C2) in the study of 
uniqueness of solutions of stochastic differential equations is due to Yamada 
and Watanabe in [59] and [60]. 
Our main theorem of this section is the following. 
Theorem 2.1 Let e E L2(o., FT , IF; K) be given and f satisfy the above 
assumptions, in particular {C1}, {C2}. Then there exists a unique pair 
(Y, Z) E L}(O, T; K) x L}(O, T; L2(H; K)) which solves {2.1} . 
N.B. in Section 4 below we shall be dealing with a more general BSEE 
than (2.1) and, in particular, we will let the operator A be a time dependent 
closed operator, i.e. A(t), for ° ::; t ::; T. In which case the semigroup 
{e A (s-t), ° ::; t ::; s} must be replaced by a set of bounded linear operators, 
which we denote by {U(s, t), ° ::; t ::; s}. This U will be taken as a strong 
evolution operator in the sense of Definition 2.20 below. However, we will not 
give a precise proof for this latter case since its proof stays a copy word by 
word of our proof of the semigroup case when A is not time dependent, once 
we replace eA (s-t) by U(s, t) . See, for example, the change of proof made to 
Lemma 2.23 below, which is a generalisation of the following lemma. 
Before giving the proof of Theorem 2.1, let us introduce some lemmas 
which will help to establish it. The following lemma is a special case of the 
theorem when f and 9 in (2.2) do not depend on Y and Z. 
Lemma 2.2 If f E L}(O, T; K) and e E L2(o., FT ; IF; K), then there exists 
a unique pair (Y, Z) E L}(O, T; K) x L}(O, T; L2(H; K)) such that 
Y(t) = eA(T-t)e + iT eA(s-t) f(s) ds -iT eA(s-t) Z(s) dW(s). (2.3) 
Furthermore, \;It E [0, TJ, 
IE IY(t)l~ ::; 2M2(T - t) IE iT If(s)l~ds + 2M2 IE I~I~ , (2.4) 
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lE iT IZ(s)ILcH;K) ds:::; 8M2(T - t) lE iT lJ(s)l~ ds + 
8 M2 lE I~I~ ds , (2.5) 
where 
M:= sup {II eAt II}. 
tE[O,T] 
The proof of this lemma can be found in [25, Lemma 2.1]. We will sketch 
a few details for the sake of completeness, and also for the reader to see how 
the solution of (2.3) looks like. 
Proof. (Sketch) 
Uniqueness: Let both (YI, Zd and (Y2, Z2) be two solutions of (2.3). 
Then for arbitrary t E [0, T] 
Y}(t) - Y2(t) = iT eACs- t) (ZI(S) - Z2(8)) dW(s). (2.6) 
By applying conditional expectation E [,1 .rt] to both sides of (2.6) and using 
the continuity of YI and Y2 , cf. Proposition 2.10 below, we obtain 
YI (t) = Y2 (t), V t E [0, T] a.s. 
Hence, by a simple use of (1.5), we find that ZI (t) 
[0, T], a.s. 
Existence: Define 
Z2(t), for all t E 
Y(t) = lE [ eA(T-t)~ + iT eA(s-t) f(s) ds l.rt], 0:::; t :::; T. (2.7) 
Hence (2.4) follows immediately from Jensen's inequality and assumption 
(C1). 
To construct Z (. ), we use the martingale representation theorem (The-
orem 1.2) as follows. Since for each 8 E [0, T], f(s) and ~ belong to 
L2(O,.rT,P;K), there exist two process ZI(S) and Z2 in L}(0,T;L2(H;K)), 
such that 
lE [J(s)l.rt] = lE f(8) + it ZI(s)(r) dW(r), 0:::; t:::; s, (2.8) 
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and 
lE [~IFtl = lE ~ + it Z2(r) dW(r), ° ~ t ~ T. (2.9) 
It is not difficult to see that Zl(-)(-) is B([O,T])®P-measurable. 
Now take 
Z(t) := eA(T-t) Z2(t) + iT eA(s-t) Zl(S)(t) ds, (2.10) 
for all ° ~ t ~ T. It is then easy to check that (2.3) holds. The estimate 
(2.5) follows from (2.10), (2.8) and (2.9). • 
Example 2.3 Coping with the above setting, let K = L2 (JRn ; JR) and A = 
~~. Consider the following BSEE 
In this case, 
and 
- dY(t) = ~ ~Y(t) dt + Z(t) dW(t), 
Y(T) = <I> E L2(O,FT,JP;L2(JRn ,JR)). 
Z(t, x) = (e-! ~(T-t) Z2(t) )(x), 
t E [0, TJ, x E lRn. The process Z2 is given as in the lemma through the 
martingale representation theorem, hence Z2 can be calculated explicitly if <I> 
is regular enough according to the Clark- Ocone theorem, cf. Theorem 1.8 . 
Remark 2.4 For p > 2, using (2.7) we have also sort of moment inequalities 
for the solution of BSEE (2.3) 
lE IY(t)l~ ~ 2P- 1 MP lE I~I~ + 2P- 1 MP(T - t)p-l lE iT If(s)l~ ds, 
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which yields 
lE liT eA(s-t) Z(s) dW(s)l~ ~ 3P- 1 MP{2P- 1 + 1) lE I~I~ 
+ 3P- 1 MP(T - t)P-l(2P- 1 + 1) lE iT If(s)l~ ds, 
for all t E [0, T]. 
These inequalities become useful when the right hand side of both of them 
is finite. 
Proposition 2.5 Let ~ E L2(0, .rT, IP; K) and f : Ox [0, T] xL2{H; K) -+ K 
be a mapping satisfying (Cl) and (C2). Then there exists a unique solution 
(Y, Z) E L}(O, T; K) x L}(O, T; L2(H; K)) to the following BSEE 
{ 
- dY{t) = A Y{t) dt + f{t, Z{t)) dt - Z{t) dW{t), (2.11) 
Y(T) = ~. 
The proof of this proposition can be found in [25, Proposition 2.1]. 
We now study the BSEE (2.1). Let us first introduce, with the help of 
Proposition 2.5, the following iteration scheme, from which, we will be able 
to construct the solution of (2.1). Let Yo(t) = ° and let ((Yn(t), Zn(t)) : 0 ~ 
t ~ T, n ~ I} be a sequence in L}(O, T; K) x L}{O, T; L2 (H; K)), defined 
recursively as follows: 
Yn(t) = eA(T-t) ~ + iT eA(s-t) f(s, Yn-1(s), Zn(S)) ds-
iT eA(s-t) Zn{S) dW{s) , 0 ~ t ~ T. (2.12) 
We shall show, through couple of lemmas, that these solutions {(Yn, Zn)} to 
(2.12) actually converge to the solution of the original BSEE (2.1) as n -+ 00. 
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Lemma 2.6 Assume that hypotheses (e1) and (C2) are imposed. Then 
there exist positive constants Cl and C2 such that for all t E [0, T] and n ~ 1, 
the solution of (2.12) satisfies the following 
lE IYn(t)l~ ~ C l , and lE iT IZn(s)IL(H;K) ds ~ C2 . 
Proof. By applying Lemma 2.2 to equation (2.12) we see that 
lE IYn(t)l~ ~ 2M2(T - t) E iT lI(s, Yn-1(s), Zn(s))I~ ds + 2M2 lE I~I~ 
(2.13) 
and 
lE iT IZn(s)IL(H;K) ds < 8M2(T - t) lE iT If(s, Yn-1(s), Zn(s))I~ ds 
+ 8M2 lE I~I~. (2.14) 
Moreover, by using (C2), we find that 
IE iT If(8, Yn - 1(8), Zn(8))I~ ds ~ 
C3 +2blE iTIYn_l(S)I~dS+2klE iT1Zn(s)IL(H;K)dS, (2.15) 
since c is concave and so there exists a, b > 0, such that c(x) ~ a + b x; 
here C3 := 2 a T + 2lE foT If(s, 0, 0)1 2 ds. Thus (2.13) and (2.14) take the 
following shape 
lE IYn(t)I~ ~ 2M2(T - t)C3 + 4M2(T - t) b E iT IYn-l(s)l~ ds 
+ 4M2(T - t) k IE iT IZn(s)IL(H;K) ds + 2M2 lE I~I~ (2.16) 
and 
lE iT IZn(s)IL(H;K) ds ~ 
8M2 E I~I~ + 8M2(T - t)C3 + 16M2(T - t) b lE iT IYn-l(S)I~ ds 
+16M2(T - t) k E iT IZn(s)IL(H;K) ds. (2.17) 
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Take TJ E (0, T) with 32M2k TJ < 1, and assume that t E [T - TJ, T]. Then 
we conclude that 
lE iT IZn(s)IL(HjK) ds ~ 
8M2 lE I~I~ + 8M2TJ C3 + 16M2 TJ b lE iT IYn-l(s)l~ ds 
1 iT + 2" lE t IZn(s)IL(HjK) ds, (2.18) 
or in particular, 
iT 1 ()12 C3 2 1 12 b iT 2 lE t Zn S L2(HjK) ds :::; 2k + 16M lE ~ K + k lE t IYn-1(s)IK ds. 
(2.19) 
Similarly from (2.16) we get 
2 C3 b iT )12 lE IYn(t)IK ~ 16k + 8k lE t IYn-l(S K ds 
+~ lE iT IZn(s)IL(H;K) ds + 2M2 lE I~I~, (2.20) 
from which and from (2.19), we obtain 
V n 2 1, where the constants C4 , C5 are ~+4M2 E 1~lk and 4bk respectively. 
In particular, (2.21) holds for all n 2 1. 
Fix an integer m ~ 1. Then if 1 :::; n :::; m, we have 
Thus, by Gronwall's inequality, we deduce that 
sup lE IYq(t)l~ < C4 eCs(T-t) 
l::::;q::::;m 
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Since m is arbitrary, we get that 
(2.22) 
V n 2 1 and V t E [T - TJ, T], where C6 := C4 eCsT . 
On the other hand, we obtain the corresponding estimate for Z. Let us 
first re-write (2.19) as in the following form 
E iT IZn(s)IL(H;K) ds ~ C7 + ~ E iT IYn-l(S)I~ ds, 
where C7 := ~ + 16M2 E 1~lk. Then it follows by using (2.22) that 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
Next we assume that t E [T - 2TJ , T - TJ] and TJ is, as before, satisfying 
32M2 k TJ < 1. Note that since 
we can still use the same way in which we derived the inequalities (2.19) and 
(2.20) with slightly minor changes to derive eventually the following ones: 
V t E [T - 2TJ , T - TJ]' 
I
T-TJ C b IT-TJ 
E t IZn(s)IL(H;K) ds < 2~ + k E t IYn-l(S)I~ ds 
+ 16M2 E IYn(T - TJ)I~. (2.26) 
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Therefore, by substituting (2.26) in (2.25) and using (2.22), we obtain 
lE IYn(t)I~ ~ C~ + C5 lE IT-17IYn_l(s)l~ ds, (2.27) 
by using (2.26) and (2.22), where C~ := ~ + 4M2C6 . By doing the same 
procedure as done for (2.22), we find that 
In particular, 
(2.28) 
for all t E [t - 2TJ ,T - TJ]' where C~ := C~ eCsT . 
On the other hand, (2.28) implies that 
C3 2 b, 
2k + 16M C6 + k C6 (T - TJ - t) 
< C~, (2.29) 
V t E [T - 2 TJ, T - TJ] and V n ~ 1, where C~ := ~ + 16M2C6 + b[ C~. 
Thus we have proved the two cases when t lies in either of the two intervals 
[T - TJ ,T] or t E [T - 2 TJ ,T - TJ]. By repeating this procedure for every 
tiny interval, we derive similar inequalities to those (2.22), (2.24), (2.28) and 
(2.29). For example, recall that TJ was chosen to be small enough so that 
32M2 k TJ < 1, hence, if t E [0, T], then t should lie in one of the intervals 
{[ ( T - (l + 1) TJ ) V 0 , T - l TJ]' 0 ~ l ~ q and l is an integer}, of length, 
at most, TJ, where q is the smallest integer such that q 2: ~ . Therefore, as 
done earlier for the two cases I = 0 and I = 1, we can easily obtain that 
and 
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V n ~ 1 and t E [ (T - (l + 1) TJ ) V 0, T - I TJ ], for some positive constants 
Cg and C~ . 
The same also holds when varying lover 0 ::; l ::; q. Thus, in particular, it 
follows ( e.g. by summing on lover 0 ::; I ::; q, if necessary) that V t E [0, T] 
and V n ~ 1, we have 
and 
E loT IZn(s)IL(H;K) ds ::; C2, 
for some constants Cl > 0 and C2 > O. This prove the Lemma. _ 
Lemma 2.7 If hypotheses (CJ), (C2) hold, then there exists constants C lO > 
o and C~o > 0 such that V 0 ::; t ::; T and V n, m ~ 1, we have 
1E IYn+m(t) - Yn(t)l~ ::; ClO iT c( E IYn+m-1(s) - Yn-l(s)I~) ds, (2.30) 
and 
E iT IZn+m(S) - Zn(s)IL(H;K) ds ::; 
c~o jT c( E IYn+m-ds) - Yn-l(s)I~) ds. (2.31) 
Proof. Note that 
Yn+m(t) - Yn(t) = iT eA(s-t)[J(s, Yn+m-1(s), Zn+m(S)) - 1(s, Yn-1(s), Zn{S))] ds 
-iT eA(s-t)[Zn+m(S) - Zn(S)] dW(s). (2.32) 
Thus, by using Lemma 2.2, we deduce the foHowing two inequalities 
E IYn+m(t) - Yn(t)I~ ::; 
M2(T - t) E jT c(IYn+m-ds) - Yn-l(s)I~) ds 
+ M2(T - t) k E iT IZn+m(s) - Zn(S)IL(H;K) ds (2.33) 
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and 
lE iT /Zn+m(S) - Zn(S)/L(H;K) ds ~ 
8 M2(T - t) lE iT c(/Yn+m-1(s) - Yn-l(S)/~) ds 
+ 8 M2(T - t) k lE iT /Zn+m(S) - Zn(S)/L(H;K) ds . (2.34) 
As done in the proof of Lemma 2.6, we divide the interval [0, T] into tiny 
sub-intervals oflength T} such that 0 ~ T} ~ T and 16M2T}k < 1. We treat only 
the two cases individually: where t E [T - T}, T] and where t E [T - 2T}, T - T}]. 
The general case follows directly by recalling the argument stated at the end 
of the proof of the foregoing lemma. 
Let us now study the case where t E [T - T} ,T]. Then (2.34) becomes 
lE iT /Zn+m(S) - Zn(S)/L(H;K) ds ~ 
~ lE iT c(/Yn+m-1(s) - Yn-l(S)/~) ds. (2.35) 
Therefore by (2.33) and (2.35), we have 
where Cll := l:k. Thus by using Jensen's inequality ( if L : 1R -+ Rt. 
is a continuous concave function and X is a random variable in JR, then 
lE L(X) ~ L(lE X) ), we deduce that 
lE /Yn+m(t) - Yn(t)/~ ~ cuiT c( lE /Yn+m-1(S) - Yn-l(S)/~) ds, (2.37) 
for all t E [T - T} ,T] and n, m 2: 1. 
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Next we assume that t E [T - 21], T -1]J. Re-write (2.32) as the following 
(2.38) 
Apply Lemma 2.2 to equation (2.38) and use the assumption (16M21]k < 1), 
inequality (2.37) and Jensen's inequality to see that 
E I T - TJ IZn+m(s) - Zn(S)IL(H;K) ds ::; 
1 jT-TJ (2k) t c(E IYn+m-1(s) - Yn-1(s)li) ds 
+ 8M2 Gll r
T 
c( E !Yn+m-l(S) - Yn-1(s)li) ds JT- TJ 
( 1 2 iT 2 ::; 2k+ 8M Gll ) t c(EIYn+m-l(S)-Yn-l(S)IK)ds, 
V t E [T - 21] , T - 1]] and V n, m ~ 1. 
(2.39) 
Again by using Lemma 2.2 ( or simply by taking conditional expectation 
on (2.38) and using Jensen's inequality) and using (2.37), (2.39) and Jensen's 
inequality, we deduce that 
V t E [T - 21] ,T - 1]] and V n, m ~ 1, where G12 := l~k + 3M2Gll . 
On the other hand, note that (2.35) and (2.39) prove (2.31) for the case 
where t E [T - 21], T]. 
Finally, as introduced earlier in this proof, this is enough to derive (2.30) 
and (2.31) for any t E [0, TJ. The proof is complete. _ 
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Lemma 2.8 Under hypotheses (e1) and (C2), there exists a constant C13 > 
° such that for all t E [0, T] and n, m 2:: 1, 
Proof. From Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 2.6 it follows that 
E IYn+m(t) - Yn(t)l~ ~ ClD iT c(4C1) ds 
= C13 (T - t), (2.41) 
where C13 := ClD c(4 Cd· • 
Let us now state Bihari's inequality, which we will need in our proof 
below; see [5, P. 83] or [33, Lemma 3.6] for the proof. 
Proposition 2.9 (Bihari's inequality) Let u be and v be two positive con-
tinuous functions on [0, T] and K 2:: 0, C 2:: 0. Let c : Il4 ---+ Il4 be a 
nonnegative nondecreasing continuous function. Then the inequality 
u(t) ~ K + C lot v(s) c(u(s) ds, ° ~ t :::; T 
implies 
u(t) ~ G- 1(G(K) + C lot v(s) ds), 
for all such t E [O,T] that G(K) + J;v(s) ds EDam (G- 1) , where 
f r ds G (r) : = 1 c( s)' r > ° 
and G-l is the inverse function of G. 
In particular, if K = 0 and 
lim G(r) = - 00 , 
r-40+ 
then u(t) = 0, ° ~ t ~ T . 
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Existence: We argue as Mao did in the proof of [33, Theorem 2.1]. 
We claim first that, for any m ~ 1, 
sup E IYn+m(t) - Yn(t)I~ -t 0, as n -t o. (2.42) 
tE[O,Tj 
Recall the two constants ClO and C13 from Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 2.8. 
Denote by c the function ClO c, defined on Rt.. Let (1 E [0, T] be such that 
C(C13 (T - t)) ~ C13 for all (1 ~ t ~ T. 
Pick k ~ 1. Define recursively the following sequence: for 0 ~ t ~ T, 
'Pdt) = C13 (T - t), 
'Pn+l (t) = iT C('Pn(S)) ds, n = 1,2, ... ,00, 
We observe that for all t E [(1, T] and n 2': 2, we have 
This is proved by induction using Lemma 2.8 and Lemma 2.7 as follows. For 
if n = 2, the inequality in (2.43) follows directly from Lemma 2.8. Assume 
that (2.43) is true for some fixed n with n ~ 2. Then 
E IYn+1+k - Yn+l(t)l~ < iT c(E IYn+k(s) - Yn(s)I~) ds 
< iT C('Pn-1(S)) ds = 'Pn(t) 
< iT C('Pn-2(S)) ds = 'Pn-1(t) 
and so (2.43) is true for all n ~ 2. 
On the other hand, by the monotonicity of 'Pn(t) in n and in t, the 
sequence {'Pn(t) : t E [(1,T],n ~ 1} attains a limit {'P(t) : t E [(b T ]). 
Moreover, from the definition of 'Pn(t) and the dominated convergence 
theorem, we obtain 
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cp(t) = lim iT C(CPn(S)) ds = iT c(cp(s)) ds, t E [(1, T]. 
n~oo t t 
Thus cP is continuous on [(1, T]. 
Therefore by applying Bihari's inequality, we conclude that cp(t) = 0 for 
all t E [(1, T]. This then implies that for any m 2': 1 we have 
lim sup lE IYn+m(t) - Yn(t)l~ ~ lim sup CPn(t) = CP{(l) = 0, (2.44) 
n~oo tE[(l ,T] n~oo tE[(1 ,T] 
which proves our claim (2.42) in the case where t E [(1, T]. 
This together with (2.30) shows that {Yn}n21 is a Cauchy sequence in 
L}([(l, TJ; K). Call its limit Y. Moreover, from (2.31) and (2.44), it follows 
that 
lE iT IZn+m{S) - Zn(s)IL(H;K) ds 
(I 
~ c~o iT c(lE IYn+m-1(s) - Yn-l(s)I~) ds -+ 0, as n -+ 00 , 
(I 
V n 2': 1. Thus {Zn}n21 is a Cauchy sequence in L}((l, T; L2(H; K)). Call 
its limit Z. This together with (2.12), (C2) and the convergence of Yn to Y 
gives, moreover, that 
lE liT eA(s-t) Zn{S) dW(8) -iT eA(s-t) Z(s) dW(s)l~ = 
IE IYn(t) - Y(t) + iT eA(s-t) (/(8, Yn(8), Zn(8)) - 1(8, Y(S), Z(8))) dsl~ 
~ 2lE IYn(t) - Y(t)l~ + 2 M2 T lE iT c(IYn(s) - Y(s)I~) ds 
+ 2 M2 T k lE iT IZn(s) - Z(s)IL(H;K) ds -+ o. 
The convergence of the second term follows from Jensen's inequality and the 
continuity of the function c. Now, in particular, we can pass the limit as 
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n -t 00 in (2.12) and conclude that the pair (Y, Z) solves the original BSEE 
(2.1) on the interval [(1, T]. 
Denote by 
(2 := inf{ ( E [0, T]: sup IE IYn+m{t) - Yn(t)I~ -t 0, as n, m -t oo}. 
(~t~T 
We claim that 
sup IE IYn+m{t) - Yn{t)l~ -t 0, as n -t 00, Vm ~ 1. (2.45) 
(29~T 
We now prove this claim. Note first that it is clear from (2.44) that 
° ~ (2 ~ (1 < T. Let c > 0. Choose A E (O,T - (2) such that CI3 A < ~. 
Since c{O) = 0, :3 0 E (0, c) such that T c{ 0) < ~. Let N ~ 1 be sufficiently 
large so that IE IYn+m(t) - Yn(t)li< < 0 if (2 + A ~ t ~ T, V n ~ Nand 
V m ~ 1. Then by using Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 2.6, we observe that if 
n ~ N + 1, m ~ 1 and t E [(2 , (2 + A], then 
1(2+'\ IE IYn+m(t) - Yn(t)l~ < c( IE IYn+m-I(s) - Yn-I(s)I~) ds (2 
+ iT c( IE IYn+m-I(s) - Yn-I{s)I~) ds 
(2+'\ 
< A C13 + {T - (2 - A) c{O) 
c c 
< - + - = c' 2 2 ' 
recall here that CI3 := c{4 CI ). Thus we obtain 
sup IE IYn+m(t) - Yn{t)l~ < c, V n ~ N + 1 and m ~ 1, 
(2<t<T 
proving the claim (2.45). 
The proof of the claim (2.42) finishes and so the theorem, as explained 
earlier, when proving that (2 = 0, which is the case as will be shown now. 
Suppose otherwise that (2 > 0. By using claim (2.45) we can choose a 
sequence of decreasing numbers {an}n2:1 such that an -t ° as n -t 00 and 
sup IE IYn+m{t) - Yn{t)l~ < an V n ~ 1. 
(29~T 
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(2.46) 
If 0::; t ::; (2 and n ~ 1, then by Lemma 2.7 and (2.46), we derive that 
lE IYn+m(t) - Yn(t)l~ < iT c( lE IYn+m-l(S) - Yn-l(s)I~) ds 
< (i(2 +IT) c( lE IYn+m-l(s) - Yn-l(s)I~) ds 
t (2 
< 1(2 c( lE IYn+m-l(s) - Yn-l(s)I~) ds + T c(an-d 
< ((2 - t) Cl3 + T c(an-d. (2.47) 
Pick 6 E (0, (2) and j ~ 1 such that 
(2.48) 
Define a sequence of functions {¢k (t), (2 - 6 ::; t ::; (2, k ~ I} by 
'l/Jl(t) = C l3 6 + T c(aj) ::; 4 Cl , 
'l/Jk+l(t) = T c(aj+d + 1(2 C(¢k(S)) ds, k ~ 1. 
Let us now admit for a moment that for fixed l ~ 1, if (2 - 6 :S t :S (2 
and k ~ 1, we have 
Then, for each t E [(2 - 6 ,(2], ¢k(t) attains a limit as k -+ 00, ¢(t), say, 
defined on [(2 - 6 ,(2J. But 
'I/J(t) = lim 'l/Jk+l(t) = lim [T c(aj+k) + 1(2 C(¢k(S)) ds J 
k--+oo k--+oo t 
= 1(2 c(¢(s)) ds, 
for all t E [(2 - 6, (2]. Therefore 7jJ(t) = 0 on (2 - 6 ::; t ::; (2, by using Bihari's 
inequality. It follows then from (2.49) that 
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as k --t 00. 
Since I ~ 1 is arbitrary then (2.50) implies that 
sup lE IYn+m(t) - Yn(t) I~ --t 0, 
(2-69~(2 
as n --t 00, 'if m ~ 1. This together with (2.45) gives 
sup lE iYn+m(t) - Yn(t)I~ --t 0, 
(2-69~T 
contradicting the definition of (2 . Thus (2 = 0, as required. 
Finally, it remains only to show (2.49). Let t E [(2 - 8 ,(2]. If k = 1, then 
lE IYl+j+l(t) - }j+l(t)l~ < ((2 - t) C13 + T c(aj) 
1Pl (t). 
Moreover, for k = 2, as done for (2.47), we get 
lE IYt+j+2(t) - }j+2(t)/~ 
::; T c(aj+d + 1(2 c( lE /Yl+j+l(S) - }j+l(S)/~) ds 
~ T c(aj+d + [(2 C('1/'l(S)) ds = '1/'2(t) 
~ T c(aj) + C13 ((2 - t) = '1/'1 (t), 
by using Lemma 2.7, (2.48) and the definition of C13 = c(4 C1). The last 
inequality comes from aj+1 ~ aj and c being nondecreasing. Thus (2.49) 
holds for k = 1,2. 
Assume that (2.49) is true for some k with k ~ 2. Then, as for the case 
k = 2, by using Lemma 2.7 and (2.46), we get that 
lE IYl+j+k+l(t) - }j+k+l(t)l~ 
~ T c(aj+k) + [(2 c( lE IYl+j+k(S) - }j+k(s)l~ ) ds 
= T c(aj+k) + [(2 c('1/'ds)) ds = 1Pk+l(t) 
~ T c(aj+k-1) + [(2 C('1/'k-1(S)) ds = 1Pk(t). 
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Hence (2.49) holds for k + 1 as well. By induction (2.49) therefore holds for 
every k 2: 1. 
Uniqueness: Suppose that (Y, Z) and (Y', Z') are two solutions to (2.1). 
Then 
Y(t) - Y'(t) iT eACs-t) [/(s, Y(s), Z(s)) - 1(s, Y'(s), Z'(s))] ds 
-iT eACs-t) [Z(s) - Z'(s)] dW(s). (2.51) 
By letting Y(t) Y(t) - Y'(t), Z(t) = Z(t) - Z'(t) and j(t) = 
1(t, Y(t), Z(t)) - 1(t, Y'(t), Z'(t)), equation (2.51) becomes one of the sort 
of equation (2.3) in Lemma 2.2 since hypotheses (C1) and (C2) and Jensen's 
inequality give 
lE loT Ij(s)l~ ds :::; c(lE loT IY(s)l~ ds) + lE loT k IZ(s)ILcH;K) ds < 00, 
as c(x) :::; a x + b, for some a, b > a. Thus, as in Lemma 2.2, we have 
lE IY(t)l~ < 2M2 (T - t) lE iT lj(s)l~ ds 
< 2 M2 (T - t) lE iT c(iY(s)I~) ds 
+ 2M2 (T - t) k lE iT IZ(s)ILcH;K) ds (2.52) 
and 
lE iT IZ(s)IL(H;K) ds < 8 M2 (T - t) lE iT Ij(s)l~ ds 
< 8 M2 (T - t) lE iT c(IY(s)I~) ds 
+ 8 M2 (T - t) k lE iT IZ(s)IL(H;K) ds. (2.53) 
As we did in the proof of Lemma 2.6, one can easily use the trick of 
partitioning the interval [a, TJ for (2.52) and for (2.53), using a fixed small 
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scale 1J such that 0 ~ 1J < T with 16 M 2 1J k < 1. We then get eventually that 
if, for example, t 2: 0 and T - (l + 1) 1J ~ t ~ T - l 1J for 0 ~ l ~ q, then 
:3 C{l) > 0, a constant that possibly depends on l, such that 
IE IY{t)l~ ~ C{l) iT c{IE IY{s)I~) ds (2.54) 
and 
IE iT IZ{s)IL(H;K) ds ~ C{l) iT c{IE IY{s)I~) ds. (2.55) 
Recall here q is the smallest integer such that q 2: ~ . 
Therefore by summing over 0 ~ I ~ q in (2.54) and applying Bihari's 
inequality afterwards, we get that Y{t) = 0 a.s. \I t E [0, T]. 
Similarly, take the sum over l in (2.55) and use this resulting uniqueness 
T -
of Y to conclude that IE fo IZ{s)IL(H;K) ds = o .• 
2.2 Regularities of Solutions of BSEEs 
In this section we discuss the continuity in t of the solution Y of the BSEE 
(2.1). Then we provide a priori estimates for IEsUPtE[O,T] IY{t)l~ and for 
IE sUP09~T 1 itT eA(s-t) Z{s) dW{s) Ik' and generalise this to higher order 
moments. 
The results of this section are also valid for the case when replacing A by 
a time dependent operator, which is the case discussed in Section 4 below. 
For the proofs, one uses the same reasoning we will be using below for the 
semigroup case. See, for example, the change of proof made to Lemma 2.23 
below, which generalises Lemma 2.2. See also Proposition 2.22 below which 
will be taken as a generalisation of the next result. 
Proposition 2.10 Let f E L}{O, T; K) and ~ E £2{0, FT , lP; K). Then the 
solution Y of the following BSEE 
{ 
- dY{t) = A Y(t) dt + f(t) dt - Z(t) dW{t), (2.56) 
Y(t) = ~. 
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has a version which is continuous almost surely as a process in K. 
Proof. Note that the solution of (2.56) is given by 
Y(t) = eA(T-t) ~ + iT eA(s-t) f(s) ds - iT eA(s-t) Z(s) dW(s). (2.57) 
For convenience, we shall show that each term of (2.57) is continuous! in t. 
Since {Ft : 0 ~ t ~ T} is the Wiener filtration, then according to 
Theorem 1.2, E [ ~ I Fd is continuous in t, for each t E [0, T]. Therefore 
E [ eA(T-t) ~I F t] = eA(T-t) E [~ I F t] is also continuous in t. 
On the other hand, for the same reason, E [eA(s-t) f(s)/ F t] is continuous 
in t, for each t ~ s ~ T. Moreover, 
lE [jT eA(s-t) f(s) / Ft] = jT eA(s-t) lE [1(s)/ Fd ds. 
Thus E [ itT eA(s-t) f (s) / Ft] is continuous in t. 
Since 
then Y is continuous a.s. 
As a result from this and from (2.57) we obtain the continuity of 
itT eA(s-t) Z(s) dW(s) .• 
We then conclude immediately the following continuity result to the so-
lution of the BSEE (2.1). 
Corollary 2.11 The solution Y(t) , 0 ~ t ~ T, of the BSEE (2.1) given by 
the form (2.2) and the integral itT eA(s-t) Z(s) dW(s) are both continuous 
almost surely in t. 
1 Le. has a continuous version 
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Proposition 2.12 Under the same conditions as in Theorem 2.1, the fol-
lowing estimates hold 
and 
lE sup IY(t)l~ < 00, 
09ST 
(2.58) 
lE sup I iT eA(s-t) Z(s) dW(s) I~ < 00, (2.59) 
09ST t 
for the solution (Y, Z) of (2.1). 
Proof. Since Y is given in the following form 
Y(t) = eA(T-t) ~ + iT eA(s-t) f(s, Y(8), Z(8)) ds 
_ iT eA(s-t) Z(s) dW(8) , 
then we derive that 
IY(t)IK IE [eA(T-t) ~ + iT eA(s-t) 1(8, Y(8), Z(8)) ds I Ft llK 
< lE [M I~IK + M iT 11(s, Y(s), Z(S))IK ds 1Ft 1 
< M lE [I~IK + iT lJ(s, Y(8), Z(S))IK ds 1Ft] a.s. 
Since the right hand side of this last inequality is a continuous martingale, 
then, by using Doob's inequality for martingales, we get that 
lE sup IY(t)Ii<:s 
09ST 
2 M2 lE O~~~T (lE [ 1~1i< + T iT 11(8, Y(s), Z(s))I~ ds 1Ft 1 ) 
:s 8 M2 (lE I~I~ + T lE iT If(8, Y(s), Z(8))I~ ds). 
But (Cl), (C2) and Jensen's inequality imply that 
lE iT l1(s, Y(s), Z(s))Ii< ds :S 2 c( lE iT IY(s)li< d8) 
+ 2 k lE lT IZ(s)IL(H;K) ds + 2E iT 11{8, 0, O)I~ ds < 00. 
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Hence (2.58) follows. 
Finally, since 
iT eA(s-t) Z(s) dW(s) = eA(T-t) ~ + iT eA(s-t) f(s, Y(s), Z(s)) ds - Y(t) , 
then 
lE sup I iT eAts-f) Z(s) dW(s) I~ ~ 
O~t~T t 
3 M 2 lE I~I~ + 3 T M2 lE iT If(s)l~ ds + lE sup IY(t)l~ < 00, 
o 09~T 
which proves (2.59). • 
Remark 2.13 In Proposition 2.12 we estimated only the second order mo-
ments of the solution (Y, Z). However, as seen from the proof, one can 
easily obtain the same result for higher order moments. In particular, for 
2 < p < 00 iflE 1~1i< + lE JOT IY(s)l~ ds + lE JoT IZ(s)IL(H;K) ds < 00, then 
and 
lE sup IY(t) Ii< < 00, 
O~t~T 
lE sup I iT eA(s-t) Z(s) dW(s) Ii< < 00. 
O~t~T t 
2.3 Weak Solutions, Weak Mild Solutions 
and Strong Solutions of BSEEs 
In Theorem 2.1 we saw that a mild solution to (2.1) exists and is unique. 
In this section we will discuss the notions of weak, weak mild and strong 
solutions of the BSEE (2.1). We shall show that the first two types of these 
solutions are equivalent and both of them are equivalent to the mild solution. 
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The existence and uniqueness of these types of solutions then follow from 
Theorem 2.1 above, under the same conditions. We close the section by 
showing that a strong solution of (2.1) also exists and is unique under extra 
condition; see Theorem(s) (2.18, 2.19) below. Our business here is similar to 
that in [27] and [21] in the forward case. 
Let us now recall some basic properties of Co-semigroups; see [24] for 
more details. 
First let A be a densely defined closed operator on the space K; denote 
its domain by V(A). Then V(A) is a Hilbert space with respect to the graph 
norm iYi1(A) := iyik + iA yik , continuously and densely embedded in K. 
Moreover, if y E V(A) then eAt y E V(A) and %t eAt Y = eAt A y = A eAt y. 
Let {eA' t : ° :::; t :::; T} denote the adjoint semigroup of {eAt: ° :::; t :::; T}, 
which is also a Co-semigroup with an infinitesimal generator A *, the adjoint 
of A. In particular, V(A*) is dense in K. 
Let us now introduce the following definitions. 
Definition 2.14 A K x L2 (H; K) - valued process (Y, Z) is called a strong 
solution to BSEE (2.1) if 
(i) Y E L}(O, T; K) and Z E L}(O, T; L2 {H; K)) , 
(ii) Y(t) E V(A) a.s. for a.e. 0:::; t:::; T and A Y(·) E Ll([O, T]; K) a.s. 
(iii) For every t E [0, T] we have a.s. 
Y(t) = ~ + iT (A Y(s) + l(s, Y(s), Z(s)) ) ds -iT Z(s) dW(s). (2.60) 
Definition 2.15 A K x L2(H; K) - valued process (Y, Z) is called a weak 
solution to BSEE (2.1) if 
(i) Y E L}(O, T; K) and Z E L}(O, T; L2 (H; K)) , 
(ii) For every t E [0, T] and 'rip E V(A*) we have a.s. 
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<Y(t),P>K=<~,P>K+ iT <Y(s),A*P>K ds 
+ iT < l(s, Y(s), Z(s)) ,p >K ds -iT < Z(s) dW(s) ,p >K .(2.61) 
Definition 2.16 A K x L2 (H; K) - valued process (Y, Z) is called a weak 
mild solution to BSEE {2.1} il 
{i} Y E L}(O, Tj K) and Z E L}(O, T; L2 (Hj K)) , 
{ii} For every t E [0, T] and 'if P E K we have a.s. 
< Y(t) ,p >K = < ~ ,eA·(T-t) P >K 
+ iT < eA·(s-t) P ,1(s, Y(s), Z(s)) >K ds 
-iT < eA·(s-t) p, Z(s) dW(s) >K . (2.62) 
The following theorem tells us the relationships between such solutions. 
Theorem 2.17 Consider the following cases: 
{1} (Y, Z) is a strong solution to BSEE {2.1}. 
{2} (Y, Z) is a weak solution to BSEE {2.1}. 
{3} (Y, Z) is a mild solution to BSEE {2.1}. 
{4} (Y, Z) is a weak mild solution to BSEE {2.1}. 
Then (1) => (2) ¢:} (3) ¢:} (4). 
Proof. (1) => (2) : Let P E V(A*). Then from (2.60) we have 
<Y(t),P>K - <~,P>K+ iT <Y(S) ,A*Y(s) >K ds 
+ iT < l(s, Y(s), Z(s)) ,p >K ds 
- iT < Z(s) dW(s) ,p >K , 
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i.e. (Y, Z) is a weak solution to (2.1). 
(3) :::} (4) : Let p E K. Then from (2.2) we have 
< Y(t) ,p >K = < eA(T-t) ~ ,p >K 
+ iT <eA(s-t)/(8,Y(8),Z(S)),P>K d8 
-iT <eA(s-t)Z(8)dW(8),p>K 
= < ~ ,eA·(T-t) P >K 
+ iT < eA·(s-t) p, /(8, Y(8), Z(8)) >K d8 
-iT < eA·(s-t) p, Z(8) dW(8) >K , 
i.c. (Y, Z) is a weak mild solution to (2.1). 
(4) :::} (3) : By using (2.62) the following identity holds a.s. 
< Y(t) - eA (T-t) ~ -iT eA (s-t) 1(8, Y(8), Z(s)) ds + 
iT eA(a-t) Z(s) dW(s) ,p >K= 0, 
for all P E K and for all t E [0, T]. This implies that (Y, Z) satisfies (2.2) and 
so is a mild solution. 
I t remains to show that (2) {:} (4). 
(2) :::} (4). It is sufficient to prove that the following equation holds for 
each t E [0, T] and 'Vp E V(A*2) since V(A*2) is dense in K ( cf. [45] ) : 
< Y(t) ,p >K = < ~ ,eA· (T-t) p >K 
+ iT < eA· (a-t) p, /(s, Y(S), Z(S)) >K ds 
-iT < eA· (a-t) p, Z(s) dW(s) >K . (2.63) 
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Notice that \:j 1> E V(A*) we have 
< Y (r) ,1> > K = < ~ ,1> > K + iT < Y (s) ,A * 1> > K ds 
+ iT < 1(s, Y(s), Z(s)) ,1> >K ds -iT < Z(s) dW(s) ,1> >K . (2.64) 
For fixed r E [0, TJ, take 1> := eA· (r-t) A* p. Then 1> E V(A*). Apply (2.64) 
to this 1> and integrate with respect to r from t to T to get the following 
iT < Y(r) ,eA· (r-t) A* p >K dr = 
iT < ~ ,eA"(r-t) A* p >K dr 
+ iT [T < Y(s) ,A*eA• (r-t) A* P >K ds dr 
+ iT iT < A*eA• (r-t) A* p, I(s, Y(s), Z(s)) >K ds dr 
-IT iT < eA" (r-t) A* p ,Z(s) dW(s) >K dr 
=: II + 12 + h + 14 • (2.65) 
But by simple calculation 
By using Fubini's theorem we get 
h = iT iT < Y(s) ,A* eA· (r-t) A* p >K ds dr 
IT 18 < Y(s) ,A* eA· (r-t) A* p > K dr ds 
iT < Y(s) ,eA· (T-t) A* p > K ds 
(2.66) 
_ iT < Y(s) ,A* P >K ds. (2.67) 
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Similarly by using Fubini's theorem, we get 
13 = jT jS < A*eAo (r-t) A* p ,1(s, Y(s), Z(s)) > K ds dr 
jT < eAo (s-t) p, 1(s, Y(s), Z(s)) >K ds 
_jT < p ,j(s, Y(s), Z(s)) >K ds. (2.68) 
On the other hand, 
14 - < p, iT A eA(r-t) M(r) dr >K 
< p, M(t) -iT eA(r-t) Z(r) dW(r) >K, 
by using integration by parts, where M(r) := IrT Z(s) dW(s). In particular, 
14 = jT < p, Z(s) dW(s) >K _jT < eA" (s-t) p, Z(8) dW(s) >K .(2.69) 
By substituting (2.66) - (2.69) into (2.65), using (2.64) ( for p = p ) and 
re-arranging terms, we obtain (2.63). 
(4) =} (2) : Let p E D(A*). Apply (2.63) for A* p and integrate from t to 
T with respect to s to get that 
jT < Y(s),A*P>K ds= iT <~,eAO(T-s)A*p>K ds 
+ jT jT < eAO (r-s) A* p ,f(r, Y(r), Z(r)) >K dr ds 
_jT jT < eA> (r-s) A* p, Z{r) dW(r) >K ds 
=: 15 + 16 + 17 . (2.70) 
As we did in the preceding case, we find that 
15 = < ~ ,eAo (T-t) A* p > K - < ~ ,p > K . (2.71) 
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By using Fubini's theorem we derive that 
h = iT < i r eA' (r-s) A* p ds ,f(r, Y(r), Z(r)) >K dr 
iT < eA (r-t) p - p ,f(r, Y(r), Z(r)) >K dr 
iT < eA(r-s) f(r, Y(r),Z(r)) ,p >K dr 
-iT < p, f(r, Y(r), Z(r)) >K dr. (2.72) 
Similarly by using Fubin's theorem, we get 
h = -iT < i r eA" (r-s) A* p ds ,Z(r) dW(r) >K 
-iT < eA' (r-t) p, Z(r) dW(r) >K 
-iT < p ,Z(r) dW(r) >K . (2.73) 
By substituting (2.71) - (2.73) into (2.70) and using (2.63) we obtain 
< Y (t) ,p > K = < ~ ,p > K + iT < Y (s) ,A * p > K ds 
+ iT < p, f(s, Y(s), Z(s)) >K ds - iT < p, Z(s) dW(s) >K, 
proving that (Y, Z) is a weak solution to (2.1). • 
Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.17 show the existence and the uniqueness of 
mild, weak and weak mild solutions to the BSEE (2.1) under the conditions 
(C1) and (C2). Moreover, by using the same method as in Proposition 2.10, 
one can show the continuity in t of such solutions; alternatively this can also 
be seen directly from the definitions. 
On the other hand, for a strong solution to exist we will need extra 
conditions as the following two theorems show. 
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Theorem 2.18 If a weak solution (Y, Z) of (2.1) satisfies Y(t) E 
V(A) a.s. a.e. t E [0, T] and A Y(·) E Ll([O, T]; K) a.s., then (Y, Z) 
is a strong solution to (2.1). 
Proof. Note that under our conditions 
IT < Y(s) ,A* P >K ds = < IT A Y(s) ds ,p >K 
holds for every P E V(A*) and since V(A*) is dense in K, then (2.61) implies 
that for every t E [0, T] we have a.s. 
Y(t) = [T A Y(s) ds + [T f(s, Y(s), Z(s» ds _[T Z(s) dW(s) , 
i.e. (Y, Z) is a strong solution to (2.1). • 
In the following theorem we prove the existence and uniqueness of strong 
solutions to (2.1). 
Theorem 2.19 Assume that (2.1) has a unique mild solution (Y, Z) ( e.g. 
under (C1) and (C2) ). Assume, moreover, that 
(i) ~ E V(A) and lE 1~lk < 00. 
(ii) eA(s-t) f(s, Y(s), Z(s» E V(A) , eA(s-t) Z(s) h E V(A) a.s., V s E 
(t,T] and V hE H. 
(iii) lE [JoT Jt IA eA (a-t) f(s, Y(s), Z(s» IK ds dt] < 00 
(iv) lE [Jr itT I A eA(s-t) Z(s) IL(H;K) ds dt] < 00. 
Then (2.1) has a unique strong solution which is a continuous version of 
the mild solution (Y, Z) . 
Proof. Recall that for every t E [0, TJ, Y(t) is given by 
Y(t) = eA(T-t) ~ + IT eA(s-t) f(s, Y(s), Z(s» ds 
_[T eA(s-t) Z(s) dW(s). (2.74) 
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From (i) we see that eA (T-t) (, E V(A) and from (ii) we get that 
ftT eA (a-t) 1(s, Y(s), Z(s)) ds E V(A) a.s. for a.e. t E [0, T], and 
ftT eA (a-t) Z(s) dW(s) E V(A) a.s. for a.e. t E [0, T]. In particular, 
Y(t) E V(A) for a.e. t E [0, T]. 
Moreover, (iii) and (iv) give that 
A IT eA (a-t) 1(s, Y(s), Z(s)) ds = IT A eA (s-t) 1(s, Y(s), Z(s)) ds, 
o ~ t :::; T, and 
A IT eA (a-t) Z(s) dW(s) = IT A eA (a-t) Z(s) dW(s) , 0 ~ t ~ T. 
Therefore we conclude that 
A Y(t) = A eA(T-t) (, + iT A eA (a-t) 1(s, Y(s), Z(s)) ds 
_ IT A eA(a-t) Z(s) dW(s) , 0 ~ t:::; T, 
In particular, 
A Y(t) = IE: [ A eA(T-t) (, + IT A eA (a-t) 1(s, Y(s), Z(s)) ds 1Ft ], 
o :::; t :::; T, which together with Jensen's inequality, (i) and (ii) implies that 
IE: JoT I A Y(t) IK dt < 00. Hence JoT I A Y(t) IK dt < 00 a.s. So now we 
can apply Theorem 2.18 to see that the right hand side of (2.74) is a strong 
solution to (2.1). 
Uniqueness of strong solutions follows from the fact that they are versions 
of the unique mild solution, cf. Theorem 2.17 .• 
2.4 Evolution Solutions of BSEEs 
In this section we let the operator A appearing in the BSEE (2.1) to depend 
in a measurable way on time, i.e such that [0, T] 3 t t-+ A(t) y E K is Borel 
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measurable, for all y E K. We shall generalise briefly the results in Section 1 
and Section 2 to this time dependent case, called below the evolution case. 
A brief discussion about the type of solutions to BSEE (evolution case), see 
(2.75) below, is given with some of the relationship between such solutions. 
Let us now recall some of the definitions which we will need. 
Definition 2.20 2 A two parameter family of bounded linear operators 
{U (s, t), 0 ::; t ::; s ::; T} on K is called an evolution system if the fol-
lowing holds 
(i) U(s, s) = I, 0 ::; s ::; T, 
(ii) U(s, r) U(r, t) = U(s, t), 0::; t ::; r ::; s, 
(iii) (s, t) ~ U(s, t) is strongly continuous for 0 ::; t ::; s. 
We call the mapping U an evolution operator. 
Definition 2.21 A strong evolution operator is an evolution operator 
U(s, t), 0 ::; t ::; s ::; T, for which there exists a closed and densely defined 
linear operator A(s), with domain V(A(s)), s ~ 0, such that 
U(s, t)(V(A(t))) c V(A(s)), s > t, 
and 
8 
8s U(s, t) y = A(s) U(s, t) y, s > t, Y E V(A(t)). 
The family A(s), 0 ::; s ~ T, is called the infinitesimal generator of 
U(s, t), 0 ::; t ::; s ::; T. 
In particular, each A(s) is a generator of a Co-semigroup on K for all 
s E [0, T]. An example of which is the Co - semigroup {e A s, 0 ::; s ::; T} 
of infinitesimal generator A, which defines a strong evolution operator by 
U(s, t) := eA(s-t) with infinitesimal generator A(s) = A for all s. 
2T here does not have to be finite for this definition to work, however we require T to 
be finite in our study of BSDEs and BSEEs. 
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All {A (s ), s ~ o} will be assumed to be closed and densely defined linear 
operators, which generate a strong evolution operator U(s, t), ° ~ t ~ s ~ T. 
For more information on such operators see [54], [45J or [21J. 
We assume also that [0, Tj2 --+ L(K) , (s, t) H U(s, t) is measurable. 
Consider now the following BSEE (evolution case) 
{ 
- dY(t) = (A(t) Y(t) + f(t, Y(t), Z(t))) dt - Z(t) dW(t), 0 ~ t ~ 1(2 75) 
Y(T) = C . 
where f and ~ are as in Section 1 and satisfy (Cl) and (C2), and W is a 
cylindrical Wiener process on H. 
An evolution solution of (2.75) is a pair (Y, Z) E L}(O, T; K) x 
L}(O, T; L2 (H; K)), such that the following equality holds a.s. 
Y(t) = U(T, t) ~ + iT U(s, t) f(s, Y(s), Z(s)) ds 
-iT U(s, t) Z(s) dW(s), ° ~ t ~ T. (2.76) 
Our aim is to show that equation (2.75) has a unique evolution solution. 
Before doing so let us present the following property of the solution of this 
equation. 
Proposition 2.22 If (Y, Z) is a solution of the BSEE (2.75), then Y has a 
continuou.5 version. 
Proof. Note that 
Y(t) = lE [U(T, t) ~ + iT U(s, t) f(s, Y(s), Z(s)) ds I FtJ a.s., 
for all t E [0, TJ. Since t H U(T, t) ~ is continuous a.s. on [0, T], then so is 
IE [ U(T, t) ~ I Ft ], as a consequence of Theorem 1.2. 
Now by arguing as we did in the proof of Proposition 2.10, see also Corol-
lary 2.11, we can show easily that lE [itT U(s, t) f(s, Y(s), Z(s)) ds I Fd is 
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continuous a.s. in t, for all t E [0, T]. Consequently Y(t) is continuous a.s. 
in t, for all t E [0, T] .• 
We conclude also from this result and from (2.76) that 
itT U(s, t) Z(s) dW(s) is continuous a.s. for all t E [0, T]. 
Let us now study a simplified version of (2.75) in the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.23 If f E L}(O, T; K) and ~ E L2(0, FT, IF; K), then there exists 
a unique pair (Y, Z) E L}(O, T; K) x L}(O, T; L2(H; K)) such that 
Y{t) = U(T, t) ~ + iT U(s, t) f(s) ds 
-iT U(s, t) Z(s) dW(s), ° ~ t ~ T. (2.77) 
Furthermore, "It E [0, T] 
IE IY(t)l~ ~ 2M2(T - t) IE iT 1/{s)l~ds + 2M2 IE I~I~, (2.78) 
and 
T T 
IE! IZ(s)IL(lI;K) ds ~ 8 M2(T - t) IE 11/(s)l~ ds 
+ 8 M2 IE I~I~ ds, (2.79) 
where 
M:= sup II U(s, t) II· 
0:5 t :5 s :5T 
Proof. Uniqueness: Let (Y1, Zl) and (Y2, Z2) be two solutions of (2.77). 
Then 
Y1(t) - Y2(t) = iT U(s, t) (Zl(S) - Z2(S)) dW(s). 
Hence, by taking conditional expectation IE [,1 Ft ] and using Proposition 2.22, 
we get that Y1 and Y2 are indistinguishable. 
Existence: Define 
Y(t) = IE [U(T, t) ~ + iT U(s, t) /(s) ds 1Ft ], 0 ~ t ~ T. 
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Therefore estimate (2.78) follows from this definition, Jensen's inequality and 
the assumptions in the lemma. By applying Theorem 1.2 to ~ and to f(8), 
for each 8 E [0, T], we find that there exist two processes Zl (8) and Z2 in 
L,}(O, T; L2(H; K)) such that 
E [U(T, t) ~ + iT U(s, t) f(s) ds 1Ft ] 
= E [U(T, t) ~ + iT U{8, t) f(8) d8] 
+ it U{T, t) Z2{r) dW{r) 
+ it 18 U{s, t) Zl(s)(r) dW(r) d8. (2.80) 
Note that Zl and Z2 are also the same processes given by (2.8) and (2.9). Sub-
tract U(T, t) ~ + itT U{8, t) f(8) ds from (2.80), then apply Fubini's theorem 
to obtain (2.77), with Z given by 
Z{r) := U{T, r) z2(r) + jT U(8, r) zl(8)(r) d8, O:S r :S T. (2.81) 
The estimate (2.79) follows easily from (2.81), (2.8) and (2.9). • 
Proposition 2.24 Let ~ E L2(0, FT , JP'; K) and f : n x [0, T] x L2 (H; K) -+ 
K be a mapping satisfying (CJ) and (C2). Then the following BSEE 
{ 
- dY(t) = (A(t) Y(t) + f(t, Z(t))) dt - Z(t) dW(t), O:S t :S T (2.82) 
Y(T) = C 
has a unique evolution solution (Y, Z). 
The proof of this proposition is achieved by approximation using 
Lemma 2.23, similar to that in [25, Proposition 2.5], when replacing the 
semigroups {e A (8-t), 0 :S t :S s :S T} by the evolution system {U(s, t), 0 :S 
t :S s :S T}. 
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Using Proposition 2.24 we can construct a sequence of BSEEs in the 
evolution case, analogously to (2.12), with the evolution operator U(s, t) re-
placing the semigroup eA (s-t). Then by using the same reasoning for proving 
Lemmas (2.6 , 2.7 , 2.8 ), one can easily get a version of each of these lemmas 
for the evolution case, as we did for proving Lemma 2.23, which is a general-
isation of Lemma 2.2 to the evolution case. Consequently, in particular, we 
have the following version of Theorem 2.1 in the evolution case, by using the 
same idea of proof. 
Theorem 2.25 Assume that f and ~ satisfy (e1) and (C2). Then there 
exist.~ a unique evolution solution to (2.75). Moreover, 
and 
IE sup IY(t)l~ < 00, 
O~t~T 
IE sup I iT U(s, t) Z(s) dW(s) I~ < 00. 
O~t:ST 
The proof of the estimates in the theorem is the same as for the semi group 
case in Proposition 2.12. 
The same regularity properties mentioned in Remark 2.13 also hold here 
for the solution (Y, Z) of (2.75) with the same argument. 
Let us now give the following example to see how the solution in the 
theorem looks like. 
Example 2.26 Assume that A(t) , 0 ~ t ~ T, in the theorem takes the 
form A(t) = A + C(t), where C : [0, T] ~ L(K) is point measurable3 and 
essentially bounded. Consider the following BSEE 
{ 
- dY(t) = ( (A + C(t) ) Y(t) + f(t, Y(t), Z(t)) ) dt - Z(t) dW(t) '(283) 
Y(T) = ~. . 
3e.g. Borel measurable. 
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Then under the conditions in Theorem 2.25, the unique evolution solution 
(Y, Z) of (2.83) is given by 
Y(t) = eA (T-t) ~ + iT eA (s-t) C(s) Y(s) ds 
+ iT eA (s-t) f(s, Y(s), Z(s)) ds -iT eA (s-t) Z(s) dW(s) ,(2.84) 
o ~ t ~ T. 
On the other hand, by looking at equation (2.84), we see that (Y, Z) is 
actually the mild solution of the following BSEE 
{ 
- dY(t) = (A Y(t) + j(t, Y(t), Z(t)) ) dt - Z(t) dW(t), 0 :::; t :::; T, 
Y(T) = ~ , 
which is given, with the help of Theorem 2.1, by 
Y(t) = e A (T-t) ~ + iT eA (s-t) j(s, Y(s), Z(s)) ds 
- iT eA(s-t) Z(s) dW(s) , 0:::; t:::; T. 
Here j is d(~fined by 
j(t, y, z) := f(t, y, z) + C(t) Y . 
In the rest of this section we shall discuss some types of solutions of the 
BSEE (2.75). 
We shall assume that there exists a real separable Hilbert space V, densely 
and continuously embedded in K such that V c n V(A*(s)), and \f s E 
SE[O,T] 
[0, T], A*(s) E L('O; K), i.e a bounded linear operator from V to K. We 
require also the mapping [0, T] :3 s H A*(s) y E K to be measurable for each 
yE K. 
In the semigroup case we take V = D(A*) together with its graph norm. 
We now introduce the following definitions of the types of solutions to 
the BSEE (2.75). 
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Definition 2.27 A K x L2(H; K) - valued process (Y, Z) is called a strong 
solution of BSEE (2.75) if 
(i) Y E L}(O, T; K) and Z E L}(O, T; L2 (H; K)) , 
(ii) Y(t) E V(A(t)) a.s. for a.e. ° ~ t < T and A(·) Y(·) E 
L1 ([0, T]; K) a.s. 
(iii) For every t E [0, T] we have a.s. 
Y(t) = ~ + iT( A(s) Y(s) + f(s, Y(s), Z(s))) ds - iT Z(s) dW(s). (2.85) 
Definition 2.28 A K x L2(H; K) - valued process (Y, Z) is called a weak 
solution to BSEE (2.75) if 
(i) Y E L}(O, T; K) and Z E L}(O, T; L2 (H; K)) . 
(ii) For every P E V we have a.s. < Y(·) ,A*(·) P >K E Ll([O, T]; JR). 
(iii) For every t E [0, T] and'Vp E V we have a.s. 
<Y(t)'P>K=<~,P>K+ iT <Y(s),A*(S)P>K ds 
T T 
+ i <f(s,Y(s),Z(S)),P>K ds-i <Z(s)dIV(s),p>K.(2.86) 
Definition 2.29 A K x L2(H; K) - valued process (Y, Z) is called a weak 
evolution 8olution to BSEE (2.75) if 
(i) Y E L}(O, T; K) and Z E L}(O, T; L2(H; K)) , 
(ii) For every t E [0, T] and 'V P E K we have a.s. 
< Y(t) ,p >K = < ~ ,U*(T, t) P >K 
+ iT < U"(s, t) p, f(s, Y(s), Z(s)) >K ds 
-iT < U*(s, t) p, Z(s) dW(s) >K . (2.87) 
Proposition 2.30 A strong solution of (2.75) is a weak solution of (2.75). 
Conversely, if a weak solution (Y, Z) of (2.75) satisfies condition (ii) of 
Definition 2.27, then (Y, Z) is a strong solution of (2.75). 
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Proof. The first part of the proposition is clear. The second part comes 
from the fact that 
iT < Y(s) ,A*(s) P >K ds = iT < A(s) Y(s) ,p >K ds, 
for all P E V and the fact that V is dense in K. • 
Proposition 2.31 An evolution solution of (2.75) is a weak evolution solu-
tion of (2.75) and vice versa. 
The idea of the proof of this proposition is the same as in Theorem 2.17. 
As we saw in the proof of Theorem 2.17 the method of proving the rela-
tionships hetween some types of solutions is based on the commutativity of 
A and its scmigroup eA t. This is not the case, in general, when working with 
the evolution case. This makes it unclear, for example, to show that a strong 
solution of (2.75) is an evolution solution. For the forward SDEs driven by 
Wiener processes or even semi martingales, this difficulty can be overcome by 
putting some restrictions on the the evolution operator U, namely to be of 
classes of weak backward adjoint operators (WBA) and weak forward adjoint 
evolution operators (WFA). See for example [27], [21] and references therein. 
See also [13] for the deterministic case. 
Such an approach does not obviously work in the backward case, i.e. for 
BSEEs of type (2.75). In the next chapter we will put some restriction on 
the operators A(t), t ~ 0, which allows us to deal with this equation directly 
and makes the solution rather more regular, although, we shall be working 
with a more general equations than (2.75). 
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Chapter 3 
Backward Stochastic Partial 
Differential Equations 
Infinite Dimensions 
• In 
3.1 Introduction and Stochastic Integration 
with Respect to Martingales 
We shall start this section by a brief introduction, without giving proofs, on 
stochastic integration in infinite dimensions with respect to Hilbert valued 
square integrable martingales. For convenience, we shall try to make our 
notation here very similar to those used in [35] and [34]. We refer the reader to 
these two references for further details; see also [53] for stochastic integration 
with respect to continuous square integrable martingales. 
Let (n,:F, {:Fdt;:-o, JP) be a complete filtered probability space, such that 
{:Fdt;:-o is right continuous. 
Denote respectively by Rand P the algebra generated by elements of 
n x (0, T] of the form F x (t, s], where F E :Ft and t, s E [0, T], and the 
(1- algebra generated by n. The space P is called the predictable (1- algebra 
and its elements are called predictable sets. An H - valued process is said to 
be predictable if it is P / 8(H) measurable. 
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Denote by Mfo,T)(H) the vector space of cadlag square integrable mar-
tingales {M(t), ° ~ t ~ T}, taking values in H, that is lE IM(t)l! < 00 
for every t E [0, TJ. It is a separable Hilbert space with respect to the 
inner product (M, N) t-+ lE < M (T) ,N (T) > H , if we agree to identify 
JP- equivalence classes. Thus two elements M and N of Mfo,T)(H) are or-
thogonal if lE < M(T) ,N(T) >H= 0. This property is weaker than being 
lE < M(11,) ,N(u) >H= 0, for all [O,TJ-valued stopping times u; in which 
case we say that M and N are strongly orthogonal. There is also another type 
of orthogonality, the so-called very strong orthogonality: M and N are said 
to be very strong orthogonal (V.S.O.) if lE (M(u) ® N(u)) = 0, for all [0, T]-
valued stopping times 11,. Note that < M(t) ,N(t) > H = tr(M(t) ® N(t)). 
Therefore we have the following implications: very strong orthogonality =} 
strong orthogonality =} orthogonality. Here ® denotes the tensor product. 
If x E H, we shall denote x ® x = X 02 . 
Let Mfo~['l(H) denote that the subspace of M[O,T) (H), consisting of those 
continuous square integrable martingales. It is also a Hilbert subspace of 
Mfo,Tj(H). See [34J for the proof. 
Let us recall the definition of Doleans measure associated with IMI~. 
Define dlMI 2 on elements A = F x (t, sJ of'R by dlMI 2 (A) := lE [IF(IM(s)I~-H H 
IM(t)I~()J. This function can be extended in a unique way to a measure on P, 
we call this measure the DoIeans measure associated with IMI!. Denote it 
by OM. Analogously, we associate also the Doleans function of M 0 M, that 
is dM0M (F x (i,s)) = lE [IF(M0 2 (s) - M0 2 (t))] = lE [IF(M(s) - M(i))02 J E 
H01H c H02H, for every predictable rectangle (i, sJ x F. Let J.LM denote 
the extension of dMxM to an H01H -valued a-additive measure on P. See 
[35J and [34J for more details. It is easily seen from these definitions that 
aM = tTJ.LM' Here the space H01H is the completed nuclear tensor product, 
that is the completion of H ® H for the nuclear norm. Recall that the linear 
form trace, denoted here by iT, is defined as the unique continuous extension 
to H01H of the mapping x®y t-+ < x ,y > H • An element b of H01H is said 
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to be symmetric if < b , x 0 y > . H = < b , y 0 x >. , for every x, y E H. 
H@2 H@2H 
It is said to be positive if it is symmetric and < b ,x 0 x > H®2H ~ 0 , for 
every x E H. 
For a square integrable martingale M we write < M, M > ( or for short < 
M > ) for the increasing Meyer process associated with the Doleans measure 
of the submartingale IMI!, that is the unique predictable cadlag increasing 
process such that IMI~ - < M > is a martingale. It exists since IMI~ is a 
submartingale. 
The proof of the following proposition can be found in [35, Theorem 14.3.1 
,P.167]. 
Proposition 3.1 (Jj There is one predictable H&hH - valued process QM, 
defined up to OM - equivalence such that for every G E P 
Moreover, QM takes its value in the set of positive symmetric elements of 
H®IH and 
tr QM(W, t) = 1, OM a.e. 
(2) The H®\H - valued process 
«M»t:= r QMd<M> 
lrD,t] 
has finite variation, is predictable, admits JiM as its Doleans measure, and is 
such that M0 2 - < < M > > is a martingale. 
Thus M and N are V.S.O. if and only if < < M, N > > = O. 
Note that if, for example, we have a 2 - dimensional Brownian motion 
B = (BI, B2), where Bl and B2 are two independent Brownian motions in 
JR, then « B »t = (~ ~) =: t h. Hence < B >t = 2t and QB = ~ 12 • 
Also, JiB is the product measure (l0lF) 12 and OB = (210lF), where I is the 
Lebesgue measure on ([0, TJ, 8([0, TJ)). 
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Recall that any elements of H 0 1 H can be identified with an element of 
L1 (H; H) ( L1 (H) for short), the space of nuclear operators on H, and vice 
versa. Therefore we can associate with QM the L1 (H) - valued process QM 
by 
< QM(h) ,g >H = < QM ,h0g >H®2 H ' (h,g) E H x H. 
Let L*(H; K; P, M) be the space of processes <1>, the values of which are 
(possibly non-continuous) linear operators from H into K, with the following 
properties: 
(i) the domain of <I>(w, t) contains Q~2(W, t)(H) for every (w, t), 
(ii) for every hE H, the K - valued process <I> 0 Q~2(h) is predictable, 
(iii) for every (w, t) E n x (0, TJ, <I>(w, t) 0 Q~2(w, t) is a Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator and 
r 1<1> 0 Q~2IL(H;K) daM < 00. 
inX(O,T] 
This space is complete with respect to the scalar product (X, Y) ~ 
fnX(O,T] tr (X 0 Qu 0 Y*) daM; cf. [34, Proposition 22.2 , P.142]. 
Denote by f(L(H; K)) the space of R-simple processes and 
A2 (H; K; P, M) the closure of f(L(H; K)) in L*(H; K; P, M). It is there-
fore a Hilbert subspace of L*(H; K; P, M). 
For a simple <I> of the form 
we define 
n 
<I> = L IF; x(r;,s;] Uj, Uj E L(H; K), Fi E Fri , 
i=1 
1 <I> dM = t IFjx(rj,s;] ( ui(M(Si 1\ t)) - ui(M(ri 1\ t)) ), t E [0, T] . 
(O,t] i=) 
We thus have defined an isometric linear mapping from f(L(H; K)) into 
M[O,T](K) , <I> ~ f <I> dM . Extend this mapping to A2(H; K; P, M). We 
call the image f <I> dM of <I> in M[O,T](K), by this mapping, the stochastic 
integral of <I> with respect to M. 
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We can also make use of this definition to define the stochastic integral 
of the following predictable H - valued process. Let ¢ be a predictable H -
valued process such that 
lE iT 1<I>(s) I! d < M >8 < 00. 
Define 4> by 4>(s)h := < <I>(s) ,h >H ,h E H. Then 4> E A2(H; H; P, M) 
( or A 2 (H; P, M) for short ). We thus write ~O,t] < <I>, dM > H to mean 
~O,t] 4> liM. In fact 
1 < <I> ,dA! >H = 1~t 1 < <I>(s) ,hi >H dMi(S) , 
(O,t] i=l (O,t] 
for some o.n. basis {hdi~l in H, where Mi := < M, hi >H . 
Let us now present some properties of this integral. Let M E M[~,T] (H) 
and <I> E A2 (H; K; P, M). Then N = J <I> dM satisfies the following items: 
4. < N >t = ~O,t] tr (<I> 0 QM 0 <1>*) d < M > , 
5. «N »t = ~O,t](<I> 0 QM 0 <1>*) d « M » 
For the proof see [34, PIOposition 22.7 , P.146]. 
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One can check easily the above properties for the case when M is a Q-
Wiener process W; in which case < W >t = t trQ and « W »t = t Q . 
Thus Qw = ~ and ow is the product measure on (l0 JP) trQ . 
The following representation theorem is due to [38J; cf. also [34, E. 8 , P. 
160]. 
Theorem 3.2 Let A1 E MrO,T] (H), HI := {J X dM X E 
A2(H; K; P, Af)} c MrO,T](K). Let H2 be the orthogonal complement of HI 
in Mro,T](K). Then every element ofH2 is V.S.O. to every element of in HI' 
In particular, every L E M[O,TJ (K) can be written uniquely as 
L = J X dA1 +N, X E A2 (H;K;P,M) ,N E H2 • 
We now extend this result to allow M to be a cylindrical Wiener process 
W on H with respect to {Ft ,0 ::; t :::; T}. For simplicity we shall let the 
spaces Hand K be the same. 
Lpt L E M[O,T](H). Define 
L1 (t) := E [L(t) I Ft(W) ] . 
Then for .'i :::; t we have 
E [ L1 (t) I Fs(W) ] = E [E [L(t) I Fs] I Fs(W) ] = E [L(8) I Fs(W) ] , 
i.e. Ll is a martingale with respect to {Ft(W) ,0:::; t:::; T}. 
By using Theorem 1.2, we obtain a unique <I> E L}(W) (0, T; L2 (H)) ( ~ 
L}(O, T; L2(H)) ) such that 
L1(t) = it <1>(8) dW(s) , t E [0, T] . 
It is known that such <I> has an F. (W) predictable modification. We shall 
consider this modification. Hence <I> is predictable and lies in A2(H; P, W), 
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which now is simply the space of L2(H) - valued predictable processes 'I/J 
such that IE: JoT 1'I/J(s)IL(H) ds < 00 . Thus Ll is martingale with respect 
to {Ft , 0 ~ t ~ T} . Define N such that N(t) = L(t) - L 1(t) for all 
t E [0, T]. Then it is easily seen that N E M[O,T](H). 
We now show that N is V.S.O. to W, in the sense that for any hand 
9 E H the following holds 
IE: <W(U),h>H<N(u),g>H=O, 
for all [0, T]- stopping times u. 
In fact 
IE: < N,(u) 0 N2 (u) ,h 0 9 >H®2H = IE: < N 1 (u) ,h >H < N2 (u) ,g >H' 
for NJ and N2 E M[O,T](H). 
To see now that Wand N are V.S.O., note that 
since 
IE: <W(U),h>II<N(u),g>H 
= IE: [ IE: [ < W (11) ,h > H < N (u) ,g > H I Fu (W) ] ] 
= IE:[<W(U),h>H IE:[<N(U),g>H IFu(W)]]=O, 
lE[<N(U),g>H 1 Fu(W)] 
= lE [lE [< N(T) ,g >11 1 Fu] 1 Fu(W) 1 
= IE [ < N(T) ,g > H I Fu(W) ] 
= IE [IE [< N(T) ,g >H IFT(W)] I Fu(W)] 
= IE [ < IE [ L(T) 1 FT(W) 1 - Ll (T) ,g > H I Fu(W)] = 0 , 
by the definition of L1• Thus we have proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3 Let W be a cylindrical Wiener process on H with respect to 
{Ft, 0 ~ t ~ T}. Suppose that L E M[O,T](H). Then L can be written 
uniquely a.'i 
L= ! 4>dW+N, 
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with <I> E A2(H; P; W) , for some N E MrO,Tj(H) , which is v.s. O. to W. 
Notice that in this theorem N is also V.S.O. to J <I> dW. In fact one can 
show clearly by using the same argument used above that IE; (LI(U)0N(u)) = 
0, for all such stopping times. From this we get that 
IE; IL(T)I! = IE; foT 1<I>(s)IL(H) ds + lE IN(T)I! . 
Note that if L E M 2,C(H), then N above has a continuous modification. 
In such a case, we shall consider this continuous modification. 
Applications of these two former theorems will be established in the rest 
of this chapter. 
3.2 General Backward Stochastic Differential 
Equations 
In Chapter 1 we studied those BSDEs driven by either a cylindrical Wiener 
process or by a genuine Wiener process taking values in H. The solution was 
required to be adapted to the filtration generated by this driving Wiener 
procesH, i.e. the Wiener filtration. The question arising now is whether we 
are able to deal with such sort of BSDEs with a given arbitrary filtration, 
not necessary the Wiener filtration. For example a filtration generated by a 
martingale A! E MrO,TJ(H). Another example could be the filtration gener-
ated by two independent cylindrical Wiener processes WI and W2 on H. If 
the terminal value ~ of the concerned BSDEs is measurable with respect to 
a Fr(W)) and independent of F r (W2 ), then the solution (Y, Z) in general 
can only be adapted to {Ft(Wd V F t(W2 ) ,0 ~ t ~ T}, since the generator 
f(t, 0, 0) is Ft(W)) V F t(W2 ) adapted, for all 0 ~ t ~ T. 
By working with a general filtration we are able to study more equations 
than those studied in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 as well. The following equa-
tion, which we shall call a general backward stochastic differential equation 
( or GBSDE for short ), is an example where the filtration is arbitrary. 
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{ 
- dY(t) = I(t, Y(t), Z(t)) dt - Z(t) dM(t) - dN(t) , 0 ~ t ~ T, (3 ) 
Y(T) = C .1 
where I, ~ and M satisfy the following conditions. Let, > 0 be fixed. 
and 
• (01) 1 is P ® B(H) ® B(L~M (H))/B(H) - measurable; 
• (02) :3 k > 0 such that V y, y' E H, V z, z' E L~M (H) 
lJ(t, y, z) - I(t, y', z')I! ::; k (Iy - y'l! + Iz - Z'I~~M(H))' 
uniformly in (t, w) ; 
• (03) Jl,f E M[O,T](H), cadlag and « M »t = J; b(s) b(s)* dcs , for 
some adapted continuous and increasing lI4 -valued process {cs , s ~ 
O} such that Co = 0, and an L2 (H) - valued predictable process b. In 
other words, M is absolutely continuous with respect to c. 
• (04) E JOT e'r c. II(s, 0, O)I! dcs < 00 . 
• (05) E ( e'r CT I~I! ) < 00 . 
It follows from (03) that, for all t, 
< M >t = lt Ib(s)IL(H) dcs 
Q- () _ b(t) b(t)* M t - 2 . 
Ib(t)I L2 (H) 
Thus condition (02) becomes 
I I(t, y, z) - I(t, y', z') I! ~ k ( Iy - y'l! + I(z - z') b(t)IL(H) ) . (3.2) 
Note that the equation (3.1) is actually, a BSOE driven by the martingale 
M. 
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Let us now introduce the following spaces. 
. T 
L}(O, T; H) := {¢ : [0, T] x 0 -t H, predictable and lE fo e'Y t 14J(t)l! dCt < 
00 }. 
S2(H) := {4J : [0, T] x n -t H, cadlag, adapted and lE sup e'Y t 14J(t)12 < 
O<t<T H 
00 }. - -
A2(H;P,Af):= {¢: [O,T] x n -t H, predictable and 
IE foT f:'Y t I¢(t) b(t)l! dCt < 00 }. 
Mfo;rj(H) := {N E MrO,T](H) , IE foT e'Y t d < N >t < 00 }. 
B?(H) := S2(H) x A2(H; P, AI) . 
BHH) := L}(O, T; H) x A2(H; P, AI) . 
Then Bf(H) is a separable Banach space equipped with the norm 
Also B~(H) is a separable Hilbert space with the norm 
T T 1(¢1,4J2)1~~(1I) := IE 1 e'Yt 1¢I(t)l! dCt +lE 1 e'Yt 1¢2(t) b(t)l! dCt· 
A solution to (3.1) is a triple (Y, Z, N) E BHH) x MrO,T](H) such that 
for all t E [0, TJ, we have a.s. 
T T T 
Y(t) = ~ + 1 f(8, Y(s), Z(s)) des -1 Z(s) dM(s) -[ dN(s) , (3.3) 
and < < N, AI > > = 0, i.e. M and N are V.S.O. 
The first main theorem of this section is the following. 
Theorem 3.4 Suppose that (D1)-(D5) hold with a parameter I large 
enough. There exi.c;ts a unique solution (Y, Z, N) E B~(H) x Mfo,T](H) of 
(3.1). 
• 2 
Moreover, (Y, Z, N) E B~(H) x M[O,T](H). 
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A similar result in finite dimensions can be found in [16], under slightly 
weaker conditions than ours here. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Let (y, z) E B~(H). Note that for all t E [0, T] 
and for all (3 > 0, we have 
(3.4) 
Therefore, by putting (3 := ~ in this inequality (3.4) and using Fubini's 
theorem, we get 
11' e'Y Ct (/1' 11(s, y(s), Z(S))IH dCs )2 dCt 
< 42 rT e'Y Ct 11(t, y(t), z(t))I! dCt . (3.5) 
, 10 
Thus by using (3.2) 
l' T 1 p'Y Cf (/If(s,y(s),z(s))IH dCs )2 dCt 
S 8 ~ r e'Y c. ly(s)I~{ dcs + -2 e'Y c• Iz(s) b(s)IL(H) dcs T 8k 11' 
,2 10 , 0 
8 iT + 2" e'Y c. 11(8,0, O)I! dcs . 
, 0 
(3.6) 
Consider now the following process 
Y(t) = 1E [~+ /1' l(s, y(8), z(s)) dcs 1 F t ], 0 S; t S; T. (3.7) 
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From Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and (3.6), we derive that 
E iT e'C! IY(i)l! dCt 
~ 2E 1T E [e'C! I~I! l:Ft ] dCt 
+ 2E 1T E [e,Ct (/T 11(s, y{s), Z(S))IH dCs)21:Ft ] dCt 
2 16k iT ~ - E (e,Cr I~I!) + -2 E e'c, ly(s)l! dcs 
r r 0 
+ 162k E r
T 
e'c, Iz(s) b(s)IL(H) dcs 
r Jo 
+ 1~ E rT e'c, 11(s,O,O)I! dcs . (3.8) 
r Jo 
This together with assumptions (D4) and (D5) gives Y E L}(O, T; H). 
Next we show that Y E S2(H). 
By Ilsing (3.7), (3.4) ( with fJ = r ), Doob's inequality and assumptions 
(3.2), (D4) and (D5), we obtain 
lE sup etct IY(i)l! 
O~t~T 
= E sup e' Ct IE [~+ IT l{s, y{s), z(s)) dcs I :Ft ] I! 
O~tsT t 
~ 2 lE sup (E [ e' Cr I~I! 
OstsT 
+ e' Ct ( /1' 11(s, y(s), Z(S))/H des )2 I Ft ] ) 
16k rT ~ 8E (e,er I~I!) + 1E Jo e'c, ly(s)l! dcs 
+ 16k E rT e'Y c• Iz(s) b(s)IL(H) dcs 
r Jo 
+ 16 r
T 
e'c" 11(s,O,O)I! dcs < 00. 
r Jo 
(3.9) 
Define the mapping <I> on 8~{H), which maps (y, z) E B~(H) to the 
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process (Y, 2), where Y is given by (3.7) and Z is given uniquely, by using 
Theorem 3.2, as follows 
1E [~+ iT l(s, y(s), z(s)) dcs 1 F t ] 
= Y(O) + lt Z(8) dM(s) + N(t) , 0::; t ::; T, 
for some N E Mro,TJ(H) verifying « M, N » = O. 
We now show that Z E ,\2(H; P, M) ; hence (Y, Z) E BHH). 
Recall first that, for each t E [0, TJ, 
T 
1E I! (2(s) dl'v/(s) + dN(s))I~1 
T T 
= 1E ! IZ(s) b(s)IL(H) dcs + 1E ! d < N >s , 
for all t E [0, T]. By using the integration by parts and this equality, we get 
T T 
1E 1 (,"Ie .• 12(.<;) b(8)IL(J1) dcs + 1E 1 e"lC., d < N >s 
= 1E I~ - }'(O) + iT l(s, y(s), z(s)) dcsl! 
T T 
+ ,lE f c"l c. I( - Y(.'i) + J f(r, y(r), z(r)) dcrl! dcs ~) s 
::; 3 (lE 1(1;1 + lE IY(O)I! ) + 3lE ( IT 11(8, y(s), Z(S))IH dcs )2 
l' T 
+ 3,lE 1 e"lC. I(I! dc.~ + 3,lE 1 e"lC. IY(s)l! dcs 
T T 
+3,lE 1 e"Y C• (/ 11(r,y(r),z(r))IH dcr )2dcs . (3.10) 
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But 
E (I~I~ + IY(O)I~) < E (e'YCT I~I~) + E sup e'Yct IY(t)1 2 
09~T H 
< 9 E (e'YCT I~I!) + 1~ kElT e'Y C• ly(s)l! dcs 
+ 1~ kElT e'Y C• Iz(s) b(s)IL(H) dcs 
+ 16 E iT e'YCs l1(s, 0, O)I! dcs , (3.11) 
, ° 
by using (3.9). Substitute (3.11) in (3.10), use (3.4) ( with f3 = ,), (3.2), 
(3.8) and (3.6) to get that 
(3.12) 
Hence Z E A2(H; P, M) and N E Mfo,T] (H). Thus we have shown that the 
mapping <1> maps B~(H) into itself. Therefore (Y, Z, N) is the solution of the 
following GBSDE 
Y(t) = ~ + iT I(s, y(s), z(s)) dcs -iT Z(s) dM(s) -iT dN(s) , 
05:t5:T. 
We now show that <1> becomes actually a contraction on B~(H). 
Let (YI, Z2) and (Y2, Z2) be two elements of B~(H) and let (Y1, Zd and 
(Y2 , Z2) denote respectively their images in B~(H) under <1>. Thus (Yi, Zi, Nd 
is the solution of the GBSDE with the generator l(t, Yi(t), Zi(t» and terminal 
value equals to ~, for i = 1,2. 
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Denote 6Y = Yi - Y2, 6Z = Zl - Z2, 6N = Nl - N2. Then 6N E Bi(H) 
and J~ 6Z(s) dM(s) E A2(H; P, M). We have for all t E [0, T] 
6Y(t) = IT (/(s, Yl(S), Zl(S)) - I(s, Y2(S), Z2(S))) dcs 
_ IT 6Z(s) dM(s) _ IT d 6N(s) . 
By doing the same way as we did for (3.8) and for (3.12), we derive that 
18: loT e'YCt J6Y(t)J! dCt + 18: loT e'Y Ct J6z(t) b(t)JL(H) dCt 
~ C (18: rT e'Y Ct J6y(t) J! dCt 
, io 
+ 18: iT e'Y Ct J6z(t) b(t)JL(H) dCt ), (3.13) 
for some positive constant C > O. Therefore, by choosing, > C, we find 
that cf> is a contraction mapping on B~(H). Hence it has a unique fixed 
point (Y, Z) E B~ (H). It is immediately seen from the definition of cf> that 
(Y, Z, N) is the unique solution of the GBSDE (3.1). Here the martingale 
N E M[O,Tj(H) is given, with the help of Theorem 3.2, by 
18: [~+ loT I(s, Y(s), Z(s)) des J :Ft ] 
= Y(O) + lot Z(s) dM(s) + N(t) , 0 ~ t ~ T. 
The fact that this solution Y lies in S2(H) comes from (3.9). • 
Remark 3.5 (i) As we saw in the proof, the process Y solving the GBSDE 
(3.1) is only known to be right continuous; so it may develop a jump. The 
continuity does not playa big deal here. 
(ii) The results of Theorem 3·4 can be taken somehow as a generalisation 
of some other equations, namely those called reflected BSDEs; see e.g. fl'l}. 
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Since the solution of these equations takes values usually in JR, to make use 
of our result here, one should first re-write Theorem 3.4 for the case when 
the martingale M lies in the space H, while Y lies in lR. This is however 
straightforward. 
On the other hand, our results in this theorem have also proved to be 
very useful in the study of approximation of BSDEs, as it is shown in [7j. 
Precisely, consider the BSDE {1.16} appearing in Chapter 1, with W being 
a genuine Wiener process. By taking a martingale approximation of this W 
{ see [7] for definition }, we obtain a sequence of equations, all of which are 
of the type {3.1}. It was shown in [7] that this sequence of solutions actually 
converge to the solution we started with. This result is done in [7] for the 
finite dimensional case. 
Warning: From here on, for simplicity, we shall let the constant 'Y be 
zero in the definition of the spaces L}(O, T; H), S2(H), M[O,T](H). Thus we 
have 
L}(O, T; H) := {cP : [0, T] x 0 ---+ H, predictable and E JoT IcP(t) I! dt < 00 } . 
S2(H) := {cP : [0, T] x 0 ---+ H, cadlag, adapted and E sup IcP(t)l! < 00 }; 
O~t~T 
A2(H; P, W) := A2(H; P, W) ; 
M[O,T](H) := M[O,T](H) ; 
8?(H) := S2(H) x A2(H; P, W) ; 
8~(H) := L}(O, T; H) x A2 (H; P, W) . 
We let the process c be such that Ct = t, all t, since we shall be work-
ing with a cylindrical Wiener process, as a driving noise of our GBSDE. 
Particularly, consider the following GBSDE: 
{ 
- dY(t) = f(t, Y(t), Z(t)) dt - Z(t) dW(t) - dN(t) , 0 ~ t ~ T, (3.14) 
Y(T) = C 
where W here is a cylindrical Wiener process on H. 
A first seen at this equation excludes it from the scope of (3.1), for being 
W cylindrical. We shall therefore give a separate study for this equation for 
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a matter of completeness. The reader, however, will see that the proof is not 
too different from that offered to the equation (3.1) in Theorem 3.4. 
Let us first make the following changes to the previous conditions. 
• (E1) I is P ® 8(H) ® 8(L2(H))j8(H) -measurable and 
E loT I/(t, 0, O)I~ dt < 00 ; 
• (E2) :3 k > 0 such that V y, y' E H, V z, z' E L2 (H) 
I/(t, y, z) - I(t, y', z') I! ::; k ( Iy - y'l! + Iz - z'IL(H) ) 
uniformly in (t, w) ; 
• (E3) ~ E L2(O, FT , IP; H). 
A solution to (3.14) is a triple (Y, Z, N) E 8§(H) x M[O,T]{H) such that 
for all t E [0, TJ the following equality holds a.s. 
Y(t) = ~ + iT I{s, Y(s), Z(s)) ds -iT Z(s) dW{s) -iT dN{s) , (3.15) 
where N is V.S.O. to W. 
The next result is the second main result of this section. It is an appli-
cation of Theorem 3.3. 
Theorem 3.6 II (E1)-(E3) holds, then there exists a umque solution 
(Y, Z, N) E 8~(H) x M[O,T](H) to (3.14). 
Moreover, Y E S2 (H). 
The proof of this theorem is done best by using the fixed point theorem, 
similar but much simpler than that is for the previous theorem. 
Proof. Define the mapping <I> on 8~{H) as follows: 8~(H) 3 (y, z) H 
(Y, Z), where Y(t) := E [~+ ItT I(s, y(s), z(s)) ds I Ft l, 0::; t ::; T, and Z 
is given by using Theorem 3.3 as 
E [~+ iT I(s, y{s), z{s)) ds I Ft 1 = Y{O) + it Z(s) dW(s) + N{t) ,(3.16) 
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o ~ t ~ T, where N is a cadlag local martingale in H, that is V.S.O. to W. 
By using Doob's inequality and assumptions (El )-(E3), we derive that 
IYI12(H) < 8 E [ I~I~ + T foT I!(s, y(s), z(s))I~ ds] 
< 00. 
Hence Y E S2(H) . 
On the other hand, we derive 
E [ foT IZ(s)IL(H) ds + < N >1' ] 
= E 1 foT Z(8) dW(8) + N(T)I~ 
= E 1 - Y(O) + ~ + 11' !(8, y(s), z(s)) d8 I~ 
~ 9 (E I~I~ + T iT 11(s, y(s), z(s))IL(H) ds) 
< 00, 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
by Ilsing assumptions (El)-(E3). Therefore N E M[O,T](H) and cf> maps 
8?(H) into itself. 
Take two clements (Yi, Zi) of 8?{H), i = 1,2, with the corresponding 
ones (}i, Zj, N i ) in 8?(H) x M[O,T](H) ,i = 1,2, via the mapping cf>. Thus 
(6Y, fJZ, fJN) := (Yt - Y2, ZI - Z2, Nt - N2) is the solution of the following 
GBSDE 
l' 
6Y(t) = 1 (!{S,Yl(S),ZI(S))-!(S,Y2(S),Z2(S)))ds 
- IT 6Z(s) dW(s) -IT d 6N(s) . 
As we did for the two estimates (3.17) and (3.18), with the help of as-
sllmption (E2), we find that if T ~ 1, then 
1(6Y, 6Z)I~r(H) ~ C T 1(6y, 6z)l~f(H) . 
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for some positive constant C. Thus, by choosing T so that C T < 1, we 
conclude that <I> a contraction. 
Thus it follows that <I> has a unique fixed point (Y, Z) such that 
(Y, Z, N) E Bi(H) x M[O,T)(H) is the solution of (3.14), where N is got 
uniquely by using Theorem 3.3, as we did in the proof of Theorem 3.4. 
The rest of the proof is the same as in the preceding proof. Thus it follows 
that there exists a unique triple (Y, Z, N) E Bi(H) x M[O,T)(H), which solves 
(3.14). 
The fact that Y is predictable is seen from its definition in (3.16). Hence 
(Y, Z, N) E Bi(H) x M[O,T)(H). 
Finally, the reader may find the cure to our restriction on T, which we 
made earlier in the proof, by taking a finite number of suitable partitions to 
the interval [0, T]. The proof is complete. _ 
Note that the solution process Y in the theorem is also not continuous in 
t, in general. It becomes continuous if, for example, the right hand side of 
(3.15) iH continuous. This is the case when the martingale N has a continuous 
version, e.g. when the filtration {Ft , 0 ~ t ~ T} is the a - algebra generated 
by two independent cylindrical Wiener processes on H. This will be our 
restriction on the filtration {Ft , 0 ~ t ~ T} in the next section. 
3.3 General Backward Stochastic Partial Dif-
ferential Equations 
This section is devoted to studying the following equation: 
{ 
- dY(t) = (A(t) Y(t) + f(t, Y(t), Z(t)) + g(t, Y(t)) ) dt 
-Z(t) dW(t) - dN(t) , 0 ~ t ~ T, 
Y(T) = C 
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(3.19) 
or equivalently, for all t E [0, T], 
Y(t) = E. + iT (A(s) Y(s) + l(s, Y(s), Z(s)) + g(s, Y(s)) ) ds 
iT Z(s) dW(s) -iT dN(s) . (3.20) 
A special case of these equations were already studied in Section 2.4, 
where we showed the existence and uniqueness of an evolution solution. In 
that sense the solution satisfied another type of equation; see (2.76) and 
Example 2.26. 
In this section we shall allow the operator A(t) to be random as well. We 
shall see below how we can solve equation (3.19) directly, using Galerkin's 
approximation method for monotone operators; see Theorem 3.7 below. In 
fact we shall show that the solution process Y takes its values in a space V 
that is continuously embedded in the space H, where the process Y usually 
would evolve. 
Such equations have proved to be very useful in the study of the adjoint 
equation of an optimal control of a quasilinear stochastic heat equation, see 
[37], in which the Wiener filtration is considered. See also [4]. 
The setting here is as follows. 
Let (V, H, V') be a rigged Hilbert space ( [62] or [53] ), that is V is a 
separable Hilbert space embedded continuously and densely in H. Hence by 
identifying H with its dual, we obtain the following continuous and dense 
two inclusions: V ~ H ~ V' , where V'is the dual space of V. In fact 
this is seen as follows. For every h E H, there corresponds h : V -+ 1R, 
defined by h( v) := < h ,v > H , v E V, which is a linear continuous functional 
since Ih (v)1 ~ IhlH IvlH ~ canst IhlH Ivlv . I.e. h E V'. Moreover, the 
mapping h t---+ h from H to V'is linear, injective and continuous. The 
injectivity of this mapping comes from the definition of h above and the 
density of V ~ H. Thus we may and we will identify h with h. We then 
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have Ihivi ~ canst Ihl H , V h E H. Thus the following embedding H ~ V' 
has a sense and, moreover, it is continuous and dense. 
Denote by [. , .] the duality between V and V' . 
Let us record the following properties of this bilinear form: 
(i) I [v,x] I ~ canst Ivl v ·lxlvl' V v E V and x E V' ; 
(ii) [v ,x] = < v ,x > H if x E H. 
Now we set the following assumptions on the variables of the above equa-
tion. 
• (Fl) f is P ® B(H) ® 8(L2(H))/B(H) - measurable and 
lE JOT If(t, 0, O)I! dt < 00 ; 
• (F2) :3 k > 0 such that V y, y' E H, V z, Zl E L2(H) 
If(t, y, z) - f(t, y', z')I! ~ k ( Iy - y'l! + Iz - z'ILCH) ) 
uniformly in (t, w) ; 
• (F3) A(t,w) is a linear operator on H, P-measurable, belongs to 
L(V; V') uniformly in (t, w) and satisfies the following coercivity con-
dition: 
2 [A(t,w) Y ,y]-,\ Iyl! ~ - a Iyl~ a.e. t E [O,T] , a.s. Vy E V, 
for some a, A > O. 
• (F4) 9 is P®B(H)/B(V')-measurable and lE JoTlg(t,O)I~, dt < 00; 
• (F5)1 Ig(t, y) - g(t, Y')I~, ~ k Iy - y'I!, V y, y' E H, uniformly in 
(t, w) . 
• (F6) f. E L2(0, FT,]P; H). 
Ifor simplicity, we use here the same Lipschitz constant k as in (F2) 
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We assume also that every martingale with respect {Ft , ° ~ t ~ T} has 
a continuous version. An example of this is the filtration generated by two 
cylindrical Wiener processes on H. 
Our aim is to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.7 Assume that (Fl}-(F6) hold. Then there exists a unzque 
triple (Y, Z, N) E L}(O, T; V) x A2(H; P, W) x Mfo~TJ(H) such that equa-
tion (3.20) holds a.s. for all t E [0, T] and N is V.S. O. to W. 
In the case of this theorem we say that (3.19) has a unique solution. 
Before going into the proof of this theorem let us record here a remark 
that, after we completed the thesis, we realised that actually the mapping 
9 above can be taken to depend on the variable z as well, in a similar way 
as the mapping 1 does in (F2). Particularly, assumptions (F4) and (F5) are 
changed in an obviolls way to accept such a change. 
In this case, unless some one would like to weaken some of the Lipschitz 
conditions on the mapping g, in which case Lemma 3.8 below remains more 
general, there is no need to have the mapping 1 in the equation (3.19). 
The proof to this case goes in a parallel way to the proof we give below for 
Theorem 3.7. 
We start the proof of Theorem 3.7 by proving firstly a crucial lemma, in 
which we shall consider the following simple version of the equation (3.19). 
Y(t) = ~ + 1T{ A{s) Y(s) + l(s) + g(s)) ds 
T T 
-1 Z (s) dW (s) - 1 dN (s), ° ~ t ~ T , (3.21 ) 
Lemma 3.8 Suppose that 1 E L}{O, T; H), 9 E L}(O, T; V') and ~ E 
L2(0., :FT , IF; H). Then (3.21) has a unique solution (Y, Z, N) E L}(O, T; V) x 
A2(H; P, W) x Mfo~TJ{H) . 
We shall use the method of Galerkin's finite dimensional approximation, 
following [39]. This method is an extension to the stochastic case of the that 
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used by J. Lions [30] for the deterministic case. Among those who used this 
method of approximation in the stochastic case are e.g. Bensoussan [3], [4], 
Rozovskil [53] and Pardoux [39]. See also the work of Gyongy and Krylov, 
e.g. in [23]. Other useful discussion on this can also be found in [32]. 
Proof of Lemma 3.8. 
Uniqueness: Let (Y, Z, N) and (Y', Z', N') be two solutions of (3.21). By 
using Ito's formula and assumption (F3), we get 
E IY{t) - Y'(t)l~ + E iT IZ(s) - Z'{s)IL(H) ds 
+ 1E iT d < N - N' >s + a E iT IY{s) - Y'{s)l~ ds 
< ,\ E iT IY{s) - Y'{s)l~ ds , ° ::; t ::; T . (3.22) 
In particular, 
1E IY{t) - Y'{t)l~ ::; A 1E iT IY{s) - Y'(s)l~ ds, 0::; t::; T . 
Thus by using Gronwall's inequality and the continuity of Y and Y', we 
conclude that Y{t) = Y'{t) Vt E [0, T] a.s. This together with (3.22) gives 
the uniqueness of Z and N. 
Existence: Let {edi~l be an o.n. base of H. Since V is dense in H, 
we can and we will assume that ei E V for each i ~ 1. Let Hn := 
span(el' e2, ... , en), n ~ 1. 
Consider the following system of equations in Hn rv Rn : 
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i = 1,2, ... , n , where wn is as in section 1.2. A solution to this system is 
a triple (Y~,Z~,N~) E i}(O,T;IR) x A2 (Hn;IR;P, W) x Mfo~Tl(lR) and N~ is 
V.S.O. to W n , V n ~ 1. 
Define Yn(t) := E~l Y~(t) ei , Zn(t) := E~==l Z~(t)(·) ei , Nn(t) .-
E~==l N~(t) ej, 0:::; t :::; T . Then we have the the following GBSDE: 
Yn(t) = 1l"n ~ + iT( TIn A(s) Yn(S) + TIn g(s)) ds 
+ iT 1l"n 1(s) ds -iT Zn(S) dwn(s) -iT dNn(s) ,(3.24) 
o :::; t :::; T, where TIn : V' -+ Hn and 1l"n : H -+ Hn are the operators of 
orthogonal projections. Note that the second integral in (3.24) is finite since 
E lT I A(s) Yn(s)I~, ds < const. E lT I Yn(s)l~ ds . 
It is also easily seen that equation (3.24) verifies the conditions III 
Theorem 3.6 ( for fixed n). Thereby (3.24) attains a unique solution 
(Yn, Zn, Nn ) E B~(Hn) x MfO~T](Hn) . 
By using Ito's formula, we see that 
E IYn(t)11 = IE l1l"n ~11 + 2 E iT[yn(S) , TInA(s) Yn(s) + TIn g(s)] ds 
+ 2 E iT < Yn(s) ,7rn f(s) >H ds 
- E iT IZn(s)IL(H) ds - E iT d < Nn >8 , (3.25) 
where Z(s) := Z(s) 1l"n . Thus by using (F3), we get 
E IYn(t)l~ + a E iT IYn(s)l~ ds 
+ E iT IZn(s)IL(H) ds + IE iT d < Nn >8 
< E I~I~ + (,X + 1) 1E iT IYn(s)l~ ds + IE iT If(s)l~ ds. (3.26) 
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Hence by using Gronwall's inequality 
1E \Yn(t)\~ ~ e(Hl) T (E \~\~ + E foT If(s)l~ ds) , 
which yields that 
(3.27) 
where C1 := T e(Hl)T (E I~I~ +E IOT If(s)l~ ds) . Therefore, by using this 
inequality (3.27) with (3.26), we obtain the following estimates: 
sup E r
T IYn(s)l~ ds < 00 , (3.28) n~l Jo 
sup E r
T IYn(s)l~ ds < 00, (3.29) n~l Jo 
sup lE r
T 
IZn(s)IL(H) ds < 00 , (3.30) n~l Jo 
and 
sup lE INn(T)I~ < 00 . (3.31) 
n~l 
It follows from these estimates that, for some subsequence {nk , k 2: 
I}, (Ynk , Znk ,Nnk ) converges weakly in i}(O, T; V) x A2(H; P, W) x 
M[o~Tl(H) , as k -+ 00. Call their limit (Y, Z, N). 
It remains to show that (Y, Z, N) is a solution to (3.21). 
Let ¢ E L~,l([O, T); JR). Define ¢i := ¢ ei . Hence ¢i E L~,l([O, T); H). 
Multiply (3.23) by ¢ and then apply Ito's formula to find that 
< ~ ,¢i(T) > H + i T [A(s) Yn(s) + g(s) ,¢i(S)) ds 
+ iT < f(s) ,¢i(S) >H ds 
-iT < ¢i(S) ,Zn(s) dW(s) >H -iT < ¢i(S) ,dNn(s) >H 
= iT < Yn(S) '~i(S) >H ds. (3.32) 
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The integral foT[A(s) Yn(s) ,<Pi(S) J ds exists in L2(0, FT , lP; IR) by using 
property (i) of the bilinear functional [., .J and estimate (3.29). 
Now replace n by nk in (3.32) and pass to the weak limit in 
L2(0, FT , lP; JR), as k -t 00, to get 
< ~ ,<Pi(T) >H + I T[A(s) Y(s) + g(s) ,<pi(S) J ds 
+ lT < f (s) ,<Pi (s) > H ds 
- lT < <Pi(S) ,Z(s) dW(s) >H -IT < <Pi(S) ,dN(s) >H 
= lT < Y(s) ,¢>i(S) >H ds. (3.33) 
To clarify this equality, note that the mapping 
'I1:M 2,C(H)-tL2 (0,FT,lP;JR) , MH lT <<pi(s),dM(s»H 
is continuous since 
lE 'I1(J\;!)I~ < lE iT l<Pi(S)I~ d < M >s 
< C2 lE IM(T)I~ , 
for some constant C2 > o. Also the following mapping 
cI> : A2(H; P, W) -t L2(0, FT, lP; JR) , 
R H lT < <Pi(S) ,R(s) dW(s) >H 
is continuous since 
lE 1cI>(R)I~ lE lT 1<p(s)l~ d < « 1· R(k) dW(k) ,ei >H) >s 
< C3 1E I < foT R(s) dW(s) ,ei >H Ii 
< c~ lE lT IR(s)IL(H) , 
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by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, where C3 and C~ are some positive constants. 
By using property (i) of [.,.J, it is immediately seen that the following 
mapping <p : 
Y H i T [A(S) Y(s) ,(I>i(s)] ds , 
is also continuous and linear from i}(O, T; V) to L2 (st, :FT , IP'; JR.) . 
These three mappings \lI and <I> and <p are linear as well. Therefore \lI , <I> 
and <p are continuous with respect to the weak topologies. This implies (3.33). 
For being (3.33 ) holds for every i 2 1, we find that 
< ~ ,v >H 4>(T) + i T[A(S) Y(s) + 9(S) ,v ]4>(s) ds 
+ iT < f(s) ,v >H 4>(s) ds 
-iT 4>(s) < v ,Z(s) dW(s) >H -iT 4>(s) < v ,dN(s) >H 
= i T 1>(S) <Y(S),V>H ds, (3.34) 
for every v E V. 
Let t E (0, T). Choosing 
<Pm{s) := { 1- m (t - s) if s 2 t + 2~ , if t - _1 < s < t + _1 2m 2m ' if s < t __ 1 
- 2m' 
for m 2 1, in (3.34), we derive 
< ~ ,v > H + iT [A (s) Y (s) + 9 (s) ,v ] 4>m (s) ds 
+ iT < l(s) ,v >H 4>m(s) ds 
(3.35) 
-iT 4>m(S) < v ,Z(s) dW(s) >H -iT 4>m(S) < V, dN(s) >H 
l. t+/;n = m t- _1 < Y (s) ,v > H ds, 2m (3.36) 
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for all m ~ 1. Thus by taking the limit as m -+ 00 in (3.36), it follows that 
for almost all t E [0, T] we have 
< ~ ,v >H + [T[A(S) Y(s) + g(s) ,v] ds+ iT < /(s) ,v >H ds 
_[T <v,Z(S)dW(S»H-[T <v,dN(s»H 
= < Y(t) ,v >H . (3.37) 
By using the separability of V we conclude from (3.37) that, for a.e. t E 
[O,T] , 
Y(t) = ~ + [T( A(s) Y(s) + g(s) + /(s) ) ds 
- iT Z(s) dW(s) -iT dN(s) . (3.38) 
The process defined by the right hand side of this equation (3.38) has a 
continuous modification, we therefore define Y to be this process. 
It remains to show that N is V.S.O. to W. 
Let u be an [0, T] - valued stopping time. We have to show that 
(3.39) 
for every hand 9 E H, where W h := < W , h > H and NY := < N ,g > H 
Note that we have, for each k ~ 1, 
where Wnk,h := < Wnk , h > H • This implies that 
lE Wm,h(u) . N~k (u) = 0 , 
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for every m ::; nk , since 
where 7r~k := 7rm 0 7rnk . 
Thus 
for all m ::; nk . 
On the other hand, since Nnk converges weakly to N in M[o~Tl(H) as 
k -+ 00, then N~k converges weakly to NY in Mfo~Tl (JR) as k -+ 00. This 
implies, by using the Optional stopping theorem, that N~k (u A .) converges 
weakly to N9 (u A .) in Mfo~Tl (JR) as k -+ 00 . Indeed, if M E Mfo~TJ (JR), hence 
MU := M(u A·) E Mfo~Tl(JR) and so 
E N~k (T) . M U (T) 
-+ E N9(T) . MU(T) 
E N9(U) . M(T) . 
as k -+ 00, by using the weak convergence of N~k . 
In particular, 
as k -+ 00. Now let m -+ 00 and use the strong (hence the weak) convergence 
of Wm,h to get 
This together with (3.40) implies that 
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which gives (3.39). 
Thereby (Y, Z, N) is a solution to (3.21). • 
In the next step we let f depend on the variables t and Z but not on Y. 
In particular, we have 
Y(t) = ~ + iT (A(s) Y(s) + f(s, Z(s)) + g(s) ) ds 
-iT Z(s) dW(s) -iT dN(s) , 0 ~ t ~ T, (3.41) 
Lemma 3.9 Let ~ E L2(0, FT , lP; H) and let 9 E L}(O, T; V'). Assume that 
f : 0 x [0, T] x L2(H) -+ H satisfying (F1) and (F2). 
Then there exists a unique solution (Y, Z, N) to (3.41) in L}(O, T; V) x 
A2(H; P, W) x M 2,C(H) . 
Proof. The proof of uniqueness of solutions is achieved by using the same 
argument as in Lemma 3.B. 
We now show the existence of solutions to (3.41). 
The proof is done by approximation using Lemma 3.B. Let Zo _ o. 
Consider the following equation 
Yn(t) = ~ + iT (A(s) Yn(s) + f(s, Zn-l(S)) + g(s) ) ds 
-iT Zn(S) dW(s) -iT dNn(s) , (3.42) 
for ° :::; t :::; T and n ~ 1. 
Then according to Lemma 3.8 this GBSPDE has a unique solution 
(Yn , Zn, Nn ) E L}(O, T; V) x A2(H; P, W) x M 2,C(H) , for each n ~ 1. 
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Apply Ito's formula to (3.42) and use (F2) and (F3) to obtain that 
E IYn+1(t) - Yn(t)l~ + E IT IZn+l(S) - Zn(s)IL(H) ds 
+ E IT d < Nn+l - Nn >8 
~ (,\ + 2 k) E IT IYn+1(s) - Yn(s)l~ ds 
+ ~ E iT IZn(s) - Zn-l(s)IL(H) ds 
- a E iT IYn+ds) - Yn(s)l~ ds . (3.43) 
By multiplying both sides of (3.43) by e(.H2 k) t and integrating J: . dt , 
we get 
E lT IYn+1(t) - Yn(t)I~ dt 
+ lT e('x+2k)t (E iT IZn+1(s) - Zn(S)IL(H) ds) dt 
+ lT e(.H2k)t (E iT d < Nn+1 - Nn >8) dt 
~ ! rT e(.H2k)t (E IT IZn(s) - Zn-l(s)IL(H) ds) dt. (3.44) 
2 Jo t 
In particular, we have 
lT e(.H2k)t (E iT IZn+l(S) - Zn(s)IL(H) ds) dt 
~ ~ lT e('x+2k)t (lE IT IZn(s) - Zn-l(s)IL(H) ds) dt. (3.45) 
But this inequality reads after iteration as 
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f.T e(H2k) t (IE iT IZn+l(s) - Zn(S)Ii,(H) ds) dt 
< (!)n 1 (.H2k)T lE rT IZ ( )1 2 d -' ( 1 )n C (3.46) 
- 2 .-\ + 2 k e Jo 1 s L2(H) s -':2 s . 
Thus, by using (3.44), we get 
1E IT/Yn+l(t)-Yn(t)/~dt::; (~tC5' (3.47) 
On the other hand, inequalities (3.43) and (3.47) yield, after iterating in 
n, that 
and 
lE iT /Zn+l(S) - Zn(s)IL(H) ds 
::; (~t [n (.-\ + 2 k) Cs + lE iT /Zl(s)/L(H) dsJ . (3.48) 
Moreover from (3.43), (3.47) and (3.48) we get 
lE lT IYn+1(s) - Yn(s)I~, ds ::; 
.!. ( ! t [n (.-\ + 2 k) Cs + lE rT IZl(S)IL(H) ds] , (3.49) 
a 2 Jo 
lE I (Nn+l - N 7I )(T) I~ ::; 
( ~ )n [ n (A + 2 k) Cs + lE lT IZl(S)IL(H) ds] . (3.50) 
Therefore, from (3.49), (3.48) and (3.50), we conclude that the se-
quences {Yn}, {Zn} and {Nn}, where n ~ 1, are Cauchy sequences in 
L}(O, T; V), A2(H; P, W) and M 2,C(H) ,respectively. Call their limit 
(Y, Z, N). 
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From the strong orthogonality between Nn and W, for each n 2: 1, and 
the weak convergence of Nn to N as n -+ 00, we deduce that N is V.S.O. to 
W, as done in the preceding proof; though this case is rather more simple. 
Note that 
IE liT A(s)(Yn(S) - Y(s)) ds I~, 
< TIE iT I A(s)(Yn(S) - Y(s)) I~, ds 
< C6 IE loT I Yn(S) - Y(s) I~ ds 
-+0 as n-+oo, 
where C6 is some positive constant. 
Finally, pass the limit in (3.42) as n -+ 00 to get the equation (3.41). 
Hence (Y, Z, N) is a solution to (3.41). • 
We now complete the proof of Theorem 3.7. 
Proof of Theorem 3.7. The uniqueness proof is similar to that in 
Lemma 3.B. 
Existence: Let Yo == o. Define recursively, using Lemma 3.9, the following 
GBSPDE: 
Yn(t) ~ + IT( A(s) Yn(s) + /(s, Zn(s), Yn- 1(s)) + g(s, Yn- 1(s))) ds 
-iT Zn(S) dW(s) -iT dNn(s) , (3.51) 
for 0 ::; t ::; T and n 2: 1. 
The solution to this equation, (Yn, Zn, Nn), lies in L}(O, T; V) x 
A2(H;P, W) x M 2,C(H) for each n 2: 1, as a result of Lemma 3.9. 
The rest of the proof is similar to that in [41]; see also [33]. 
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By using Ito's formula, (F2), (F3) and (F5), one can see easily that 
Define 
E IYn+1(t) - Yn(t)l~ + ~ E iT IZn+l(S) - Zn(S)IL(H) ds 
+ E iT d < Nn+l - Nn >s + Qi E iT IYn+l(s) - Yn(s)l~ ds 
::; (A + 2 k) lE iT[ IYn+1(s) - Yn(s)l~ + 
IYn(s) - Yn-l(s)I~] ds, 0:::; t:::; T. (3.52) 
Un(t) := E iT IYn(s) - Yn-l(s)l~ ds, t E [0, T], n ~ 1 . 
Then (3.52) implies that 
d 
- dt Un+l(t) - (.\ + 2 k) Un+l(t) ~ (A + 2 k) Un(t) , 
or equivalently 
d 
- dt (Un+l(t)· e (.H2k)t) ~ (A + 2 k) e (.H2k)t un(t) . 
Thus by integrating both sides of this inequality from t to T, we get 
Un+l(t) ::; (A + 2 k) iT e (.H2k)s un(s) ds. 
Iterating this inequality yields 
00 
Un+l(t) :::; [(.\ + 2 k) e ('\+2k)T r (T -, t)n Ul(O) . 
n. 
Hence LUn+l(O) is convergent. Therefore by using this result in (3.52), we 
n=l 
find that the sequences {Yn}, {Zn} and {Nn}, where n ~ 1, are Cauchy 
in i}(O, T; V), A2(H; P, W) and M 2,C(H), respectively. Let Y, Z and N 
denote their limits respectively. 
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The strong orthogonality between Nand W is showed as in the proof of 
the previous lemma. 
Finally, by using this convergence together with assumptions (F2) and 
(F5), we can pass the limit in (3.51), as n -+ 00, to get 
Y(t) = ~ + iT( A(s) Y(s) + l(s, Y(s), Z(s)) + g(s, Y(s)) ) ds 
- iT Z(s) dW(s) -iT dN(s) . 
This shows that (Y, Z, N) is a solution to (3.19). • 
We close this section by giving the following example. The reader may 
find also other examples in this respect in [53, Chapter 4]. 
Example 3.10 Let V = 1HI1 (JRd), H = L2(JRd; JR) and V' = 1HI-1 (JRd) , where 
1HI1 (JRd) is the completion of Co (JRd) under the norm: 
IlullJH[l(IRd):= ( f lu(x)12 dx + f IV' u(x)12 dx )! 
JIRd JIRd 
and 1HI-1 (JRd) is the dual space of 1HI1 (JRd). 
Then (V, H, V') is a rigged Hilbert space; cf. e.g. [53]' 
Suppose that the aij(w,t,X) , (i,j = 1, ... ,d), are bounded real valued 
processes, defined on n x [0, T] X JRd, that are predictable and measurable with 
respect to the x - variable. Assume moreover that they satisfy the following 
uniform parabolicity condition: :3 8 > 0 such that 
d d 
- 2 L aij(w, t, x) (i (j + 6 L (J ~ 0 , (3.53) 
i,j=l i,j=l 
for all (w, t,x) E n x [0, T] x]Rd and (1, ... ,Cd E JR. 
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Con8idn' the following problem: 
d 0 8 
-d}'(t .. r)=[L
oI1 
(al)(;..;.t,x) ax Y(t,x)) 
1.)=1 ) 
d 
+ L b) (~', t, }'(t. x), Z(t, x) ) 1 dt 
)=1 
- Z (t , .T) dH' ( t) - d N ( t, x) , 
}'(T .. 1') = 0(.1') E [}(n, F r .lP: JR) , 
(3.54) 
where b) : ~2 x [0. T] x IR x L 2 (1I; JR) --t JR, j = 1, ... , d, satisfies the following 
two coruJiliOTls: for' ('(u·h j = 1 ..... d, 
• (FJ)' b) 18 p (,) B(JR) 0 B(L2 (H: JR))/B(JR) - measurable and 
IE .C 1 h,(I.(J.()) I; df < x,: 
• (F:!)' :1 k J > () 811('h that V y. y' E JR, V z, Z' E L2 (H; JR) 
1m if o 1'11/. iy 111 (f.;...·) . 
A .'lOIU/IOTI to (:1..~4) 18 (l fT'ipl,' (L Z, N) such that for all v E Cgo(ll~d) 
and f E [0. 'fl. 
r }'U, .1') d.r) dr '.7 r ¢(.r) l'{:r) dx 
lRd ~d 
I T £ d iJ, iJ -- L (/1)(;..;,8. I) :)-,- } (8, .r) ~ v(x) dx ds , • :0('/ ( .r) u .rl 
I.) 1 
'J' d 
-I r (L h) (;..;, .... } '(.<;. :r), Z(8, :r) ) ) v(x) dx ds 
, l:J.,d ) 1 
1 T 
-I r d.r) Z(.<;. :r) dI dlr(8) - r 1 v(x) dN(s, x) dx. (3.55) 
I IKd iRd t 
Ld Wi tr'Y to n,la/,' (:1.54) to tlw GBSPDE (8.19). 
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Let A (t, w) be defined such that 
1 d a a [A(t, w) u ,v] := - L aij(W, t, x) -a u(x) -a vex) dx , IRd . . 1 Xj Xi 
1,}= 
where u, v E V. 
Then from the condition (3.53) we have 
r d a 
2 [A(t,w) v ,v]::; - 8 iIRd ~ ( aXi V(X))2 dx 
= 6 L Iv(xlli dx - 6 ( L Iv(xlli. dx + L, t ( a:i v(xl )' dx l . 
Thus A satisfies the condition (F3). 
On the other hand, let the mapping f : n x [0, T] x H x L2(H) -t H be 
defined as 
d 
few, t, y, z)(x) := L bj (w, t, y(x), z(x) ) , 
j=l 
(w, t, y, z) E n x [0, TJ x H x L2 (H) -+ H . Then, by using (Fl) , and (F2) J 
J it easily seen that this f verifies the conditions (Fl) and (F2). 
Therefore equation (3.54) can be considered as a GBSPDE of the type 
(3. 19}. Consequently, an i}(O, T; H) x A2(H; P, W) x M[O,T] (H) - valued 
solution {( Y(t,x),Z(t,x),N(t,x)), x E jRd} of (3.54) exists uniquely such 
that Y(t,') E V for a.e. (w, t) and (3.55) holds a.s. for all t E [0, T] . 
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